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ACQUISITION
REFORM
SUCCESSES
The Army is well out in front in implementing and institutionalizing a number of specific acquisition reform measures,
and I am happy to report that we .~re beginning to realize ignificam savings. We now ha e enough specific program evidence to see the results of our efforts, and conclude that if
these measures continue and acquisition reform moves from a
reform to continuous process improvement, we will see enormous s,\vings and efficiencies in the nlture.
Let me highlight a few successes. We conducted an inten e
cost reduction tudy before entering production on the Javelin
AntitH.nk Weapon System, tl,e revolutionary, highly letl,al system to significanUy enhance the survivability of our soldiers
and M;uin on the battlefield. We used streamlining methods
such as the elimination of military specifications, allowed commerdal procurement of parts and componen ,and allowed
different approacl,es to produ tion method and qualil:Y control. We used an lntegrated Process Team, which included representatives of our program management office, engineers
from the .S.Army Mi ile Command at Huntsville,AI., our contractors, and d,e end user, who was represented by the infantry
school.l1le net result was a reduction in the 0 erall procurement years from 14 to II, and a savings of 1. billion.We have
already taken those dollars out of the future reprogram budget
and applied tlu:m. elsewhere.
We did a similar study on d,e Longbow Hellfire missile, a millimeter wave seeker mi ile that is very sophisticated and will
ignificantly enhance the combat power of our Apache helicopter fleet. imiIar results were obtained. The production buy
was reduced from 10 to eight years at a savings of well over
8-0 million. Now, these tudies were done after the missiles
bad completed their operational testing, and the savings will
yield more than 20 percent based on wbat we had origirmlly
budgeted. Therefore, 1 am confident had we employed d,ese
disciplines at the outset of development, we would have seen
even bigger savings.
Wi~h the Comanche armed reconnaissance helicopter program, Ol~ goal is to retain full capabilities and to achieve several hw,dred million dollars of cost savings and aVOidance. The
program applies commercial approaches where practical, and
uses sinlU1'ltion to the maximum. For example, tlle same virtual
engineering approach with computer aided de ign/manufacturing techniques used by Boeing on the new m commercial
airliner, were used to d ign the Comanche armed reconnaissance helicopter and to test very early the llight djuamics and
aviation software package. otn.1Jldle incorporated tlle commerci:t1 aviation tecllllique of"test and use" prototyping, replacing the highly expensive practice of developing "throwaway"
model . In many applications, plastic encapsulated microcircuit
(PEMs) technology can replace ceramic encapsulated mi rocir-

cuits, defined by obsolete military pecifications and standards.
Our contractor e timate that u ing PEMs will result in a savings of at least 150,000 per aiIfutme.
The Comanche deVelopment program i an example of
shortening the overall acquisition life cyde by meld.ing the
DemonstrationNal.idation phase and me Engineering aod
Manufacturing Development phase tOgether due to Ule significant overlap of engineering activities. This may signal the
application of uch a concept to other developmental programs tllfOughoUl the Department of Defense (DOD), U,US aving U,e time, energy, and expense devoted 10 a separate milestone review.
Acquisition reform i critical to our modern.ization programs. Within d,e Iasl 18 months, two significa.nt a tivity-based
costing studies were completed of defense contractor operation ,one by Peat Marwick and another by Coopers and
Lybrand. TI,e studies identified the acthrity cost driver for
defense companies compared to commercial companie .TIle
net result was mat the cost premium for defense-unique procedures ranged from 20 to 0 percent of the price depending on
U,e parti ulac product area in\'olved.
We have got to save some portion, if not all, of these costs by
eliminat.ing uperfluous, non-vaLue a.dded processes. That i
what acquisition reform is all aboul.While we probably cannot
save the full 40 percent because there may be a few defenseunique procedures we cannot eliminate, we must save at least
20 percent.
A highly important and valuable b nefit to acqui ition
reform is not just measured in dollars. By making it easy to get
at commerc.ially developed technoloID' and products and eliminating the barriers to using them in our systems, we can
acquire U,e Latest in tecl1l1010gy.This is critical because'technology itl ilie commercial sector, particularly in all fllcets of information and communication technology, far outstrips defenseunique technology.
Acqui ilion efforts to really succeed and create bottoml.ine
payoff: need to be a complete team effort.At the Federal level,
there ha to be teamwork between the Executive and
Legislative branches of government. In the Department of
Defense, the Office of the Secretary of Defense (0 D) and tl,e
Services'tUust work together. Last, and far from Ie-as!, an artitude
of teanlwork-solving problems by working together-musl
exist between government and industry.
Acquisition reform is a complex process iliat involves people and organizations inside and outside the Army. It i
absolutely critical to modernization for the 21st century. We
must all work togedler.

Gilbert F. Decker
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COVER
Numerous innovative acquisition strategies by a host of Army RD&A
agencies have resulted in substantial savings in time and resources. This
issue shares some of the lessons learned from these successful efforts.

INNOVATIVE
ACQUISITION

REFINING THE
SOURCE SELECTION PROCESS.
TACOM's
SOURCE SELECTION
INITIATIVE
Background
Over the years, the U.S. Army Tank-automotive and Armaments Command, Warren,
Ml (TACOM-Warren), has typically performed about a dozen formal ource selections a year and probably about twice that
many informal source selection (i.e.
where the contmcting officer is tlle source
'election authority). While the quality was
good, we felt tilt: t.iIDe:. and resources that

our process was consuming needed to be
reduced. In 1992, along with a number of
oth r treamlining initiatives, we formed a
process actioll team to look at best value
source selections. A survey of the work
force identified about 16 is ues whicb
could be categorized into basically three;
• lack of Utlifortll G'IIidance and
Approach. Essentially, each new Source
election Evaluation Board (SSEB) sL'lfted
over. Other than finding someone with
past board experience (whidl mayor may
not have been good), tbere was little guidance on how or where to begin-from the
administn.tive details through the evaluation process itself.
• Excessive Use of Reso,~rces and
Time. A formal source selection was raking anywhere from 120 La 150 days and
frequently even longer. Board size was
growing, tying up 35 to 50 experienced,
busy people for thi extended period. Cost
of salarie and facilities and equipment was
growing.
• Lack of Meauillgful Traillitlg. 'Vith
little guidance and earn SSEB "reinventing
tile wheel; the first several weeks of earn
board activity were literally spell! working
out a format and approacb between the
SEE management and the eva.1uators.
Precious little time was spent on the evaluation itself and even the time spenL was
not necessarily efficient.
In addition to these concerns, another
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By Thomas C. Meyer
pmctical reality was becoming obvious.
Over ight and management of formal
source selections was fairly limited to a
few mid and top level managers in the
Acquisition Center, Legal Office, and englneering staff. Many of these people were
approaching retirement. Experience and
expertise beyond that group was linlited.
Thus, the objective became clear:
treamline the process to make it more
efficient, and institutionalize proven procedures and practices.

The Approach
The team concluded that, by standardizing on proven good practices, ignificant
improvements were possible. Looking
around at other agenCies and a tivities. tbe
Air Force and NASA appeared to have
done quite a hit, particularly NASA with its
streamlining manua.l and formal training
ptogram.
What these other agencies had rea.lized.
and in fa t what had been evident in many
of TACOM's most successful source selections, were several basic principles:
• Urnit criteria to discriminators;
• Be specific regarding required content and fomlat of propo als;
tandardize effective procedure ;
As our command began to apply tllese
principles, even on a piecemeal basis, leadtimes, board mff sizes, and costs began to
shrink. In 1994, the command's Acquisition
Center established a formal office to focus
on this initiative and institutionalize dmnge.
TI,e offlce, named the Systems Acquisition
Assi taoce Team. is staffed by three individu·
als witil extensive procurement and source

• •

selection experience. The team's primary
mission is to assist progr:rm offices and contract managers in the planning and execution of best value procurements.

The Method
The methods being advocated are not
new to TACOM or to the Army Materiel
Command (AMe). Most have been recommended and tried before. Whar TACOM is
doing differentll' than it bas in ti,e past is
to "package" these be t practices into a
coherent approarn and promote its use
through the Systems Acquisition Assismnce
Team. The team's hypothesis is proving
itself: If you can shorten the lime, you can
get better people; if you get better people
you can reduce the time and maintain or
improve quality.
The up front work in any competitive,
be t value acquisition is critical, begimling
with early involvement of all participants
including the program or project office,
matrix support elements, acqui ition and
legal staffs, and key Source Selection Board
participants. Ne>.1:, a quality solicitation is
essential; tailored, clear, and with evaluation criteria and propo aL in tructions that
focus on the program and evaluation objective. Finally, a disciplined board process is
needed to ensure time and resources are
used efficiently and effectively. Following
are some specifiCS that are key to th
TACOM program.
• Limiting Criteria to Discriminators. Both the breadth and depth of the
criteria tree have been substantially
reduced. Top level factors (or areas) are
generally limited to three to five, including
recilniCal, cost, and past performance and,
as appropriate, logistics and/or production
capability. We rarely include management
as a separate factor, preferring to judge
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management capabiliry by past performance rather tillIn wiring diagram and
resumcs. Beyond that top level, criteria are
being csl3blished no lower than two addi·
tional levets.
• Describing Proposal Content in
Specific Terms. Far 100 often, we received
proposals that had incomplete information
or the wrong information. The next several
weeks were spent identifying the problem
and requesting supplemental information
from the contractor. Frequently, the reason
we didn't get the information correctly the
first time is because we hadn't clearly iden·
tified in the RFP what we wanted in terms
of precise format and content. Today's
approach is to concurrently develop the
scope of work, the eVltluation criteria, and
the speCific information we need to make
that evaluation. By looking at these parts
together, we tend to gel a clearer identification of the criteria that is really important to
tlle selection decision, and a more precise
description of the analyses, data, or documenl3tion, and its format needed for the
evaluation.
• Standardizing Effective Proce·
dures. Promoting best practices is an ongoing carnpaJgn. Several pecific methodologies are worth pointing out:
a. Use of a Stalldard Model Operatillg Procedure. A sample standard operating procedure ( OP) which was prepared for a previous SEB is provided to
new SEB chairpersons for guidance and
can be tailored as appropriate. It organize
and addresses board operations from
administr-.ttive is ue to di cu ion proce·
dures to briefll1g formats. While a board
may cbo 'e different approaches, they at
least have a framework and example to
guide them.
b. Limilillg Baard Size. SSEB's are utilizing a small core staff (e.g. 10-12 people)
and supplement it as necessary with part·
time and on-caJJ personnel who can come
in for a shon time to perform specific evaluations and then be released.
c. Millimize the Use of Source Selec·
tioll Advisory COlll/cils (SSAC). SSACs are
rarely used. In place of a formal SSAC, the
ource election Authoriry uses informal
advisors on an as-needed basis.
d. DlscipUllillg tbe Process. In the
past, many of our evaluators spent weeks in
the initial propo aI review and clarification
or fact finding process. Requesting addition·
al info.rrn.~tion from offeror seemed to be
an end in itself. The approach now is to
establish an O\'eraU evaluation sdledule-90
days is now standard, and include an early
milestone for requesting clarifications or
additional information-typically 7 to J 0
days, and a milestone for completion of initial evaluations-about Uu-ee to four weeks.
\\'lith a mark on the wall, evaluators conccotrate on the task of evaluation and avoid academic earches for nice-to-know information.
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e. Use of O,-at Discussions. Use of
oral presentations and discussions by the
offerors to the SSEB has significantly
improved both the timeliness and the qualiry of the evaluation. Oral presentations
are used to quickly acquaint the SSEB
members with the strucnu-e and content of
complex proposals. They have been particul"riy effective for the cost area.
Routinely, we are using or-dl communication, either in per on or by telepbone, in
the fact finding and discussion process to
address clarifications, deficiencies and significant weaknesses. These oral discussions allow immediate clarification or follow-up questions, rather than another
lengthy paper que tion/:lnswer routine.
Not only does it provide the evaluators
with a more thorough understanding of
the proposal, but this opportunity to
explain their responses appears to significantly increase the offeror's confidence
that he was !reated fairly.
While we have not utilized oral present.~
tions in place of written proposals, it is a
concept worth con idering for certain
types of acquisitions and for certain :lreas
in tbe evaluation, uch as management,
background and experience, Staffing plans,
quality program, Or logistics plans. Service
contracts in general are good candidates.
f. Scoring Methot/ology. Tbe command has also standardized on a coring
methodology. A sd,eme using five adjectival ratings is being u ed acro the board.
Thi has produced several benefits. First,
by tanwlfdizing on one method, eadl new
SSEB does not have to learn a new approach. It has al 0 eliminated the averaging problems of numerical scoring and has
pur more emphasiS On dearer, comprehensive narr"dtive evaluations.

g. /lfodel Contract/Best aruJ. Filial
Offer (RAPO) Pt-ocedtlre. Thi is a ignificant process improvement, although
not a new concept at TACONl During the
discussion process, the contracting officer
prepares a draft model contract. It includes any changes resulling from discussions, any unique requirement of individual propo als (e.g. government furnished
propeny lists), and any unique terms and
conditions of a particular offeror (e.g.
incorpomtion of unique proposal feature
sucb as meeting a desired performance
level). TI,e documem is discus ed with the
offeror and any changes or exceptions
identified and negotiated. Format and content requirements for the best and final
offer are discussed in detail and agreed
upon at this time. Offerors are required to
submit their BAFO by inserting their final
prices in the model contr.tct, and sign the
documcot. Once the selection decision is
made, the contracting officer has all executable document in hand and can sign the
contract. Thi approach minimizes the likelihood of an offeror taking exceptions to
terms and conditions after BAFO's have

been received, Or after the award decision
has been made.
While exception or other non-co t
changes to the offeror's proposal are not
precluded in the BAFO, our concerted
effort to resolve all issues, including
model contract content, prior to curting off
discus ions make them rare. Nearly all
BAFOs received are cost/price changes
only, ,md requirements for reopening discussions and subsequent BAFOs are virtually non-exislem wben u ing thi approach.
An added benefit is that by discussing and
re olving po sible exceptions early, much
less time is norrnaJJy reqUired for the offerors to prepare their BAFOs. A five day turnaround is not uncommon, even on large
acqui ltions, because the offeror has already
had the model COIllrllCt in band and been
discussing it with us for several weeks.

Summary
TACOM-Warren has taken a systematic
approach toward improving it proce .
While individual improvements rna)' solve
individual problems, significant improvements require addressing every phase of
the proces . Notwithstanding that state·
Inent, our experience suggests that a poorly prepared RFP wiU pre ent evaluation

problems for even the best Source
Selection Evaluation Board. Conversely, a
well laid out solicil3tion with a scope of
work that is well tfuctured, criteria that is
limited to discriminators, and proposal format and content instructions that are specific will facilitate an effective and efficient
evaluation by even inexperienced boards.
Once the evaluation i underway, it must
be a disciplined pro css. etting aggressive
milestones and standardizing best practice
are key to doing it right and doing it fast.
Finally, the use of oral presentations and
di cu SiODS cut time, ignificantly improves communication and understanding,
and should increase industry's confiden e
in the process.

THOMAS C MEYER is chirifofthe
Systems Acqui ilion Assistance
Team at the u.s. Army Tank-automotive and Armaments Command.
He holds a B.B.A. degree in marketing ji-om tbe University of Toledo
and an M.A. degree in procurement management from W'ebstet'
University. A member of the Army
Acquisition Corps. be is a certifr.ed
professional contract manager and
holds the "Fellow" designation from
the ational Contract Managemenl Association.
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INNOVATIVE
ACQUISITION

competitive best value buys and setting the
cycle time standard of 120 dars.

Key Factors for Success

PACER
ACQUISITIONS:
DOD
VISION
BECOMES
A REALITY
ATCECOM
By Jack KUlaga,
Lawrence Asch
and Jodi Santamaria
Introduction
On ep<- 14, 1994, Secretary of Defense
Dr. William Perry pm forth a challenge
before each military department and
Defense agency to establish performance
mea ures that will reduce cycle lime by at
least 50 percent before the year 2000.
Leading the chal'ge to reach this goal, the
Army's Communications-Electronic Com·
mand (CECa f) Acquisition Center at Fort
Monmouth, N), established a cycle lime goal
of 120 days for competitive best wlue buys.
111is bold action repre ented a greater than
50 percent reduction of cycle time within
two months of Dr. Perry's challenge.
This tandard is the result of CECOM's
Command, Control, Communication, Com·
puters, Intelligence Electronic Warfare
(C41EW) Acquisition Ceorer implementing
a streanillning initiative, known as PACER
acquisitions. Continuou Iy triving to be
the best, CECOM's C41EW Acqui irion
Center, at the direction of Edward G. Elgart,
director, C41EW Acquisition Center, devel·
oped this tedmique to expedite the acqui·
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sition process by employing team empowerment and electronic cODJIDerce.

Why PACER?
11le C4IEW Acqui ition Center realized
the immediate need to find a re-englneered
way of buying-A way that called for early
invoi emeOl of aU players, constant com·
munications, and reduction of cycle time in
order to provide our war fighlers with
quality products and service while saving
the taxpayers' dollars. The C4JEW Acquisi·
tion Center took a fresh look and Came up
with a truly irulovative approach, appropri·
ately called PACER acqui itioos.
Designed to cut acquisition cycle time to
the bare bonco, PACER demands dissection
of the award process of competitive best
value acqui itions.The proces include jetti oning non-value added procedures and
review, while following aU Starutory and
regulatory guideline . The results were the
institutionalization of PACER' effident and
effective procedures into all of CECOM'

Several factor were instnlmeOlal to the
success of P CJill acquisitions: teamwork,
industry's partiCipation, and electronic commerce. Fotemo t, the personnel that com·
prised the teanl were quality individuals,
bringing expertise from each matrix organization and a total commitment to the
designated PACER acquisition. Although
multi-functional, they were not functionallyoriented. instead, they were goal-oriented,
working together to meet the custom rs'
requirements in record time.
PACER team were LaSked to chalienge
the norm. They started willl a clean slate,
adding only the ab olute ntinimurn. essen·
tial requirements. They chalhmged all data
items to eliminate the one that added no
wille. Teams refr'dined from imposing milltall' pe ifi ations and standard on con·
tractors in accordance with the initiative
set forth by the secretary of Defense.
lndustry became an essential, participating member of Ille PACER teams through. various fonlmS that were made available. The
PACER teanlS promoted open communication with indu try through Advanced
Planning Briefings for Industry (APB!), preproposal conference , and one-on-Qne sessions. Together, the go\'crnrnem and industry
worked to develop, improve, and CC',tnlline
the Statement of Work (SOW), Specific-dtion,
and Request for Proposal (RFP).
Equally important was l.he Electronic
Bulletin Board (EBB) establi hed b)'
CECOM to rncilitale real·time communica·
tions. Both the C41EW Acquisition Center
and industry extensively used dle EBB as a
vehicle for real·time communication. Early
and frequent communications with industry facilitated l.he development and maime·
nance of close ties throughol1l all phases of
the acquisition C)"de. for inStance, when a
schedule was developed by the PACER
team, industry in turn was in tantiy made
aware via the EBB. ThroughoLlt tbe
process, industry reviewed documents in
draft and final form by utilizing the EBB.

PACER Success
To date, there have been three PACER
acquisitions processed b the 41EW
ACqui ilion Center. One of these acquisi·
tion was for tbe
rrsC·143, Super High
Frequency (SHF) Ttl-Ba.nd Tactical atellite
Terminal (rri-Band).
On Oct. 23, 1993, the Department of the
Army dire ted tile project manager (PM)
for SAT OM to urgently procure six Tri·
Band atellite Terminals to be awarded no
later than March 31, 1994. From the 75
panicipal.ing firms, 10 proposals were
received. An award within 72 days was a
great accomplishment, especially con ider·
ing that 2 0 days were typicall)' expected
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for a procurement ofTri·Band' estimated
dollar vaJ ue.
The Tri-Band team was encouraged to
become involved from the beginning,
appro\'ing the documents during their gen·
eration rather than making recommendations after the fact. The team limited the
requirements to only those deemed
ab olutely essential, imposed page limitations of 100 pages for the entire proposal,
and gatilered performance risk as'e sment
information subsequent to proposal
receipt to cut time. Consequently, proce
time was dr~stically reduced. This is be t
exemplified by the cquisition Centcr's
in urance of the RFP one day after receipt
of the completed Acqul ition Requirements Package.
The Tri·Band team also challenged the
our e election process: they worked
imultaneou Iy, not serially. The Tri-Band
PACER team included experienced Source
election Evaluation Board (SSEB) persoll'
nel with program familiarity. They gained
teclmical in ight from the ultimate u er
regarding pecification development. This
interaction also fostered trUSt and confidence between the PM and the C41EW
Acquisition Center. Together, they made
sound ethical business decisions based on
consistency with program intent and will·
ingness to take risk. As a team, the Tri·Band
S En evaluated the critical discriminators
only. The items for negotiations were limited to the e ential points, and were clearly
and comprehel15ively wrinen. Model contraers were developed and negotiated with
each offeror sub equelll to best and final
(BAFOs). The quality of tile resultant contract was improved and the award was
made ahead of scI1eduie.
Tri-Band's succes was unquestionably
attributed to extensive use of the Electronic
Bulletin Board and industry participation.
TIle Electronic Bulletin Board was responsible for quick tum-around in proc ing time,
while indUStry's contribution was acllleved
tlJrough engaging in early briefings regarding the draft RFP. Comments were solicited
and di usSt:d during one-on~ne sessions,
and industry was con tantly offered, and
took advantage of, opportunities to ask questions 'Uld provide comments. As a result, no
time extensions were required in order to
meet the aggressive schedule, and no
protes were filed.
In addition to Tri·Band, cwo otiler PACER
acquisitions were equally succes ful.
Awarded in JUSt 96 days, the Tactical
Endurance Synthetic Aperture Radar
(TESAR) acquisition boasted streamlining
processes of its own. An a tounding 60
percent reduction in processing time was
accomplished by waiving several non-value
added document and reviews: Data
Review Board, Operational Requirements
Document (ORD), Te t and Evaluation
Master Plan and tbe Senior olicitation
Board. As witil Tri-Band, early idemification
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and selection of key SSEB personnel and
exten Ive use of tlle EBB were also essential to theTESAR PACER acquisition.
The tlUrd PACER acqui ition, Applique,
incorporated lessons learned from the twO
previous acquisition . Genemted by tile
Arml' Digitization Office, the computerbased Applique reqtUrement encompassed
computers, software development and ;y~
terns i.megralion.All of tile PACER streanJlining initiallves were put to tile test in tile
expeditious awarding of tills complex acquisillon. TIle Applique proved undeniably that
PA ER initiative work equally well on
research and development acquisitions.

Success to Build on
Due to the 0 erwhelming ucce of
PAc ER acqui itioos, tile C4lEW Acquisition
Center applied les ons learned and ev n
bolder inJliative to more recem acquisitions. Referred to as, "Teaming for
uCCeS ," the C41EW Acquisition Center
has basically taken PACER acquisition prinCiples and applied them to a higher
degree. Built upon PACER, Teaming for
Success is also a proactive strategy that reengineers the acquisition process.
A significant difference from PACER is
thaI "teaming" programs are Acquisition
Category (ACAT) Level I, and involve the
Army Materiel Command and DA's input
'Uld review. Under the auspices of a "Perry
lnltiative Buy; Army Acquisition Executive
Gilbert Decker approved the SCAMP
(Single Channel Anti-Jam Man Portable)
Tetminal as a Teaming for Success acquisition. Forecasted for award in FY96, tllls
acquisition for a satellite communication
terminal utilized an "integrated product
team (IPT)" philosoph)'.
lPT allowed for the elimination of
sequential review practices with tile development of a concurrent process. The
SCAMP wr was empowered to act and be
directly accoumable for the acquisition
requirements package (including

specific~l

lions and Standards) and tlle solicitation.
As part of this process, the te:un will con·
duct review:) in areas of Functional

Requirement Authentication, ORD/RFP
Crosswalk, and Board of Solicitation
Reviews. In addition, a working level
Source Selection Advisory Council (SSAC)
was used early in the program. The efforts
of the SAC were threefold. First, the SSAC
was empowered to review all pha es of
the total package. Second, they acted as a
highly knowledgeable mentor for the
team. And third, they become "agents of
change" from all lessons learned.

tomers' requirements are met expeditiously
and are tile "best value." The quallty of our
contracts improve, while the integrity of
me acquisition system is mainL"tined. Waste
is e1inllnated, and communication between
government and industry is enhanced. Both
sides benefit from cOSt savings as government co ts for operations and support
lessen and indUStry bid and proposal osrs
are reduced.
weU, the risk of prolest is
mitigated as industry is a team pIa er from
the beginning and experience and con·
tributes to the professionalism of the prodtlct and tile process.
CECOM' Acquisition Center remains avai1able to industry and other government
offices, and wei omes any discussions on
PACER "cquj hions. Reader having question ,comment or concerns regarding
PACER acquisitions are encouraged to write
to the Communications and Electronic
Command, C4IEW Acqui ition Center, Fon
Monmouth,!'ij 07703, TIN:AMSEl.-A P-BP.

JACK R. KULAGA is a procurement anaZ)'st for the Command,
Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence Electronic
Watfare Acquisition Center, with
more than 12 years of experience.
He holds an M.B.A. degree from
Monmouth College.
IAWRENCE ASCH is a contracting officer for Ihe C4LEW Acquisition Center, with more thell! 15
years ofcontracting experience. His
current customers include PM. MILSTAR (including two ACAT 1 programs), PM, Global Positioning
Systems and Directorate for
Maleriel Managemenl.
JODI SANTAMARIA is an AMC
intern for tbe C4IEW Acquisition
Center. She holds a B.S. in business
administration from Trenton State
College.

Win-Win Situation
Besides the marked reduclion in cycle
time, the benefit of u ing the PACER
process for the government and industry
are profound. Mo t import,mtiy, tbe cus·
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INNOVATIVE
ACQUISITION

Comanche Prototype Number 1.

Industry/Army Teaming. ..

AMODEL FOR
PROCUREMENT SUCCESS:

THE COMANCHE PROGRAM
Introduction
The Boeing ikorsl.')' RAH-66 Comancbe
program has e tablished a weU-earned reputation as a "model procuremeot program"
since the Army awarded the Boeing
ikorsl." First Team tbe RAH-66 demonstration/va.lid.1tlon contract in April 199 J. The
Comanche program earned thi accolade
from a former a sistant secretary for
researcb, development and acquisition
(RDA) because of consistent succe in
meeting cost, scbedule and performance
goals, despite major unanticipated program
restructurings in 1992,1993 and 199;.
Comancbe' ability to remain on track
despite significant administrative cballenges is e pecially in tructive for other
procurement efforts beca use of the program's unique approach. On the administrative front, RAH-66 development involves
a new joint venture Structure, rarely utilized in past government procurement program. From a technical standpoint, the
program established an ambitious list of
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By Jim Morris
and Rick Matson
technological s)' tern improvements to
reach within a relatively tight time frame.
Financially, tbe program aimed for these
objectives witb:in the tightest defense budget environment in recent history.
Today, thank to its team approach to
procurement, nearly all the principal constituencies in the Comanche RDA cyclethe Army operational community, DA,
DOD, and the Congressional oversigbt
committee -bave developed consensus
that COmanche sbould be the U.S. Army'
21st century combat helicopter. And the
program ha proven that sophisticated
tecbnical development can be accomplished on co t and on schedule within the
operational specifications stipulated by th
customer. Tbe Comanche will give Army

aviation new standards of operational safery, field upportabiliry, survivability and
military effectiveness at an affordable unit
cost and with dramatic avings of operating and support co ts.
In fact, comparison wim bistoric:u program data shows that RAH-66 development bas been at least six times more

timely and efficient in cost performance
than the average defense acquisition program, success reflected in a consistent
record of 100 percent incentive awards to
Boeing Sikorsky from the Army for every
evaluation period ince tbe program's
1991 inception.

Teaming
WhUe excellence of design and utilization of advanced manufacnlring and sy tern integration proc es are responsible
to a great extent for the omanche's succe s, tearning forms the basis for the program's strong perfoffi13nce record.
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Folio ing the compet'l1ve phase,
Boeing ikorsky and the Army launched
the Comandle program as a genuine leaming efforl. In pdor program, the Army,
DOD and the cOlJtractors had accepted
adversarial relationship as a routine aspect
of program management. BUI the RAH-66
effon changed the rules. Program leaderhip began the process with a strong commitment to effective communication as a
uccessful administration and technical
development. Establishing alignment and
trust among the disparate elemellts of the
program development has been a hallmark
of Comanche management.
BUI creating the cooperation necessary
to estahlish an effective management team
is a ignificant leadership challenge.
Teaming requires an enonnous amount of
up·front communication and learning.
Specialists must take the time to teadl gen·
eraH ts, and generalists must make tbe
efforl to learn new discipline in order for
each to participate in decisions dlat ultimately affect all aspecls of development
and produ tion. Furthermore, respecl and
trust are necessary among ali elements of
the team in order to drive toward dlallenging progr.ul1 goals.
The RAH-66 program bas become a case
study in teaming implementation. With
more Ulan four years of program experience
under its belt, "Team Comanche" is more
than just a catdl phrase. It is ingrained as a
bu -iness management approach with measurable payoffs that add ignificant value to
meet changing program needs.

For example, the product development
team (pDT) ha become a centerpiece of
the Comanche developmental program.
POTs bring expens from all program disciplines, from designers to manuf"cturers to
the field customer, into a coUaborative
group to examine all facets of aircraft
design, development and production.
When combined with computer-based
design tedmologies that elinlinated several
major intermediate steps in tile RAH-66
development, the multi-<lisclplinary POTs
qUickly proved that a "concurrent" approach to aircraft creation can pay l:Lrge
dividends through implementation of cost·
saving ideas and elimination of errors that
often require costiy rework.
Comanche prototype number one is a
dear cut example of PDT success. Assembly
of the prototype composite airframe, fabricated on Invar steel production tooling, and
trimmed and drilled to madtine tolerances,
required fewer than 40 percent of the manhours allocated in the production plan.
Furthermore, computer-based production
parameter aJlowed the team ro capitalize
on members' unique strengths at mnltiple
mannfacturing sites. Sikorsky's composite
assembly plant in Connecticut took responibility for completion of tbe forward assembly structure, wbile Boeing built the
Comanche's aft fuselage,including the
shrouded tail rotor, in PlliIadelphia. When
tile two sections canle together at ikorsky's
final assembly mciUty, they fit together perfectly by any measure.
Thanks to other POTs, tl,e Comanche's

mission equipment package (MEP), involving complex integration of several sophisticated electronic systems, ha also come
together with astoni lting speed and ease.
Many MEP components required JUSt
hours, rather than the usual days Or weeks,
for te ling and validation in the Comanche
System Integration laboratory.
But the teamjng approach goes well
beyond engineering and scientific tasks.

Army Participation
The U. . Army has actively participated
in every phase of the RAH-66 teaming
approach since program down-select. The
Army's role, advocating the interests of
maintenance and operational SpeciaJislS as
weU as the reqUirement of ti,e combined
arms team, has contributed an invaluable
perspective to the program.
A group of Army operator and maintenance pecialists representing the Army's
TRADOC systems manager is stationed permanently at the Joint Progr~m Office to
represent cu tomer intere ts and ensur
continuiry and consistency of program
management. They are an integral part of
the team. Combat systems developers are
also involved in the program's combined
te t team, the next step for PDTs as
Comanche and ilS systems move into the
validation phase of the demonstration/validation program.
Throughout the Defense estabU lunent,
procurement officials have aJso contributed
to teaming by encouraging and adopt.ing

Comanche Prototype Number 1 in assembly at Stratford, CT.
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Warriors
in the
infantry,
artillery,
armor
and air defense
will realize
as many
benefits
from
the RAH-66
as will
Army
aviators
because
they
will receive
higher
quality
of battle
space
information
at a time
to coordinate
and focus
all elements
of fire
and maneuver,
both Army
and joint.
acquisition refonn measures tbat have benefited the Comanche program. One 'uch
tep i the "De ign FI ibility Clause; a
streamlining measure that enables the
Comanche Team to vary selected requirement changes that contribute to the optimum system design without changing contract specifications. Thi' in no ative
approach defines group of requirements
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and allows the cont....d ctor team to implement system improvement within reasonable parameters for those groups without
time- on uming and expensive contract
dlanges. For e:<llllIple the Army may, without conttact modification, permit contta tors to implement de ign-to-cost improvements even if those improvements add to
design weight as long as the benefits of cost
saving can be shown to justify the change.
Program communication at every management level has reUed on an open and
honest approa h. Teaming provides the
framework through whim conflicts can be
resolved with mittimal time and trouble
while balancing the various intere;ts of all
disciplines that inevitably compete for speilk problem outcomes.
Team Comanche's coo en u building
approach has even reached outside the program's bounds. The executive steering
group has provided a medmnism for senior
orporate and military executive, n rmalJy
not involved in the program' day-to-da)'
operations. to agree about broad prinCiples
of management and keep consistent support
for the RAH-66 at ti,e highest levels of the
Interested oOlpanie and government.

Additional Benefits
This commitment to synergy has also
generated several additional benefits not
f< rcscen at the beginning of the Comandle
program. For example, Pratt & Whittley, a
divi ion of United Temnologies, imparted
its knowledge of infrared signature reduction in jet aircraft engine to Comanche
engineers at ister division Sikors~J'. And,
Boeing MiJjtary Aircraft Divi 'ion shared
les ons learned about aircraft fu elage
radar ero s-section with the Helicopter
Division. These and several other e:<ample
of technnlogical cross-fertilization have
contributed to improvements in the
Cnmanche's design, capabiJitie and co teffectiveness lllany times.
All of the Comanche Team' partnersLockheed Martin; Westinghouse Electronic
y;tem Group; Boeing oefen e & pace
Group, Electronics System' Divi,ion; Moog;
undstrand; Lear A tronautics; Hughes
Training; Hamilton t:U1dard Divi ion of
Unit d Technologie ; Harri Corpnration;
Kai er Electronics; Litton;TRW Militarv
Electronics & Avionics Division; illiam'
International; and UlTEC, a consortium of
Hied ignal's Garrett Division and Rolls
ROJ'ce AJlbon Engine -create an integrated wbole that i demonstrably grealer than
the Stun of its tremendously capable pans.
111rOugh combinations of PDT and disciplined s terns engineering, the Comandle
program ha virtually ensured succes for
fulllre phases bJ' vaUdating ne-olrly all !light
and mission system in the laboratory
through robmit simulation and S) tems integration I ng before these components perform in actual flight. For a program of uch
ted1nical complexity, Comanche has already

anticipated and addressed a large l1ltmber of
issues lhat would remain unresolved in a conventionally marmged program.
The outcome of Comanche's teaming
approach is fully inlegr:ned system development and management that will generate ail equally integmted weapon ;ystem
platform. Comanche, ill certainly
improve the Army' aviation war fighting
capacity, but tlIis aircraft will most importantly increa e the capabilitie of every
other element of the combined arms team.
Warriors in the infantry, artillery, armor
and air defense will reaLize as many benefits from the RAH-66 as will Army aviators
because they will receive higher q uatity of
battle space information at a time to coordinate and focus all elements of fire and
maneuver, both Army and joint.

Conclusion
Team Comanche, including the Army's
RDA community, can be proud of its accomplishments to date. The team has performed beyond e cry expectation and bas
conslstentL)· achie"ed well·documented
technical and managerial excellence
tl1roughout the Comandle program's Jlistory. And, with the cOlllinuing support of
Army RDA, the RAH-66 can look forward to
a strong funrrc that will ensure completion
of Comanche's timel)' development, acquisition and fielding- n cost and within specification-in time to meet the growing
future demand of Army aviation lmd the
combined arms team as we move forward
to tl,e d1allenge of the 21st century.

JIM MORRJ. senles as the vice
president and program director,
RAH-66 Comanche, in Trumbull,
CT. He hold B . . and M.S.
degrees in aeronautical engineeringfrom Princeton University. He
also earned an M. . in management from tanfol'd Un iver ity
wbile on a Sloan Fellowship.
RICK MATSO is deputy program director of the Boeing
ikol'sky Comanche Team. He
graduated from the South Dakota
chool of Mines and Technology,
holds a rna ler' degree in aerospace engineering fl'om the
nivel- ify of A rizona, and has
attended the Harvard Advanced
Management Program.
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Dozing A Path Through Acquisition Reform...

INNOVATIVE
ACQUISITION

THE
DEPLOYABLE
UNIVERSAL
COMBAT
EARTHMOVER
By CPT John Koetz
and Paul Pemberton
Background
The Deployable Universal Combat Earthmover (DEUCE) provide' the light and airborne engineers with a new generation
mobilitj'<ounterrnobiliry-survivability asset.
Consistent with the light infantry and airborne division's flexibility to rapidly a complish missions on a global basis, DEUCE is
rapidly deployable on all aircraft and its
ground SIX-'ed provides maneuverability con·
sistent with the division's combat systems,
induding the Armored Gun System. DEUCE's
on-road speed of 30 mph, roll On/off CI30
capability, and airdrop capability ensure that
depto)'ing forces have the right engineer
madune operating on the ground, without
waiting for trucks, trailers, and the; mph
steel track dozer. DEUCE is tnll)' a new bulldozer and the program execution is a new
way of doing bu ine" in acquisition for
America's Army (Figure I).
Consistent with its new capability, DEUCE
is also on the front lines of acquisition
reform. The DEUCE program team has
labored to apply the tenets of acquisition
streamlining and reform in line with the
Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act of 1994
(FASA 94), Non-Developmental Item (NO!)
Acquisition (DOD 5000-37.H), and the
ational Performance Review. We have
demonstrated substantial succe in honening fielding schedules. redUcing acquisition
co ts, miItimizing military specifications,
sharing government/contractor testing pr<r
grams, and appl)'ing of commercial process. and practices throughout the program.
Our successes are the result of open and
bone t communications, a willingness to
jointly di cus and accept risk, make trade-
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off ,and common sense business practices.
But tbe success i due most of all to the
people of tI,e DE CE program team who
were Willing to open their eyes, di cus.
issues, and look beyond "business as usual;
ask "Why?; and cooperate wiO, a COmmon
focus on communication and the mission.

This article briefly examines the program's history, details the techniques
applied to the DEUCE acquisition, outlines
the successes and summarizes the lessons
learned in the process. The successes to
dale are merely mile-marker along our
route to a successful materiel release and
accomplishment of our mission to field a
capable, reliable, supportable DEUCE to
the engineers of Force XXI.

Program Origins
The DEUCE concept dates to the mid-

80s when Caterpillar Inc. developed its
Mobil Trdc System (lIffS). Tltis innovative,
steel reinforced rubber belted track was
introduced commercially in 1987 on the
Caterpillar hallenger 6; Agriculture
Tractor. These rugged belts, in contrast to
steel tracks, allow high-sp cd travel without damaging paved surfaces (similar to
tires) plu they retain the off-road lraction
(for drawbar) of standard steel tracks.
Caterpillar surveyed Army engineers to
determine what characteristics they would
like in future dozers. Their primml' comments addre sed increasing mobility, but
still maintaiIting mission dozing capability.
Based on tbose re ults,:rn internally-funded
Caterpillar program was initiated in early
1987 to design and build a new type of
dozer. This lllachine, the Model 30/30
Engineer Support Tractor, was complered
I I months later in ovember 1987. The

Figure 1.
Deployable
Universal
Combat
Earthmover
(DEUCE),
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tion board people participated :,s a team,
learning and practicing best value prior to
initiating the D' CE source selection. The
competitive RFP produced only one actual
proposal from Cmerpillar Inc. with the focus
shifted to evaluating and understanding their
proposal,
The Arml' began discussion with
Caterpillar within a week after bid closing.
The first meeting focused on establi hing a
common under tanding of tbeir proposal
and the Army program. TI,e intent was to
provide a ba is for making reasonable program deCiSions and trade-offs. It was readiIr apparent that both ides were focu ed
on fmalizing a program wllicll, at its very
core, was right, made sense, and was aioled
directJy at the common goal of fielcling
quality DEUCEs.Althnugh this sounds obvious and easy, it wa by no means the last
hurdle the combined DruCE team had to
breach to attain this goal.

Test Planning
Figure 2.
Caterpillar Model 30/30 Engineer Support Tractor.
Caterpillar DEUCE will be based on tJ,e
exi ·ting high mobility tractor, and integrates commer ialLy proven Caterpillar
component·. ( e Figure 2.)
DE CE officially began as an Army program with the U..Army Engineer School's
(U AES) approved "Mission eed Sratement for a Light Engineer Earthmo ing
Capability" in 1993. USAES began working
with the Tank-automotive and Armaments
Command (TACOM) and tbe .5. Army
Materiel Command (AMC) product manager for Construction Equipment and
Materials Handling Equipment (PM
E!MHE) to plao a program strategy that
would acquire and field DEUCE machines
quickly. In tbe market investigation and
survey, everal manufacturers expre sed
imerest and identified modified commerCial or military macblnes meeting up to 80
percent or tbe Army DEUCE requirements.
From this, we determined tbat ao Dl
acqui ition slrdtegy would meet the Army's
need witbln rea ooabLe cost and an accelerated schedule

ment. British Aerospace, Caterpillar,
Hagglunds, United Defense L.P., and
Uniwolf all pro'vided comments. Also a
draft request for proposal (RFP) wa
released and sub tamial comments were
garnered on the proposed solicitation. TIle
draft proce s upponed reduction of military specifications, as well as improvements in tJle quality and specifidty of tbe
requirements. The industry partiCipants
suggested commercial standards and practices common to constnJction and off-road
equipment. MAJ Goddette wa fervent in
his quest to reduce the militarr specifications and, rely instead, on commercial prac·
tices. The initial 64 MILSPECs considered
for DEUCE application were reduced to 10
military-unique specifications waived for
use by the 1iJe rone Decision Antbority:
CI30 air transport and air drop, military
sling and tiedowns, JP8 fuel, military lubricant, and hemicaJ Agent Resistant Coating
paint. The rem:tinder of the pecifications
were convened ro commercial specifications (SAE, ANSI, ISO 9001) or rewritten as
performance-based requirements.

Specillcations and Standards

Contracting

MA] Tim Goddette led the DEU E tearn
in prepar:ttion of program documents in
accordance with the DOD 5000 requirements. He took the DEUCE team to the
AM templatiog Roadshow and successfully applied the proce s. TI,e original package induded 54 contracr deliverables; following the tailoring and templating
process that number reduced to 22.
Tbe final DEUCE contract also benefitted from the use of a coordinated draft
with indu try. Two draft purchase descriptions were released to industry for com-

TIle DEUCE was oli ited on a competitive basis using a best value ouree selection
pl,Ul that ranked teduucaJ first, logistics second, cost third, and past performance
fourth. Placing co t third repre 'ented a significant departure from traditional thinking!
Bodl tbe user and tbe PM determined that
the technical approach and rhe logistics
support network of the contractor were
paramount, given the NOI approadl and the
current Army tbrust towards increased
reliance on commercial pans systems,
During Roadshow Iv, DEUCE source selec-
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We made sub tantial gains throughout
the negotiation process. For eX'lmple, m:my
duplicate test efforts were uncovered a'
joint discnssions proceeded. Caterpillat's
commercial process for introducing new
madlines to tbe marketplace required many
of the same mecks and ballUlces, and associated testing, that tbe DOD 5000 and AR 70
series required. The common goaL in
reviewing test plans was "to avoid repeated
testing to match the traditionai manner and
standard...acquire a thorough under tanding of how and to whllt standards commercial product developer tested their srstems' (DOD 5000.3 -H).
The resultant DEUCE test plan conducts
the majority of the performance testing
and the commercial product development
endurance te ting at Caterpillar's Peoria, IT.,
and Thcson, AZ, proving grounds. The military· entered performance tests, operational tests, and RAM tests are at Aberdeen
Test Center (ATC). This eliminated duplicate tests by leveraging the be t commercial practices and facilities of Caterpillar
and the unique military fa Hilie and
expertise of ATC. Additional Lr, ilie test plan
addresses Caterpillar'S greate t area of per·
ceived risk-delivery of" madline shortly
after assembly with very Limited contractor
reliability growth te ting. The final te t
plan i a das ic trade-off: by increasing the
test work by Caterpillar, ontract co ts rose
but the overaU program costs actually
dropped due to reduced risk.

Inre~redLo~ticsSupport
Within the broad Integrated Logistics
uppon (ILS) umbrella, DEUCE made substantial strides in adopting commercial
practice, lmd reaped lid c st avoidance
and savings. The DEUCE RFP requested
bids for both Department of tbe Armr temnical manuals (DATM ) and MIL-M-7298
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commerc,al off-the- helf manuals. Caterpillar on~red DATMS and suggested, in
negotiations, the idea of using commercial
formar ('lon-MIL-M-7298) manuals. The
user and the publication proponents
teviewe·1 Caterpillar's bid samples and
held disc u sions on the concept.
The Engineer School e rablished a position that the commercial formatted manuals met their needs, but that a Maintenance
Allocation Chart, National Stock Number
(NSN) to part number cross reference and
preventive maintenance checks and services (PMCS) were also needed. Together,
TACOM and Caterpillar people wrote a
performance specification encompassing
only nine pages to defLne these requirements and Caterpillar's process. The resultant cost avoidance from using commercial
format instead of DATMS was ovet $1.4
million. This approach was approved, via
waiver, by AMC. Perhaps it has also been
the most difficult tailored approach to sell
within the government due to the multitude of duplicative requirement, oversight,
and assessment agencies.
OEU E also pursues a tailored provisioning approadl. After carefully analyzing the
demand histories On existing Army bulldozers, the DEUCE RFP requested bids for full
and tailored provisioning. The tailored provisioning requirement reqUires Army support for safety, legal, PMCS, long lead time
(greater tban eight months), and DEUCEunique items. 11,e remaining items are contractor upported which leverages COmmercial logistics systems and Army commercial
parts programs SUdl as Prime Vendor, Direct
Vendor, Comn,ctor Opemted Parts tores,
and Cootractor Operated P'MtS Depot. TItis
tailored approacb is linked directly to the
importance of logistics in the source selection plan.
CaterpiUar offered the Army a commercially recognized world-class parts supply
and support system. TIleir support capabili-

Reinvestment
The fmal DEUCE contract includes purchase of a second pilot madline for production qualification testing to manage the
inberent risk of an D1 integration of
components system. Tltis second macltine
purdlase was possible only due to tbe savings we reaped through the efficiencies
outlined above. We aVOided or saved nearly $2 million by applying the tenets of
slfeamlining and reform 10 thi relatively
smail NDI program. The efforts of
Caterpillar and TACOM enabled us to actually lower ovemJl progmm risk.

Partnering
The DEUCE contract, like many new
commcts, included a tandard partnering
dause in the contract. to all honestly, it
wa almost overlooked. We had established a solid partnering spirit early on, as
evidenced during the contract di cus ion
sessions. We had a common commitment
to the succe of tl,e DEUCE. The actual
partnering agreement became less significant than it would be in a program with
stmined relations. We took. the partnering
charter as a dlallenge to integrate the standard government parmering charter with
the ideas of commercial teaming agreemelliS, and do something a little differeml
We began witb the idea that tl,e d,aner
became a means to publicly evidence joi11l
commitment to the program, the DEUCE
mjssion, and mutual success. Caterpillar
provided ideas from commercial reaming
agreements-defining each partner's
strengths, outlining communication mechani ms, and inclnding those responsible for
succes a co ignatories. We drafted an
agreement that met both parties' needs.
The fmal signarure session occurred in
Novemher 1995.

Lessons Learned
The les ons learned in the program

ty, as proven in commercial marketplaces

could fill several articles! Some lessons lean

and in military support during Desert Storm
and Somalia, fit perfectly with the tailored
provisioning approach. This approach

expenSive acquisition process, even in

reqUires cia e coordination between
TACOM provi ioning managers and
Caterpillar logisticians early in the logistics
development process to identify the essential parts and ensure that the logistics develops concurrent with the machine.
The benefits of tailored logistics suppot!
lie in reduced acqUisition cost ($22SK
saved) and ub tamial life cycle support
cost reductiOtl by not carrying relatively
inactive inventory and NSNs in the Army
system. On a low-fleet density system like
DEUCE, the prime vendor and commercial
parts purchasing systems can easily support unjt demands for non-essential items
at home in tallation, Or during worldwide
deployments.
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towards the humorous side, but in the very
humor there is truth. (See accompanying
sidebar on tltis page.) There are seveml
key ideas we have distilled from tbe many
lessons learned that are believed to be
nearly lutiversally applicable.
• People are the key to success in
reforming the acquisition process,
Every success in the DEUCE program is
linked to people who were able to view
the problem in a different manner, ask
themselves and otbers 'Why?" and, most
importantly, recognize tllat the ri -k in trying sometlting new was worth the gamble.
Too often, tl,e people managing a progralll
at the lowest level are not empowered to
try a new approach, or they see that only
when tbey ay no-and do it the u ual
way-do they succeed. We reaped many
benefits from innovators jn technical

You Aren't Really
Part of Acquisition
Reform If ...
• You last met a real soldier in 1972. (All those statistics about education and
quality are just PR.)
• Your statement about a
tailored requirement begins
by citing the number of
years you've worked in the
government or your company. "We've always done it in
the past and it works."
• Your idea of a template
involves spray paint.
• You find yourself citing
the FAR, MILSPECS,
United States Code, or company policy in everyday conversation.
• Your idea of "streamlining" involves use of a wind
tunnel, clay, and lots of computers.
• You smile and agree with
the phrase "all contractors
are scum" or "government
employees don't work and
you can't fire them" or you
have a desk sign with that
printed on it.
• Your measures of success include page count,
word count, or number of
protests.
• You'd rather die than sit
down for dinner with the guy
across the table.
• Your favorite response
is-"We can't do that. I'm
not sure why, but there must
be a good reason."
• You really believe that
"common sense has no
place in Army acquisition."

AmlyRD&A
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requirement , US management, test people, procurement pecialtie, and co t eval·
uation as they demonstrated their williog·
ness to take a risk and embrace the spirit
of reform.
• Communication is the second key
to success. Frank, open, and personal disCUSSions are required to succeed. Once the
right people are tOgether, effective communication processes (In luding tbe principles
of brainstorming) are required to communicate ideas, emotion, risk, and criticality.
When we rely solely on letter writing campaigns that typically communicate accusa·
tion and bureaucracy, we fail! We must
grasp enabling technologies that aid in com·
municating beyond the written word.
Telephones, e-mail, and video teleconferencing are a fcw examples. At critical junctures
in the DE CE progr-.un, we held video conferences weekly, teleconferences and e-mail
daily, and biweekly trips to ensure that we
reached timely understandings.
• Finally, recognize that streanillning and reforming the acqui ition
process takes a much higher level of
effort than business as usual It take
little effort to cite the arne old req uirement. Resistance to change is inevitable;
that same old requirement may be 20, 30,
or 40 years old and be the entire foundation for the nati n' largest rice·bowl cottage industry, and you are attempting to
break it in one fell SWOOp! Trying ome·
thing new al requires effon 10 define and
put the concept into word , time and effort
to ell it up every level of management_
Ibis often occurs in multiple organization
and involve time to make it work once
approved. In short, it becomes a passion, a
religiou experience, that at times is all
encompassing.
When time i hort, one must focus on
solving the problem locally, that is resolving
a program-unique solution rather than soh'ing the globai problem. As most engineer
know, ufficiem local solutions ofren produce a globai solution. Reform and stream·
lining are also difficult becau e they are coolinual proces es. We are forced to reviev
problems c ntinually, rather than sit back.
Inno\"ati\'e solutions rarely are identified
correctly at tbe fir t hot. We are still tinkering with issues in .hared te ting, publiations reform, and conflicts between MILSPEC and SAE specifications. Problems
are inevitable in new approaches but, witb
the right people, the right communications, and dedication to resolving them,
reform is pOSSible.

Improving the Process
In identifying tbe les on learned, we
al 0 recognized recommendations for
improvements. One suggestion is to institute personal verbal communication
between government and industry early in
the acquisition cycle to better communicate under tanding of the procurement
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strategy. Even after two draft purchase
descriptions and contractor comments, neither Caterpillar nor tlle Army fulJy understood the other's intent and position.
Written communications simply can't convey enough of the message. The government should exp'Uld use of site visits during a propo al evaluation proce s. A care·
fully controlled visit and agend., can yield a
much bener understanding of a bidder'
capability and corporate/commercial
approach than simply relying on written
proposals and their inherent limitations.
Perhaps even increased reliance on bidder
presentations and discu sion between tbe
government and pro peclive bidders (after
an open bidders conference) can help by
giving bidders an opportunity to more
freely ask questions and speak out.
The materiel developer and industry can
only go so far in applying reform; lacking is
top-level revision of federal laws and regulation . One prime exanlple is cost and
pricing. The Federal Acqui ition Regulation
currently does nOl fully recognize the competition sensitive nature of commercial
Item cost data. We must formalize approaches to assess commercial pricing
data, rather than always count on innovators ,tS we did in DEUCE.
If we really want to break the paradigm
instead of JUSt bend it, why not look at lhe
entire RFP package as a performance-based
document? Currently, government and
industry are very comforL,ble with u ing
performance specifications that allow suppliers to offer innovative technical olutions such a 30/30s, MJ 13s with blades or
Small Unit Support Vehicles with blades.
TIle next step may be to expand the concept and open up publications, testing, provisioning, etc. to performance requirements. Industry should nOl be prevented
from pre enting an innovative idea imply
because it is U.s-related instead of technical_ After all, tbat i-essentially what we did
with DEUCE when we established the
goals for te ting, manuals, etc.

and are on track to deliver DEUCEs to the
lOth Mountain Divi ion in FY98. Fielding
a capable, reliable, upportable DEUCE to
the Engineer of Force XXI will be our
ultimate measure of succes .

CPT JOR KOETZ is the assistant product manage1' for
Constnlction Equipment, managing DEUCE in PM CF/MHE. He
holds a master's of engineering in
mechanical engineering from
Carnegie Mellon University. He is
an engineer officer' and mem.ber
ofthe Army Acquisition Corps_
PAUL PEMBERTON is the
Cate/pillar DEUCE program manager, with Caterpillar Inc.,
Defense and Federal Products
Department. He holds a master's
of engineering adm.inistration
and is a registered profeSSional
engineel- in Illinois.

Conclusion
The DEUCE program has been challenging. We were u ce fuI in reducing military specifications and standards, reducing
and tailoring data requirements, leveraging
and embracing commercial processes and
practices in logistics, testing, and engineering, and in parrnering. The e succe es
reqUired diligent labor from Caterpillar,
TACOM, the U.S. Army Test and Evaluation
Command, and the Engineer School but
reaped substantial savings in acquisition
costs and tinle.
Although our 'ucces es are encouraging, we also learned that some ideas were
still too r:tdical or ri kyo In every instance,
we attempted to apply the tenets of reform
and to do the right tlling for the soldier
and the taxpayer. We've establi hed and
slUck to our acquisition program schedule

January-February 1996
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COMMERCIAL
SPECI FICATIONS:
AN
INDUSTRY
VIEW
By LTG Donald Pihl (USA,Ret.)

Vice President, Government Relations
and Legislative Affairs
General Dynamics Land Systems

~

In 1920, the American novelist Willa
Cather published an essay on writing fiction in whidl she argued dlat "very near·
Iy the whole of the higher artistic
process" consisted of "fmding what conventions of form and what detail one can
do without and yet preserve me spirit of
the whole." TIle Clinton administration
seem to have followed a similar
approach in reforming the Defense
acquisition system. Rather tban adding
new ornaments to an already baroque
regulatory process, the administration
ha launched a campaign to drastically
simplify the way in ... hich the nation
buys its weapons. This effort is long
overdue, and represents a creative application of principles learned by private
companies a mey truggle to survive in
an increa ingly competitive marketplace.
It is not bard to see why change was
necessary. The real (after inflation) value
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of dle Defense procurement budget has
declined by two-thirds since tbe mid1980s, and the miUtary Services are lutrd
pressed to fwd adequate funds for the
modernization of tbeir aging ar enals.
Yet, despite SUdl pressures, studies have
repeatedly found dlat 25-30 percent of
weapon cost are attributable to regulatory features of the acquisition system.
By alleviating much of the regulatory
burden, managers can free up money for
modernization without seeking increases
in the Defense budget.
Perhaps the most far-reaching facet of
tbe acquisition reform program is the
plan to eliminate many of the 31,000
miUtary specifications and standards that
currently confine weapon designers and
builders in a bureaucratic straitjacket.
These specifications and standards often
stifle innovation and efficiency by fore·
ing contractors to comply with costly

In the acquisition
system of the future,
program managers will
specify performance
goals and then
encourage
contractors to use
commercial standards
and practices in
developing the best
solutions for meeting
those goals.
AnllyRD&A
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Despite
the
many
complex
implementation
problems
that
must
be addressed,
the shift
to reliance
on commercial
specifications
and
standards
IS

a bold
recognition
of economic
and technological
realities.
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product and process requjrements that
sometimes eem to serve no useful purpo e. In the acquisition system of the
funlre, program managers will specify
perfoffilance goals and then encourage
contractors to use commercial standards
and practices in developing the best
solutions for meeting those goals. The
new approach is expected to reduce
costs, encourage creativity, and accelerate thc integration of military indu trial
activity with the commercial sectors of
the economy.
Of course, there will always be exceptions 10 the new way of doing bu ine s
to accommodate unique military missions or performance reqooements. But
even when Defense-unique specification and tandard are retained, the new
approach 10 acquisition will tend to use
them as guidelines rather than a inflexible rules. The intention is that wherever
possible, the Defen e Department will
try 10 foster the kind of agility, innovation and vision that is rapidly transforming America's industrial economy into
the most productive in the world.
Some members of industry are apprehensive about the radical reengineeriog of
the acquisition process, just as many com·
panies are worried about the integration
of our domestic commerce into an
increasingly dynamic global economy. But
neither process is avoidable over the long
term uule Americans are prepared to
give up their status as the world's leading
military and economi power. It is important to undersrnnd why a transformation
of the Defense acquisition system is necessary, and how it is linked 10 broader economic and technological trends.
TI,e end of the Cold War occurred at a
time when revolutionary forces were
sweeping L1nough tile global economic
tem, digital technologies were proliferating, markets were becoming more
open, and vertically-integrated organizations were being deconstructed in a
process that Alvin and Heidi Toff)er have
referred to as the Tl3(rd Wave. The collapse of the Soviet Union was in large
part traceable to it inability to compete
in this rapidly changing environment.
Centrally-<lirected, highly bureaucratiz d
organizations had little hope of thriving
in the brave new world of market-driven,
information-intensive enterprises.
Unfortunately, the Defense Department
that emerged from the Cold War hared
some of the same organizational weaknes -es that destroyed the USSR. It was
centrally managed, heavily regulated, higllIy bureaUCratized and out of touch with
key features of its environment. Senior
managers recognized that the department
had to undergo fundamental change in
order to keep pace with trends in the

commercial economy, and acquisition
reform was seen as an essential part of the
change. Viewed against this backdrop, it is
clear that the administration' plan to rely
on commercial pecifications and s\ill1dani is mucll more than the sub tirution of
one set of rules with another. It is an
attempt to foster cultural change, mange
that brings the behavior of the Defense
Department and its contractors into closer
alignment with ideas haping the new
industrial revolution.
But like any revolution, the shift to commercial specifications and standard will
OCCur unevenly, and with occasional setbacks. Defense managers cannot avoid
these problems entirely, but they can minimize them by taking some basic steps:
• Progranl managers and other acquisition officials must be trained to accommodate a more open and flexible approach
to system deSign, development and production.
• At the same time, acquisition personnel must be given the authority and incentives to deviate from traditional ways of
doing business when a better approach is
available from the conul1ercial world.
• Contractors must be encouraged to
develop innovative solution to technical
challenges based on commercial specification and standards, and (within reason) rewarded for taking ri ks.
• Contractors with good performance
records must be trusted to apply commercial standards and practices in a
manner that will yield best value for the
ustomer, rather than constantly being
mOnitored for signs of trouble.
• Finally, DOD senior management
must commit to the cultural change necessary to permit the above to happen.
This include concepts such as risk laking, delayering of approved authorities,
delegation of decision-making authority
and accountability for performance.
There are some ways in whim Defense
production may never fully resemble the
competitive dirnen ion of the commercial
world. Thi is particularly true when
Defense-unique items are procured from
sole-source providers. But the increasing
utilization of dual'use technologies avallable from multiple sources in modern
weapons underscores the need to dismantle the traditional, regulation-based approach to Defense acquisition.
Despite the many complex inlplementation problems that must be addressed, L1le
shift to reliance on commercial pecifications and tandards is a bold recognition
of economic and technological realities.
Acquisition managers and contractors
should embrace the new way of doing
busine ,accepting the insight of Henry
David Thoreau' advice in Walden: "Our
life is frittered away by detail...simplify,
simplify:
Ja1luary-February 1996
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EYESAFE
LASER
RANGEFINDER
An Acquisition Streamlining
Success Story

By Sharon Woods
Introduction
Acquisition streamlining and reforms
employed in the Abrams Tank System
Pha e II Upgrade Eyesafe Laser
Rangefmder (ELRF) Program have resulted in a best value contract aWRrd, saving
the program millions of doUars. The program's success has been reported to the
Army chief of staff.
The success of the ELRF program entailed incorporation of innovative strategies such as: use of performance specification and interface comrol drawings
, hich illowed for competition; horiZontal technology integration; eyesafe technology improvements; a templated scope
of work; best value contracting; streamlined source selection criter~~ and evaluation procedures; hardware "demonstration sample" submissions; flexible range
pricing; parts competition plans; and use
of new debriefing procedures.
These program initiatives introduced
new eyesafe technology and reduced the
co t of the average laser mngefinder unit
price by 54.5 percent (compared to noneye afe ole source contracts). As a
re ulr, rhe program will save approximately 9.4 million.
The ELRF acquisition was a multiagency team effort from its conception
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to the point of award. The ELRF team
wa composed of representatives from
the Progmm Executive Office, Armored
Systems Modernization (pEO ASM); project manager, Abmms Tank Systems (pM
Abrams), with assistance from PEO ASM
Project Manager Offices, including
Armored System Integration (PM ASI),
Armored Gun Sy tems (PM AGS) and
from the Bradley Fighting Vehicle
Systems (BFVS); the Armament Chemical
Acquisition and Logistics Activity
(TACOM-ACALA), the Armameot Research, Development and Engineering
Center; Night Vision Laborlltories; and
the Tank-automotive and Armaments
Command's Sy tems Acquisition Assistance TeRm. The gathering of expertise
from the various activities saved valuable
time and the team benefitted greatly
from the lessons learned brought to dIe
table.

Background
The Abrams Tank ELRF is an eyesafe
replacement for the current Abrams
Laser Rangefinder. The current laser
rangefinder can be hazardous to the
unprotecred eyes of soldiers during
operation and maintenance. The user

Acquisition
streamlining
and reforms
employed in
the Abrams
Tank System

Phase" Upgrade
Eyesafe
Laser
Rangefinder
Program
have resulted in
a best value
contract
award,
savmg
the program
millions
of dollars.
Arlll!) RD&A
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requirement to provide the eyesafe capability came to the forefront in 1994 (it
had been a "desired" feature for many
years).
MG John E. Longhouser, PEa ASM, challenged the ELRF team to develop one contractu,lI instrument in which all the PEa
vehicle systems (Abrams, Bradley, and
AGS) would have a means to procure
ELRFs-in other words, a horizontal contra ting integration instrument.
The PEa goal i to acquire one ELRF
configumtion. ot only will this effort
cut down the multiple spare parts in the
field, hut it wOlLid also reduce the administrative cost that ari es in tracking multiple configurations in the supply system.

process. Due to the uncertainty of the
ELRF and tank requirement quantities
per year, a f1exibl.e range quantity contract citing minimum and maximum
quantities for a five year contmct was
estabLished for both the ELRI' upgrade
production contract Line item numbers
(CUNs) and the new production CUNs
estahlished to procure spare parts. An
option was also included to procure
new production ELRI's for the Armored
G un System beginning in year rwo of dle
contract. The contract type was an
indefinite quantity with firm-fIXed prices
for aU five proJuction years. The maximum order quantity was 866 (600
upgrade and 266 new). The minimum
order quantity wa 12; each year (100
upgrade and 2; new).

Acquisition Strategy
Early planning aided in the success of
the program. The Abrams Procurement
Office conducted a conference with the
contracting officers involved in the
upgrade program. The purpose of thi
meeting was to discuss acqui Hion
strategies and be t value contracting for
all upcoming acquisitions under the
Abrams Phase n pgrade Program.
The concept behind tlle Abram Upgrade Production Program is to recla.in1
and upgrade as many of the tank's current LRF. In the case of the ELRF production units, the contractor would
receive M 1 laser rangefinder and
upgrade them to the ELRF configuration.
The ELRF team became aware during the
acqui ition strategy meetings that there
were components that could be potentially procured "new" at a lower unit
price than an ·upgrade." This was primarily due to new technology and the
use of more commercial pans. Under the
ELRF program, the team wanted to take
advantage of the same opportunity. It
was inlperative to obtain new technologies, tay witllin budget and obtain tlle
"best value" ELRI' possible. The "best
value" contracting approach was preferred by PM Abrams and di cussed at
the Contracting Officer's Conference.
To obtain the "best value" ELRF, the
offerors were given the option to bid on
(1) upgrade production and new spare ;
(2) all new; or (3) bid on both option
one and two.
Guidance from the TACOM Sy terns
Acquisition A istance Team on Be t
Value Contracting and ouree election
Evaluation Criteria provided valuable
information in the planning and execution of the source selection evaluation.
The team's support in providing current
guidelines and lessons learned from past
SEEs helped avoid problems and saved
a great amount of time in the evaluation
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Performance Specification
The use of a performance specification made competition of a histori ally
sole source component possible. Thi
course of action was possible due co the
15 year of laser experience in supponing Abrams procurements. The performance specification allowed dle offerors
co dloose their own design approach in
developing the ELRF.
InjtiaUy, d vel.oping the performance
specification incorporating borizontal
technology integration was a real chal·
lenge. The objective was to acquire an
ELRF that was compatible with the
Ahrams Tank, the Bradley Fighting
Veb.icle ystem, and the At"mored Gun
y tern vehicle and to ensure that tbe
performance requirements for all three
sy terns wotLid be incorporated into the
performance pecification is ued llDder
tbe request for proposal. The AGS vehicle uses the same laser range finder as
the tank, and the initial requirements and
size envelope of the component are the
same. The Bradley eyesafe laser was different. It was developed in dl.ree separate modules located in various locations
arOlOld the Integrated Sight nit (lSU), a
different size envelope tllan Abrams and
AG.
It soon became apparent that requiring
commonality with the Bradley was not
practical without significant design effort.
The Bradley ELRF was (and still i ) under
development as part of the Operation
Desert torm Product Improvement
Program. Due to the continual rede ign
of Bradley ELRF, there was no exi ting
baseline to lise in the performance specification. The BFVS' commonality requirement was removed from tile performa.nce specification and the requirements portion of the RFP. The PEa still
de ired an avenue to explore the ELRF

commonality issues with the BFV . The
approach chosen a a "commonality
option."

Commonality Option
The commonality option is an engineering provision whiell proVides 10,000
Level-of-effort hours of engineering effort
to maximize the commonality of the
ELRI' across vehicle platforms. If the
option was exerci ed, the contractor
wotLid conduct a study outlining possible
commonality approaches with the BI'VS.
TIle conrrnct type for this option is costplus-fixed fee.

Hardware Demonstration
Sample
Another challenge was determining
the best method for an off ror to
demonstrate the ability to build an ELRF
that met the requirements of the performance pecification. This wa' critical,
since the performance pecification
allowed the contractor to cllOose their
own design approach.
Two methods were chosen and induded in the RFP. The first method was the
use of a validated model which the offeror would run under a serie of scenarios.
The second method required the offeror
to ubmit a demonstration unit that
would be tested against 13 di rinlinators
from the performance pecification
requirements.
nfonunately, the offerors were experiencing problems running dle model. llle
output they were receiving did not match
the output received under their own test·
ing. The technical team reviewed the
offerors input/output and acImowledged
that there was a problem. The lesson
learned: be sure that the model is v-dlidated for the specificity of the application in
which you choose to use it. Once it was
determined that the model was not a curate for this application, this requirement
was removed from the RFP.
The purpose of the demonstration
was to test the sample against 13 discriminators from the performance specification which is hased on more than 15
years of ELRF production testing experience. Tllis testing would also give an
understanding of the offeror' capability
of building an ELRF. The offeror ent
their demonstration ample to tlle
Army Yuma Proving Ground, AZ, where
tbe Combat Systems Engineering
Branch, Tank Automotive Divi ion conducted the te l. The te t allowed the
government evaluation team to delineate ob erved characteristics of each
sample and identify any test deficiencies
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that could be used as feedback to the
contractors. TIle contractor were given
the chance to view the testing of their
own sample and in the case of a failure,
repair it on dle spot Or submit a correc·
tive action plan.

Templating
The ELRF team applied streamlining
initiative in writing the cope of work
and othe.r contract requirements using
the Army Materiel Command functional
template concept. The templating reo
moved all the restrictive military tan·
dards and specifications allowing £he use
of co=erdal equivalents. All data item
descriptions are cited for reference only.
All deliverables will be ubmitted in contractOr format. TIle qualification inspection plan/procedure will be provided by
the contra tor. TIle scope of work was
narrated in plain English.

Competition Plan
A part of the evaluation criterion, :,
pans competition plan was required.
The competition plan had to clearly
define stand·alone form, fit, function, and
include acceptan e te t requirements for
each item that will be prepared and/or
spared, based on an approved maintenance concept. A technical data package
(TDP) or other alternative to the TDP
could be offered. The evaluation criteria
considered the degree of competition
available with each offeror's approach.
Interestingly, the offeror ' responses to
this requirement provided data, computer software, and the rights to these
whidl will allow for substantial levels of
competition.

Pre-proposal Conference
A Pre-proposal Conference was held at
the contracting agency, TACOM-ACALA,
using the concept of oral discussion .
The purpose of the conference was to
explain to potential offerors the Abrams
Upgrade Program, and the best value
approach. This was very beneficial to
the contractors, many of whom had not
been through best value contracting
and/or were not familiar with acquisi·
tion streamlining and the reforms.

evaluator and administrative officer.
Ev:,luation criteria were limited to real
discriminators with no ubf;lctors below
the third level. The board employed
treamlined source-selection procedures
which included: oral discussions; reliance
on price competition, and price analysis
instead of full cost and priCing dat.1; and
the use of the new debriefing procedure .The ELRF contract award was made
79 days after receipt of proposals. 'There
were no complaints or protest.

Lessons Learned
An important element in the uccess
of this acquisition is that the team knew
£he performan e desired. The ELRF was
procured by performance specification
due to the fact that we had 15-plus years
experience ill1d testing knowledge
behind the laser '<lI1gefinder. Because of
the maturity of the la er, there was far
less risk in obtaining the product de ired
through a performance specification.
The following is a Jist of tbe lessons
learned provided by the ELRF SSEB:
• Five narrative evaluation ratings
were used from excellent to poor.
However, a sixth rating of unacceptable
may have been beneficial. This t<'ting
would show unequivocally the deficiency and, if not corrected, the ineligibility
for award.
• Having the offerors brief their
responses to the information for discussion (IF D) request and confirm their
re ponse in writing proved very effective and efficient. In addition to the Linle
saved, this afforded the offeror more
understanding and insight into the government's requirements and issues. It
also provided the government with a
more thorough under tanding of wbat
was being offered.
• The debriefmgs followed the "new"
AMC format. The un uccessful offeror
reacted favorably 10 the new format. It
was the board's impression that the addi·
tional in ight into the winner's ratings
and evaluated cost was welcomed and
may have helped in avoiding a protest. A
debrieflllg presentation was also given to
the succe sful offeror. The successful
offeror felt tllis was very helpful in evaluating tbeir bid process and llighlighting
those risk area £hey need to analyze in
further depth or iJ1lensively manage.

Source Selection Evaluation
Procedures

Conclusion

The SSEB board was very streamlined,
consi ting of 13 people. The board was
composed of £he chairman, deputy chairman, tedmical teanJ of five, price analyst,
logistic tearn of three, past performance

As funding diminishes, requirement
are reduced, £he industrial base shrinks,
and it is imperative that acquisition
streamlining and reforms be incorporated
into the acquisition planning process.
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Tbe experience and expertise from
the multi-agency repre enratives were a
valuable asser to this program. The combination of the team efforts with the use
of the acquisition streamlining and
reforms made tllis program a success in
awarding a contract without protest and
at a significant savings to the program.

SHARO] WOODS has been the
fire cOn/raJ procurement analyst
for the project manager, Abrams
Tank System for the past five years,
including management of the
Eyesa/e Laser Range/inder Progmm. She holds a master' degree
in education from Michigan State
University.
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SKUNKWORKS:
An Innovative Approach
to Acquisition
By SandaTrousdale Martel

Interior shot of the 60,OOO-square-foot hangar facility
where Skunkworks engineers and technicians provide
hardware solutions.

Introduction
"We're in the innovation business ... to
serve the soldier, our ultimate customer, in
a qUick, responsive manner," says Dave
Elder, cbief of the Prototype Engineering
Division at L1le U.S. Army Missile Command
in Hun rvilJe,AL. These words sum up the
division's approach and dedication to managing program and insuring effecti\7e u e
of government resource . Elder and his
staff of 30 engineers, engineering technicians, model maker , sheet metal mechanics and welders comprise the operation
that some refer to as· b:unk'Works."

History
Tbe rerm kunkworks is used to
describe a low prome, in-bouse de\7e1opment scheme to bypass traditional constmints and red tape. However, the
Skunkwork name belongs to Lockheed
Martin, which holds a ervice mark from
the .5. Patent Office because the name
became so dosely identified with the company after an elite group of engineers
developed America's first production jet
fighter behind tightly closed door in 1943.
The name caught on with the Redstone
Arsenal group during the '60s because the
staff had a penchant for producing hardware solutions out ide the nlainstream, in a
timely manner and at reduced cost to the
government. The Prototype Engineering
Divi ion, Sy tern Engineering Directorate,
belongs to the Research, Development and
Engineering Center at Redstone Arsenal.
They frequently team with other element,
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both government and contractor, to qui kly bring available resources to Ive problems at hand.

Customers
Customers, primarily the Army's missile
project/program offices at Redstone, seek
the division's expertise in the areas of engineering de ign, fabrication and evaluation
of prototype/conceptual hardware. One of
their customers i the Multiple Launch
Rockel System (MLRS) Project Office. TI,e
foUowing are some of the tasks perform d
by the Skunkworks for the project office:
• Performed XM451 fuze lests for use
on the MLRS/Sense and Destroy Armor
(SADARM) and extended range rockets;
• Built and tested L1,e MLPA trainer;
• De igned and fabricated sled test
bardware;
• Designed, fabricated and integrated
MLRS ballasted rocket pod intO troop
usage; and
• Built and instaUed impro\7ed M-270
blast shields for the MLRS launcher during
Operation Desen StOrm.
Other cuStomers include Patriot, Javelin,
TOW, Avenger Project Offices and the
Targets Management ffice.

Successes
The Skunkworks staff is 1l.1.fdwace-oriented, producing not only conceptual models
but, in many cases, fieldable system with
associated documentation that will provide
for future procurement. In fact, a major
thrusl of the organization is tn enhance the

acqui ition process by helping the Army to
be a mart buyer. The finished product, its
effectiveness, rimely fielding and value
added to the soldier are some of the primary objecti e . "This works best hen
effective prototyping and system integration proce e are in place and we have
user oversigJ1t; Elder said. That philosophy
has been d mon trated on many ..Army
Missile Comnunand (MlCOM) program .

Contingency Remoting

System
One kunkwork success story is mat of
the Contingency Remoting y tern (CRS)
kit, needed by the Unmanned Ground
Vehicle Joint Project Office to proVide soldier and Marines with tile capability to
safely clear a path through art enemy minefield.
Prototype Engineering developed handware that allows the remotely-controUed
operation of any M9QO series 5-lon military
truck.This vehide was chosen for its abilit)'
to carry current mine detection equipment. The CRS kit cOllSists of an aCltlatOl
package, mounting hardware and associated electronics tbat provide preclse control
of vehicle steering, gear election, the
throttle, brakes, start and SLOp operations,
as weU a rwo undef"llled auxiliary functioos. AU electronics were designed bl' the
Manufacturing Technologies Division, a sisler organization of Prototype Engineering.
The actuator package can be in tailed on
the 5-ton truck in about four hours Llsing
common fasteners in pre-existing boles.
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Once installed, the kit is unobtrusive and
allows for both conventional and remote
operation of the truck. Remote operation
is performed using an operator control
unit which sends control tones through
existing military communication radios.
System operators follow behind the remoted 5-ton truck in a High Mobility
Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV)
while the mille detection equipment on
the 5-ton vehicle performs the haZ'Lrdous
tasks.

The original two prototype CRS kit
were fabricated in-house by Prototype
Engineering's machinists and technicians.
After the prolOtype kits were completed
and the concept was proven, a completed
technical data package wa developed and
five more kits were built on coutract. All
seven kits have undergone 20 hours of vigorous operational testing without enCOWltering any major problems. At present, the
CRS kits are being con idered to upport
actual contingent mine dearing missions.

Ground Based Sensor
Another successful design and system
integration effort occurred during the
Ground Based Sensor (GBS) vehicle development progtam. The CB sy tem is an
adaptation of the flrefUlder artillery spotting radar that has been updated for use on
the modern battlefield.
The original GBS units were built using a
5-lOn truck as the primary mo"er in a configuration similar to the firefinder.
However, thi configuration did not readily
lend it elf to being highly mobile on the
ground or transportable by smaller delivery vehicles ouch as the -130 or UH-60.
Therefore, the Forward Area Air Defense
(FAAD) ensors Program Office decided to
proceed with the development of a GBS
system that used a HMMWV as a prime
mover.
The Prototype Engineering people were
contacted by the FAAO Sensors Program
Office to provide the design, tec1m.ical data
package and a prototype vehicle for this
effort. The original design consisted of a
storage unit, an interface assemhly to tie

Wayne Shockley, a technician in the Prototype Engineering Division, modifies
the crew and cargo storage compartment and mounts a generator on the back
of a HMMWV vehicle, prime mover of the GBS Radar.
in the United Kingdom. Also, ,Llthough the
RAP1ER is in the ATO inventor)', it is not
in the U.S. inventory.
MlCOM's Prototype Engineering
Division was again tasked to provide an

extensively revised de ign to accommod"te
a generator alread)' in the U.S. uJVemory, a
ne\.v fuel cell, and several new power (;011·
version unitS in addition to the other com-

ponents already mentioned. The new
design has now been completed, a preliminary teciutic,,1 data package has been prepared and delivered to the FAAO Sensors
Program Office, and production has been
initiated on two prototype vchicles_
A Skunkworks solution 10 troublesome
maintenance procedures for cleaning the

HMMWV (TOW) turret ring bearing assemblies is currently saving troop and equipment down time. The requirement

LillO the liMM\'(I\\ conlllluIucations racks,

emerged

torage racks, a dry torage unit, and a fuel
cell and RAPIER generaror.
Working in conjunction with everal
other MICOM organizations, the unir was
built, analyzed, tested and delivered for
field testing in three months. The unit
underwent field testing at White Sands
Missile Range and performed extremely
well suffering no failures of eqUipment
designed and built at the Skunkworks.
Despite ourstanding performance in
field tests, the vehicle was redesigned follOWing a deci ion by the FAAD Sensors
Program Office. This decision was made
because of the additional COSIS associated
with purchasing and supporting the
RAPIER generator, which is manufactured

Command Field Assistance in Science and
Technology CAMC-FAST) represematives
requested a fix for excessive unit down
time resulting from sand emering the turret bearing r-ack assemblies during desert
operations. The solution? Skunkworks
technicians adapted fittlngs and a hose
assembl)' that allows the medlani m 10 be
flushed with water, cutting by approximately eight hours the time previousl)'
required for a mechanic to physicall)'
remove the assembly and clean it.
The list of Skunkworks achievements
goes on but, 'IS Elder puts it, "not all of our
conceptual and mechanical projects culntin.lte in quick fixes. In many cases, our
early approaches have failed to meet 5)'S-
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tern or test requirements, but a failure e"rly
on can be a tremendous benefit to a program manager who's attempting to control
downstre,un developmelll and production
costs. Thafs where thi organization·s real
fncus is-addlng v"lue ,uld cost effectiveness to fielded systems."
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MILITARY
SPECI FICATIONS
AND
STANDARDS
REFORM
FOR
THE
THEATER
HIGH
A TITUDE
AREA
DEFENSE
WEAPON
SYSTEM
By Linda Y. Erickson
and Joseph M. Walters Jr.

Introduction
The Theater High Altitude Area Defense
(fHAAD) Project Office has aggressively
pur ued acquisitioo refonn by eliminating
145 references to military specifications
and standards in its objective S) tern spedfication . An exten ive effort bas been
made to capture performance reqUire·
ments, rather than only deleting references
to military specifications and standard.
We worked closely with subject matter
experts from all areas of engineering, supportability. safety, security and tranSporta·
bility. A thougbt-provoking methodology
has been developed for systemaLic organization of !hi effort to implement military
specifications and standards reform on a
compl weapon S)'Stcm. A complete dam
repository to arcllive tbe results of this
effort will serve as a ba i for discu ion
with other elements of the acquisition
community.

THAAD Weapon System
Complexity
The complexity of the THAAD weapon
system made our implementation of military pecifications and standards rdorm a
significant effort. The THAAD system is ti,e
fir t complete ystem de igned to defeat
theater ballistic missiles directed against
the United States and allied military forces.
critical assets, and theater-strategic assets,
such as population enters and indu trial
resource. It i a complete. fully imegrated
weapon system consisting of missile,
launcher, radars, and a Battle M:magement
Command Comrol and Communication
(BMlC3l) S)' tem. Each major subsystem is
a r tern in itself.
The mi sUe consist of a ingle· tage,
solid rocket boo ter motor and a separating kill vehicle section mat provides terminal homing to ilS targel using an infmred
seeker. TI,e kill vehicle contains small rock·
et thru ter as part of the divert and attitude ontrol y tern that direct it to the
target. The missile, a hit-to-kill S)'Stem, uses
kinetic energy relea ed from the hyper.
velocity collision as ilS lemal mechanism.
The launcher is a modified M 107PaJletized Load System s(llfidard Army vehicLe. It is deSigned with an electronic pack.
age that includes a global po itioning system receiver and azimuth reference lUlit to
prOVide autonomou po iti n/location
determination and a SI CGARS radio for
COll1lnunication.

The THAAD radar operates at X·band,
uses a phased arra)' amenill', and employs
solid sr.~te transmit and recei e moduies.
The segment design includes components
tbat provide power, antenna cooling, electronics and operator consol .
The BM/C31 egOlelll is compo ed of
tI1ree separate configuration iteOls:Tactical
Operations ration, Launch Control tation
and Antenna Cable Vehicle. Utilizing a
modular design, theTHAAD BatteryTactical
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Figure 1.
THAAD objective system specification tree and performance baseline.
Operation Center provides connectivity
to other TI-lAAD elements and to adjacent
and higher edlelon units.

Why We Did It
Dr. William J. Perry, the secretary of
Defense, initiated various acquisition reform
iItitiatives as a result of the National
Performance Review recommendations. TIle
deputy under secremry of Defense (acqui i·
tion refornl) dlartered a process a.ction team

(PAD on mi~tary specifications and standard5 to ~ .. develop a stmtegy and a spedfic
plan of action to decrease mliance, to tbe
maximum extent practicable. au military

direction to implement the ntilirary specifi-

cations and standards reform. Key gUidance tatements from the PEO Missile

.....gement

specifications and stalllumJs:

The PAT repon. Blueprllll for Cbange:
Toward A ationot Production Base, April
1994, identified 24 recommendations On all
aspects of developing and applying military specifications and standards. TIle recommendations are grouped in the following seven general topic areas: Performance
pecification ; Eliminating Excessive
Contract Requirements; Overhauling the
mndards Process; ew Management Tools;
The Education Imperative; Instituting
Cultural Change; and General Acquisition
Reform.
At this time, the major areas affecting
THAAD are perform'\Ilce specifications and
eliminating excessive contract requirements.
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Defense MAP are;
• "All soltcftatfons for new phases of
acquisition category m(ACAT) or special
intel-eSI programs aftel· 23 Dec 94 sball
slale needs in lentlS ofperJonnance specificatiolls....•
• "'All Contracl Requirements Pa€kages
(CRPs) for o/ber new solidtations ...sball
slate rzeed III terms of pel!ormance
l-eq/'II-emclltslspedficattoTls....•
• "Tbe p,-efer,mce Is /0 not use a M & M
(Management and Manu/actuI·ingJ MIL
Spec/Sid:

An Army Implement.~tion Plan (AlP) was
published on ov. 23. 1994, that detailed
specific actions to be taken. The AlP instructed each Army acquisition organization to "establtsb tbeir own approacb alld
document tbeir tactical level acquisition
mform plQlI in Ibetr own Master Action
Plan (MAP).' The Program Executive
Office (PEO) for M.issile Defense MAP provided THAAD with clear gUidance and

(16)

Engineering

Son.-

(28)

(2)

Commun1clltlDn
(23)

Prod. Aul/l'.
(14)

Figure 2.
THAAD
objective
system
specification
reference
technical
classification
areas.

safety

(9)

ILS
(25)
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Process Methodo[ogy
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Figure 3.
THAAD military specifications and standards reform process methodology.
• "The preference (s to lise avai/{lble
non-government standards (NGS) or
tndlrfry·wide standards as n,eeded; cite

M & M MlL Spec/' Ids for reference Dilly,
as needed; justify mandatory use of {my
111 & M MIL Spec/. rd Ihrough the waiver
process."

What Was Done
This first phase of the THAAD effort coocentrated on the elimination of milimry
specifications and standards contained in
the top 13 objective system pecification
of our Engineering Manufacturing
Development design shown in Figure 1.
Our goal was to remove these military
pec1fjcation and stand:Lrds, unless they
were exempt from acquisition reform as
interface tandard. The waiver process
exists within the Arm but is used as a last
resort. The complexity and diverse technical requirement of the THAAD Weapon
System presented numerous chaU oges for
acltieving our goal.
Military pecification and standard references, as well as other prohibited type of
documents, covered a wide variety of tech-
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niCal and specialty engineering areas. A
su=arv of the classification of these references'is shown in Figure 2. This effort
addressed major specialty areas of safety,
transportation, security. parts and materials and human engineering, as well as the
detailed engineering aspects of information systems. optics. and electromagnetic
environments.
The THAAD ProjeCl Office developed
metrics to assist our evaluation of military
specifications and standards. The metries
reflect all references within the top 13
objective system specifications. Our total
was 145 sep:,rate military specification
and randards.
An executable process was necessary to
accomplish our goal because of the magnitude of tbe task lilCing TIlAAD. The process
methodology for this effort is shown in the
logiC flow diagram of Figure 3.
After the identification of references in
the specification , the fir t tep was to
examine the exempted talUS list.
Exempted In this COntext means that it has
been declared an interface standard by the
Defen e Standards Improvement Council.
Tltis council approves interface standards

for DOD. If this is uue, tben the referenced
standard was retained.
The uext tep in the prQce S was tQ
examine the specification or standard for
performance requirements. A performance
requirement defines "form, fit, function, or
interface." This step separated the military
specifications and standard containing
petformance requirements from the "howto" management documents. Any reference
to a "how-to" standard was either deleted
(most common case) or used for guidance
if it comains critical lessons learned.
The final process iovol"ed technical
assessment of performance requirements
contained in the military specification or
standard. If the performance requirement
was briefly stared. it could be extracted
from the military specificatinn or st'Uldan:1
and inserted in the objeCtive system pecification. Then the reference to the military
specification or standard was deleted. On
the other hand, there were case when the
performance requirements were lengrhy.
[n these cases, we evaluated existing commercial standards. several equJvalem commercial standards were found to replace
the military specification or standard refer-
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Data Repository
The THAAD PrOjeCl Office and rhe
Progtam Executive Office for Mi He
Defen e are developing a lI~er-friendly
darabase to capture and retain all informatioo anained by the exrensive THAAD
effort. This database will archive the dispositions, maintain variou reports, and be a
repository for sharing information with
other office . l.t is being designed for easy
use on both PC and MacIntosh platforms.
The darabase and Beta testing were completed in September and October 1995.
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Resulting disposition categories of the 145 military specifications and standards.
ences in the THAAD speCif,cations. If a
commercial equivalent standard was not
found, we developed a general performance tatement to capture the basic
requirement.
Control and management of thi
ompie>< taSk were key elements of our success.
The THAAD Project Office developed the
Military Document Disposition to organize the efforts of a diverse team of subject
matter expens working concurrently to
eliminate all references to military specifications and tandards. The Milirary Docu·
ment Disposflfotl. prOVided key information on the objective
tern pecification
reference, author of the individual disposition, recommended change, and justification. The specificatioo reference section
contains the actual usage of the mWtaq
specification or standard in the objective
system specification. The recommended
change section provides a complete
rewording of the particular reference. The
justificalion section contains the author'S
reason for making the recommended
change. This conltol and management
mechanism was a useful tool to structure
the efforts of all team members.
The THAAD Project Office developed
reconciliation documents to consol.idate
the result of all our dispo itions for each
ohjective system specification. The reconciliation documents capture the "was-is"
format of our objective ystem specification references. The "was" portioo corresponded to the actual sp cification para-
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graph and reference. The "is" portion was
the dlange required in the specification to
comply with tbe reform initiative. An
example of this formar i proVided:

"WAS" STATEMENT
3.2.4.1 Protective Coatings
Protective coatfngslfinisbes sball be in
ttccordance witb MIL-STD-l86, MIL- TO.
1 I, and Mll-HDBK-132. Sealant sball be
in accordance wftb ilflL-A-46l46.
Exterllal finisbes shall meet Chemical
Agent Rest til>e Coating (CARC) requh-ements ofMIl-STo.l93.

"IS" STATEMENT
3.2.4.1 Protective Coatf71gs
Protective coalings, finIshes, and
sealant sbafl be applied to all interior
a71d exteriOI' smfaces as necessary to pro·
vide corrosion protection. cbemical agellt
res/s/artt coating (CARC), and camouflage cbaracleristics ill accordallce witb
tbe Corrosion PI'evention and Deter/artI/iOII Control (CP&DC) pmgmm as
established by /be contractOl:MJL-5TD-l86
sbould be used as gllidance fOI- sUlface
preparation, and applicalion alia quality
control ofpaints and finishes.
This provided a convenient way to reach
teanl can ensu 00 the final resolution of
aU changes. The reconciliation documents
were the basis for our Configuration
Control Board change packages for the
objective system pecification.

The THAAD Project Office is successfully
implementing military specifications and
standards reform inil ialives recommended
by the PAT report and endorsed by Dr.
Perry. The complexity of TIIAAD required
a diverse team of dedicated subject matter
expert to address numerous technical
issues regarding specifications and standards. A workable process and methodology was developed to implement military
specifications and standards reform which
can apply to other Army llOd DOD agencies. The success of thJs effon is supported
by the categorization metric shown in
Figure 4. A total of 145 separ.lte military
specificatiOn and standards references
were completed. We are developing a data
repository of the results of our efforts 10
assist olher acqui ition orgllOizations. A
clear road map and proven medlOdology
has been cstabli hed to u cessfu.lJy complete the work atTHAAD for the remainder
of our objective system pecification .

liNDA Y ERICKSO is the techllical team leader for the
Engineering Planning and Integration Group, U.S. Army 1HAAD
Project Office, Huntsville, AL. She
holds a B.S degree in Physics from
Christian Brot15ers College, and an
M.S in operatiolls research from
the University of Alabama at
Huntsville. Erickson is also a
graduate of the Defense Systems
Management CoLTege and Ihe
Army Materiel Command Intern
Training Center.
JOSEPH M. WALTERS JR. is the
lechnical lead fOl' the System
Integration Group from W.].
SchaJer Associates, Inc., prOViding
lechnical support to the U. . Army
THAAD Project Office/ Huntsville,
AL. He holds a B.S aegree in engineering from the University of
Alabama and is also a graduate
of the Defense Systems Management Colfege.
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On the Road...Again!

TOTAL
ARMY
ROADSHOWV
By James W. Brown
Background
Since the spring of 1992, the Army
Materiel CommaL,d (AMC) has travelled
annually to its major subordinate command (MSCs) 10 carry a philosophy of
streamUning acquisition management to
tbe acqui ition work force. The re ults
have been vcry gratifying boUt in terms of
tbe reactions of the participants and in the
po itive inlpacts on material acquisition
programs. Throu h these ympo iuros,
over 7,000 governmelll and industry personnel received training.
This year, the training will continue, but
rhe empbasis wiII be on the total Army
acquisition community. With tile expanded
aUdience, thiS prognull should readl over

4,500 workers between February and
December 1996. The Training and Doctrine
Command (TRADOC), Forces Command
(FORSCOM), lnformation y tern
om·
mand (1 C), Corps of Engineers, and
Medical Command (MEDCOM) ites will
be included in the itinemry. In addition,
the Military Traffic Managem=t Comm.~nd
(MTMC) and the ational Guard Bureau
are actively involved in the planning for
TotalArtny Roadshow V.
The Contracting Support Agency in the
Office of the A 'sisram ecrerary of the
Arml' (Researdl, Development and Acquisition) is leading the efforl to coordinate a
schedule of ite visilS and a progml11 of
instruction that wiJJ indude subjects covering installation and base operations issue ,
construction maners, and service contract·
ing in addition to tile materiel acquisition
topi usually covered in Road hows. The
subjects will also include the inlplementation of the Federal Acquisition treamlining
Act of 199 (FASA) through the presentation of tlle Acquisition Reform Training
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Modules (ARTMs) developed by the
Acquisition Reform Communications
Center (AReC) of the Defense Acquisition
University (DAU).

What Is the Total Army
Roadshow Concept?
Th theme of Road bow V i contract
and acquisition managem=t and will focus
on the total acquisition picture, I.e., it will
be oriented to ystems, services, installations ,!Od construction progml11s. The total
Army nature of tbe tmining will be captured through regional Roadshows where
participants will be from ·the bast com·
mand, industry, and surrounding (typically
within 200 mile) Army and other
Department of Defense (DOD) acli ities.

The theme of
Roadshow V
is contract and
acquisition
management
and will focus on
the total acquisition
picture, i.e., it will
be oriented to systems,
services, installations
and construction
programs.

The participants wili be supervisors and
managers and journeyman-level pmctitioners from the acquisition work force and
tbeir industry counterparts. They will be
from all disdplines invoh'ed in the acquisition proces , e.g., testers, engineers logistidans, project managers, contracting pedalits, and requirements developers. Many
labor under the mi taken belief that
Roadshow training is primarily for conmcting professionals. Improvement of the
acquisition process requires the participation of all wbo provide input or support to
efforts that result in the award and management of contracts. That is why the
Roadshow philosophy is heavily dependem
on the participant.< being multi-<lisciplined.
l11ere arc 15 Roadshow V presentations
planned. The trainJng sites are chosen by
the Army major command' (MACOMs)
ponsoring each of the 1- bow. TI,e criteria used in selecting the sites wiil be Ule
size of acquisition work force at Ute loca·
tion, the proximity of other Army/DOD
acquisition work force members, and the
availability of suitable conference facilitie .
Other factors include satellite up link capabilities, video teleconferencing facilitie ,
and air and ground transportation system .
A of !hi writing, three of the MACOMs
had settled on sites. MEDCOM has chosen
San Antonio, TX; I C has cbosen Fort
Huachuca, AZ; and AMC bas chosen
HUll! ille, At, Aberdeen, MD, Orlando, FL,
Fort Monruourh, J, Detroit, MI, Rock
Island, IL, Boston, MA, l. Louis, MO,
Picatinny Arsenal, NJ, and Washington, 0 .
The scbedule for Total Army Roadsho V
has been calendared, but U,e dates b.~ve yet
to be a Signed to the variou MACOM.
The presentation will begin Feb. 6-8, 1996,
and condude Dec. 2-4, 1996.
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The fonnat of Total Army Road how will
be similar to previous Road how. Tbe
training will cover 2-112 [0 three eL1YS. On
the morning of tbe nrst day, Army
Acquisition Executive the Hon. Gilbert F.
De ker the assistant secretary of the Army
(research, development and acqui ition) Or
his Military Deputy LTG Ronald Hite, will
give the keynote addres .
ext wiU be the MACOM perspective by
the commander or deputy commander of
the MACOM sponsoring that Roadshow.
Then, Dr. Kenneth Oscar, the deputy assistant s cretary of the Army (procurement),
will give an overview of acquisition reform
in the Army, followed by the indu try
peaker invited to address that Roadshow
audience. TIle morning' activities will conclude with a question and answer period
with a panel made up of the speakers.
TIlt: remainder of the training will con·
sist of facilitator·led, four· hour workshops
covering a variety of topics. While there
will be orne core subjects, electives will
be offered to allow participants some f1exi·
bility in c1loosing the topics they want to
learn more about.
Toral Army Roadsllow V planner are
looking into establishing remote sites
where the Roadshow lIaining can be conducted concurrently with regional presentations. For example, the training facility at
Fort Sam Houston in San Antonio, TX, has a
satelUte up Unk capability. When the MEDOM,sponsored regional Roadshow V is
held there, remote Sites, with satellite
down link capabilities, can be induded in
the first day' executive presentations and
panel discussion. Facilitators will be at the
remote ites to conduct the rest of the
training JUSt as at the regional sire. Varia·
tion of this theme include the use of video
releconferencing and video taped presenta·
tion . In fact, these options are not mutually exclusive. Tbey can be used one at a
lime, in pairs, or all at once. The only limiting factor are the availability of fucilitators
and fucilities.

.

,

What Will Be Taught?
Core subject will be taken from the
ARTMs developed by the ARCC/DAU. The
ARTM focus On bow to inlplement the policy changes that have occurred as a re ult
of the recommendation from the various
process action tC'dJJ1S (PATs) estabUshed by
DOD on the procurement process, contmct
administration, acquisition oversight and
review, and electronic commerce/electronic data interchange (EC/EDI). They also
focus on how to inlplement FASA 94 provi·
sions, SUdl as, simplified acquisition pcoce·
dureslFederaJ AcquJ ition Computer etwork (SAP/FAC ET), commercial item
acquisition, market research, new rules in
cost ,md price analysis, task order contracts,
contract award and de briefings, past performance evaluations, and protests, disputes

"
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and appeals rules.Those ARTM not chosen
to be core subjects will be offered as electives. TIlere wiU al 0 be core teaching on
how to form and work in integrated product ,md process teams (lPPTs) for effective
acquJ itiol1 planning and execution. The
core ubjects will over two work hop
periods (eigbt bour ).
TIle electives will be offered concurrent·
ly and repeatedly over two or three workshop periods (eigbt or 12 hours).They iU
cover a wide rdnge of copies, some new
and some from previous Roadshows. The
subjects cbosen by the MACOMs as of this
writing deal with the effects of acquisition
reform on job order COnlrdcting, contingency contracting, modeling and simulation, and performance based service con·
tracting. orne of the subjects picked from
ea.rHer Roadsho\Vs were best value contmeting, how to write performance specifications/statements of work, and how to
conduct request for proposal (RFP) scrub.
Each elective wiU be given in a four·bour
workshop.
All work bop will consist of an introductory lecture, fucilit:ltor-Ied work group
deliberations, and a report out period
where work groups share results. The fucilitatOrS will be band·picked experts from all
the MACOM ,G -J 3s/majors and above,
and multi-disciplined. Each Roadshow ession will have a mix of facilit"tors from
several MACOMs.

Improvement
of the
acquisition
process
requires
the participation
of all
who provide
input
or support
to efforts
that result
in the
award
and management
of contracts,

The expansion of the audience and the
curriculum holds the promise of even
greater ac.hievement for the successful
training series.

Summary
Total Army Road how V i an expansion
of the successful Roadshow concept.
Where previous Roadshows have rC'dched
nO more than 2,000 particip"nts each,
Roadshow V wiU reach potenti"Uy 4,500.
The number of trainee reached grows
even larger when remote sites are factored
imo the equation.
onetheless, tbe traditional qu"Hty of
Roadshow training will remain high. The
facilitator corps srill comains top·notch
professionals who are expert

in their

field , weU trained in the Roadshow V subjects, and committed to cultural change
throughout the acquisition work force. TIle
training materials continue to be effective,
are easily understood and are thorough
guides that will serve the participants a
weU at their desks as tlley wiU in tlle classroom. Finally, the executive speakers still
come from tbe top acquisition echelons in
the Army and industry. TIley will sometimes
be controversial and provocative, bur they
will alway be open and honest and never
dull.
The addition of electives to the Roadshow format promise to be a boon for
participants. It will allow fleXibility and
va.riety in tlle choice of subjects as well as
an opportunity to pick up some of the
popular topics from previous Roadshows.
As Roadshow moves into its fifth year,
the excJtemelll and anticipation are high.

JAMES W. BROWN is the chief
of the Acquisition Improvement
Task Fone in the Office of the
Deputy Chief of Stafffor Acquisition at HQ, Army Materiel Command. He holds a B . . degree in
electrical engineering f,-om
Tennessee State UniverslJy and an
M.S. degree in electrical engineering fmm Fairleigh Dickinson
University. He is also a graduate of
the P"ogram Manager's Course at
the Defense Systems Management
College.
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Some
Key Points
of
'Other Transactions'
• A recent study conducted for
DOD e Limaks that the government
pays 18 percent more for the product~ it buys due to governmentimposed administmtive requirements.
Other
estimates
place
this
figure at at up to 40 percent. (Coopers
& L 'brand, and TA C, TlJe DoD
Regllktlory Cost Premium:A QualltitatiL'eAssessmelll, December 1994)
• Both small tart-up firm as well
larger com panic. become
a
involved in other transactions.
• Other transaction are extremely flexible. allowing negotiation to
proceed on a ca e-by-ca -e basis
rather lhan by imposing government
"one-sile-fits-all" rule. Patent rights
i~ an area where flexibility is often
required to meet the needs of commercially oriented companies. Other
transactions ha\'e few non-negotiable pro\'i ions.
• 111e typical other transaction is
cost-shared, with ARPA paying 50
percent or Ie of the cost. Its technology goal is most often to leverage
commercial technology for u e in a
military application. Most other
transactions involve consortia of
industrial firms and often include
academic institutions and government lahoratories.
• The U.S. Senate on March 7,
1995, pas ed a sense of tbe Senate
resolution which ·tated that: "(1)
cost-shared partnersbips between
the Departmem of Defense and the
pri\'ate secror to develop dual-use
technologies (technologie that
haR application both for defense
and for commercial markets, 'uch as
com pUlers, electronics, advanced
materials, communications, and sen'ors) are increasingly important to
assure efficient u~e of delen e procurement resource.. and (2) such
partnership~... need to become the
norm for conducting such applied
research by the Department of
Defense."
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ARPA SIGNS
100 INNOVATIVE
AGREEMENTS
OVER FIVE YEARS,
The Department of Defense's Advanced Resear h Projects
has successfully pioneered the use of technology development
or "other tran actions" in recent years and ha ign d 100 of th
Other tran actions are contractual arrangements that uppo
development without using tandard procurement contracts, , .
ative agreements. ARPA received authority for their u e under 1
In 1993, Congre broadened the use of other transaction fro.
research and development efforts and encouraged ARPA to
using other transactions to carry out military technology demo
prototype projects that would normally require a formal contrac
In keeping with the DOD's effort for acquisition reform, ?th
do not follow the sometime inflexible government potiCie
found in the usual government procurement sy tern an
Acquisition Regulation. TI1ey are based on commercial practir
government standards. Government patent rules, accounting
practice , for example, are not imposed on participants in oth
but rather are negotiating pOints.
ARPA has found that the use of other trallsactions encourage
mally refuse to conduct research and development for the
become participants in Defense projects. Many companies
adopt the government accounting and purchasing sy tems nec
into go ernment contract because of the added co t burd
Companies that adopt the government-required sy tern ometiJ
selves non-eompetitive in commercial markets, leading to the p
the eparate Defense and commercial indu trial base . ARPA's
tion authority is one way DOD can leverage the best of comm
gy for the use of the military, even if that technology is foun
that do not normally do business with DOD.
ARPA has been working with the military Services to enco
these agreements throughout the DOD. Many of the efforts
ARPA's dual use initiatives use other transactions, and Service
sonnel involved in managing these effort are gaining valuabl
their use.
The growth in ARPA's use of other transactions has been
years 1990 to 1993,ARPA entered into 19 other tran actionS
transactions over 8 percent of the number and 26 percent o~
fmancial instruments used by ARPA during that period. In fi
and 1995 ARPA entered into 81 other transactions, which co
cent of the number and 72 percent of the total value of finan
awarded.
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Examples of 'Other Transactions' Projects
Army
Electric and Hybrid Vehu:le Tecbnology Program
Company: Five con ortia wim member companie located throughout lhe
United States
ARPA Agent: Training and Doctrine ommand, U.S. Army Intelligence
Center, Fon Huachuca, AZ

The ARPA Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Technology Program is pur uing
re earch, development, and demonslroltion of technologies for electric and
hybrid vehicles directly relevant to Army combat vehicles of the future.
Electric and hybrid technologies will permit fmure combat ystems to be
highly deployable, mobile. su tainable, survivable, lethal. and affordable, TIle
progmm sponsor seven regional consortia; the manag IDent of five of these
consonia has been trail ferred to me Army u ing ARPA-negotiated other transactions, TIle use of other transactions has enabled the participation of companies who dOll't u ually do busine with me Army and has permitted costshared arrangements.

Air Force
Mallttfacturtng Testbed for Active Malt'ix Liquid Crystal Displays
(AMLCD)
Company: Optical Imaging System (OIS), orth i1leTownship, MJ
ARPAAgenl: Manufacturing Technology Directorate ofAir Force Wright
Labomtory, Wright PattersonAFB, OH

companies
me use of
red under
'sition perl,erience in
tic. In fiscal
. g other
lue of the
years 1994
ed 39 perstruments

.,
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A domestic source for MLCDs is critical to me Air Force for the new and
upgraded aircrnft cockpit display it needs. OIS was competitively selected to
e tablish a manufacturing te tbed for Defense-critical AMl.CDs in the U.. The
effon is COSt- hared, \vith 015 providing the new building for the pilot manufuculring facility 50.5 million) and ARPA funding the manufacturing and process
equipment ($48 million). OI is primarily a ommercial company, and 'trongly
disagreed with the conventional FAR-bal ed model contract originally con idered
be ause of the perceived e,xcessive over ight that mer were unaccustomed to as
a commercial company.TIley were also concerned about me ducat to their intellectual propert), that me)' felt would occur under a FAR-based instrument. More
than 60 day were expended during dli initial negotiation due to me company'
concerns, and negotiations were at an impasse until the Air Force brought up
the pos ibiBty of using an ARPA other transaction. Once its use had been
approved, negotiations vere concluded in 21 dar. 015 broke ground on the fucilit}' in August 1993. The Air Force feels that this project is successfully underway
solely because of the use of the ARPA other transactions authority.

Navy
National Consortizun on MlcrolVcwe Fel'1"iles

Company: Westinghouse, Pitt burg, PA
ARPA Agent: aval Research Laboratory

Dr. Gary A. Prinz of me Naval Research Laboratory was the focal point for
e tablishjng this con ortium, which eeks to establish a technology base to
enable the integration of ferrite into high fr quenc)' semiconductor technology. Microwave ferrite tedmology is fundamental to a variety of DOD higb frequency application such as radar and sutellite-to-ground communications.
TIle flexibility of AlUlA's other If'.Insaction authority was crucial to forming tIlis
consortium. The technology cannot be advanced b, any on company
becau e the .. technical base in t1lis area is too small. The consonium bring
together competitors such as Westinghou e and Raytheon. along with mailer
companies, universities and government laboroltories, to provide a technical
base sufficient to place the U.S. in the world's leading po ition in this key
technology.
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PROCESS ACTION
TEAM IDENTIFIES
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR IMPROVING
ACQUISITION
CAREER
MANAGEMENT

AAC PAT Background
• Mr. Keith Charles appointed as DDACM on 1 Sep 1995
• Chartered an AAC Action Team...within 60 days to :
- Provide a Strategic Vision of the Army Acquisition Corps
- Baseline Existing AAC Structure & Policies... ldentify
Shortcomings & Opportunities for Improvement
- Generate an Action Plan that Achieves Near Term Results
Towards an Objective End State - Strategic Vision

• Team:
Mr. Robert Morig
Mr. CarLos Piad
COL Edward Cerutti
Mr. Gary James
Mr. Dick Childress
Mr. Eddie Bair
Ms. Myrna Meisner
Mr. Dale Fradley

\
MESA
ODCSAQ, HQAMC
PERSCOM
RDAISA
ADO
PEO lEW
Army Civilian (Ret)
MESA

j

,

CBARTlA

0\

.

Figure 1.

EDITOR's NOTE: This is tbe /i1'S! in a
se"les oj articles tbal will describe baw
the A mOl is ulldertaking a long tel~n Inlrlat/ve to improve the way we are managing 01<1' acquisition work force. 17Jis article P"ovldes a broad ooel'vlew of tlJe
wO"k "ecently completed by a p"ocess
Action Team charged witb Identifying
opportunities for improving acquisition
career management. As tlJe details of
implenumtatiotl (flY! gell€"l'llted, we'll provide updales on progress. This fl"st article
sets tbe stage for Ilumy mo,Y! to come.
Enacted in FY91, the DefenseAcquisition
Workforce inlprovement Act (DAWlA) was
aimed at improving the overall effectiveness and profes ionalJ m of military and
civilian personneL charged witb manage-

By Carlos A. Piad,
Robert D. Morig and
COL Edward A. Cerutti
ment and administratiOn of Defen e acquiidon programs. The major aspects of
DAWIA include:
• Recognizing acquisition as a profe"
sionai career field;
• Impro ing tbe education, training, and
a-perience levels of acquisition professionals;
• E~tablisbing a career management
strucrure in the Department of Defense;

Strategic Overview

I

Develop Competent
Leader 1 Manager

I

Vision

I A Professional Work Force I
.

A Small Premier Professional Corps ofAcquisition
Leaders Willing to Serve Where Needed and Committed to
Developing, Integrating, Acquirillg and Fielding Systems
Critical to Decisive Victoryw.Jor the 21st Century

Corps Member Responsibilities
- Serve as a Member ofa Premier Corps ofMilitary and Civilian Acquisition Leaders;
Certified 10 Develop, Integrate, Acquire and Field Systems Vital to the 21st Century

Army.
- Participate in a Comprehensive Career Program; Inc/uding Accession, Education,
Training. Experience, Assignment, Promotion and Retention.
- Willingly Serve Where Abilities Can Best be Developed and Skills are Mosl Needed
- ResponsibleJor Possessing Functional, Leadership and Managerial Skills Essential to
Achieving Ihe Highest Standards ojExcellence and Ethics in Acquisition.

Figure 2.
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• Establishing programs to assist acquisition personnel in their profesSional devel,
opment.
TI,e Army; along witb the otber Service
components and the Office of the
ecrerary of Defense (05D), then set out ro
implement DAWIA. We've come alnng way
in complying with tbe law, however, many
good initiatives ill acquisition career management have yet to be fulfilled.
We have accessed 3,800 Army civilians
and 2,500 military personnel into the Army
Acqui ition Corps (AAO. And, we're nClll'ly
complete with our first ccrtification effort
to insure that our personnel have the requisite mandated training at tbeir current
grade/n\nk and occupational series.
Learning as we go, we are now aggressiveJ
managing Defense Acquisition University
quotas to maximize Our uSe of acquisitiOn
training re ourees. Though we continue ro
make progress....we must seize the oppor·
tunity to inlprove tbe Army's acquisition
career management structure

,

,

and

processe .
Recognizing these opportunities, Keith
Cbarles, deputy assistant secretary of tbe
ArlTIl' for pLans, programs and policy
(named deputy director for acquisition
career management Cpt. J, J 995), chartered a multi-disciplinary Process Action
Team (PAT) to undertake a new look at
bow the Army has approached acquisition
career management-with a focus on the
civilian component (Figure 1).
To obtain a baseline understanding of
the current state of acquisitiOn career man,
agement, dle PAT ho ted a number of visits
from key players in the process. These
induded representatives from:
• The U.S. Army Per onnel Command's
Acquisition Career Management Office;
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• Functional career representatives;

• 0 D' director

~

r acqui ition career

management;

• The military acquisition career proponene;

• The U.S. avy Office of the Director,
Acqui ition Career Management;
• The U.. Air Force, as i tant director,
acqui'itiOn career management. (A complete list of other individuals who briefed
the PAT is contained in the final PAT
report.)
10 the process of establishing the baseline, the team members identified the following missing elements they believed
were e sential to succe :
• A trategie Vision for the Army
Acquisition Corps:
Clear isioo for the Eod State of the
Army AcquisitiOn Cnrps;
• A oordinated Strategy with Functional Career Chiefs;
• A Comprehen ive Plan for Career
M'Ulagemem Dam;
• "Training as a Mission" Culture in tl,e
Civilian Componem;
• Cemral ltefemll and Announcement

., Clearly Defined Culture that Recognizes & Rewards Performance,
ExceUence and Commlbnenl ._ the most capable are challenged by the
loughestjobs

., Focus is on Developing LeaderslManagers & Integnlted MC
., Full Partnership between ASA(RDA) ASA(M&RA), DACM, PERSCOM
and Functional Career Managers
., Centrally Managed Career Program _ clearly establlsbed career paths
• Rotational Assignmeots _. Cross Function· Cross Commodity

oCr

Command

• Developmental Assignments _ 1 - 2 yrs, r-ea.I work
• Education and Training ... the right level at the right time

Pride & Commitment

Premier Corps

Processes;

• Integration Between Militafj' and
Civilian Components;
The strategic vision for the Army
Acqui ition Corps should forge the foundation for all policies and initiatives impacting the acquisition work force. To fill this
gap, the PAT recommended a re-energized
strategic vision for the MC (Figure 2). The
notion of "a mall, Premier Professional
Corps" talks to tlle goals of developing the
top performer and then challenging them
with our most demanding jobs.
Working from this strategic visiOn, team
members then projected out five years from
now to envision an end state. This end state
focused on key facets of what needs to be
in place-in terms of management attributes-to achieve the vision in year 2000 and
to drive near tenn progre (Figure 3). The
trategic vision and cod state, presented by
the PAT, form a challenging and aggres ive
series of initiatives to change the culture in
Army acqui ition career management. Many
details in terms of policy and procedures
remain to be worked.
To work towards thIs end slate, the PAT
visualized a new concept for managing the
acquisition work force (Figure 4). TIlLs concept pictured a COre of Critical Acquisition
Posilions (CAPs), i.e, designated SES, GS-15,
GS-14 positions, that would he centrally
managed. The PAT envisioned promotions
and job selections, for aU CAPS. being influ·
enced by a set of Quality Achievement
Factors (QAF). Those in the centrally O1aJ]aged core would be afforded the services
of functional assignments of.ticers (similar
to military members of the Me) who
would help them obtain enriching job
experience , and training and educational
oppornmities-keyed to tl,e QAFs.
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Figure 3.

AAC Concept

The Acquisition Workforce

Figure 4.
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pleted its deliberations in accord with the
chaner.

Notional Quality Achiewment
Factors
• Senior
•
•
•
•

nice College
Cross Command Experience (3)
Cross Functional Experience (4)
HQDAIO D Experien£e (Dir L'I)
MACOM HQ Experience

• upervlsorJDIrector Experience
• Execudve Development Courses
• Cross Command Experience (2)

• Cr

Flm<:llonal Experienu (3)

• HQDAIOSD Experience
• MACO,1 HQ Experience

• Operational LeveWIeld AssIgn
• upervlsorJDIvision Experience
• EX<rod,. Dev.lopment Courses
•
•
•
•

Cross Functional Experienc. (2)
Cross MACOMIMSC Experience (2)
HQDA/MACOM HQ Experience
Operadonal Level/FleJd
Ignment

The Next Phase
ow that the P T has completed the
demands of its charter, the bard work
begins. Keith Cbarles ha directed that a
set of thrust teams (teams will be ompo ed of per onnel in developmental
assignment representing HQDA and acquisition major commands) be activated to
flesh out the recommendations of the PAT.
These thrust teams wiU identify avenues
for implementing PAT recommendations,
generate implementing policies and procedure and aggres ively pur ue near-term
initiatives toward the end state and strategi vision for the Army Acqui ition Corp .
Much work remains to be done ...stay
tuned.

• Leadership/MAnagement Experience
• Pusonnel Management ror Eucud,es

Figure 5.

Although the approved QAFs mu t be
coordinated with program career functional chiefs, the team posed a set of notional
factors for program management positions
(Figure ;). More work will oeed to be
done to in ure compatibilitl' with the
other acquisition career fields included in
the acquisition work force, e.g., contracting; quality assurance; business, cost estimating, and fmancial management; systems
planning; and research, development and
engineering; etc.

To generate additional ideas for improvement and to obtain executive insight into
the strategic vi ion, end state and implementation strategy, the PAT briefed it concept to an array ofArmy acquisition leaders
(Figure 6). The tearn incorporated comments and suggestion from these leadership briefings and made a series of midcourse correction .
Finally, the PAT presented its results to
the deputy director for acquisition career
management on Ocr. 13, 199;, and com-

Who Have We Talked To

Establish a Baseline
Generate Ideas for
Improvement-Reengineering

8

CARLOS A. PIAD is a senior
acquisition policy ~pecialist in the
Office of the Deputy Chief of Stag:
for AcqUisition, U.S. Army Materiel
Command. He holds a B.S. degree
in structural engineering from
Tulane University and is a senior
fellow of the Kennedy School of
Government.
ROBERT D. MORIG is director of
the Army Acquisition Executive
Support Agency. He holds an M.S.
degree in industrial management
from Georgia Institute of
Tech'I'Jology.
COL EDWARD A. CERUTTI is a
member of tbe Officer Personnel
Management System XXI Precursor Study Group, Headquarter,
Tota! AI'my Personnel Command.
A licensed professional engineer in
Virginia, he holds a B. . degree
from tbe u.s. Military Academy
and M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in
mechanical engineering from the
University ofArizona.

g~'ss~
A~qLog

TeslOut Team Concepts

M&RA

~RDV

~ ~SP~(USN\fUSAF\
~

~~
Figure 6.
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Thirty-four nominations have been
elected to receive Department of the
Army R&D Achievement Awards for
accomplishments during fiscal year
1994. This award is given in recognition of outstanding leadership or
achievements in research and development (R&D) that have resulted in
inlproved .. Army capabilities and
contributed to tll nation's welfare. The
winners and their achievements, listed
by major command, ,u'e as foUows:

u.s. ARMY MATERIEL
COMMAND

u.s. Army Research Laboratory
Dr. Teizi Hemni, Robert E. Dumais
Jr., and Martin E. Lee, all meteorolo-

gists, will be commended for their COQtributions toward developing the batt1escale forecast model. This model
will provide the Army battle command
system battlefield automated system'
to receive predictive weather information for the automated decision
process.
Dr. Jubaraj Sahu and Charles J
ietubicz, both aerospace engineers,
and Karen R. Heavey, a mathematician, will be cited for outstanding
research whicll has led to me development and application of a zonal, NavierStokes code for the prediction of projectile base flows with conventional,
rocket-a sisted, and ba e bleed/burn
afterbodies. The developed capability
is at the leading edge of computational
aerodynamics for base flow and provides the Army with a significant
ad ancement for valuating new or
modified projectile designs.
George Hauver, and PauL Netberwood, both re earch physicists, and
Ralph Benck, a research scientist, will
be cited for revealing new understanding in how ceramic materials can
reach their theoretical capabilities in
the defeat of kinetic energy projectiles. These researcher demonStf'dted
an armor which completely destroyed
a long rod kinetic energy projectile on
the surface of the ceramic without
damage to the ceramic layer. Their
wotk ha impacted important U.S.
Army programs including continuum
mechanics modeling codes, current
medium caliber armor systems, and
armors for future combat vehicle .
A team of researchers comprised of
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ARMY
NAMES
R&D
ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD
WINNERS
Geol-ge C Wiles Iv, Brian T. Mays, and
Jobn S. Eicke, all electronics engineers,
and Andrew P. Ladas, a mechanical

engineer will be cited for demonstf'dting the abWty to accurately tmck an
artillery projectile to predict its impact
point using the Global Po itioning
System (GPS). This system will greatly
increase the accuracy and effective'
ness of artillery fire as well as reduce
the dependence on forward observers.
ibir K. Dbar, an electronic engineer, will be cited for his achievements
in developing novel techniques to
improve heteroepitaxy and to grow
selected area CdZnTe thin film by molecular beam epitaxy. This accomplishment is a significant contribution to
the Army's goal of developing large
infrared focal plane arrays using hybrid
infrared technology.
David L Rodkey, a supervisory electronic engineer, will be commended
for leading a team of cientists and
engineers to develop advanced technologies in synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) and automatic target recognition. These advances, demonstrated

under the Army's SAR Target Recognition and Location System PrograDl, will
give commander the ability to rapidly
locate and identify critical mobile targets deep on the battlefield during the
day, at night and in adver e weather
conditions .
Frank Carson Krieger; a chemist,
Jeffrey A. Swank, a mechanical engineer, and Michael F. Dunn, a mechanical engine ring technician, will be
cited for producing a special spinstable thermal battery that provided
tlle current for tlle uccessful demonstration of GPS registration round fu e.
The novel design improvements, based
on electrochemical modification and
thermal management, promise extension of thermal battery teclmology to
oilier mWtary applications.
Dr. H. A. Leupold, a research physicist, and D,: Enlest Potenziani II, a
re earch physical sdentist, will be recognized for their invention, prototype
construction, and succe sful demontration of a permanent magnet olenoid for electron beam fOCli ing in a
corps surface-to-air missile traveling
ArmyRD&A
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wave tube microwave source. This
achievement enables elimination of
power supplies, cooling sy tems and
other unnecessary bulk and mass detrimental to ballistic use.
U.S. Army Armament Research,
Development and Engilleering
(RDE) Cellte1'
D,: A,·thul· J Bracuti and Donald S.
Chiu, both physical cientists, will be

cited for developing a new type of
combustion chamber (step dlamber)
which controls the combustion and
interior ballistic cyde of a bulk-loaded
liquid propellant gun system.
Dr. M. Yvonne and Dr. D. Lanzerottt,
both research physical scientists. will be
recognized for their outstanding work
in introducing ultracentrifuge. laser
profilometer. atomic force microscopy
and fractal statistical t chniques to
characterize the behavior of energetic
materials during high acceleration.
Their work i particularly relevant to
the future development of energetic
materials u ed in weapons with higher
acceleration.
Dr. Emest Baker, a research physici t. will be recognized for R&D which
advances automated computer optimization technology. This effort ha ig11ificantly contributed to the Army's
continuing commitment to provide a
decisive edge to th.e soldier in the .field.
D,: Frank Owens, a research physical cienti t, will be commended for
his pioneering development of the
capabilit to predict explosive sensitivity from molecular structure. The
work represents a major firndamental
ad-vance in understanding the chemistry of explosi es. This work will have
enormou impact on development of
new insensitive explosives.
Dl: nmg-Ho Chen will be recog·
nized for his R&D related to the vapor
tagging of plastic explosives to deter
international terrorism. He planned
and dire ted a concerted, comprehensi e R&D effort in the mallnfacture
and complete physico-chemical ch,lfacterization of modified compo ition
C-4 marked with a vapor taggant for
airport security.
Richard Pong,Witliam Ng, and
B,'ian Travers, aIL mechanical engineers, w.ill be cited for R&D wb.ich
advance initiation based multimode
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warhead technology. This effort has
significantly contributed to the Army's
continuing commitment to provide a
decisive edge to soldiers in tile field.
George Papanagopoulos, an electri·
cal engineer, Mary Devito. a computer
engineer, and Dr. Norman Colemen. a
mathematician. will be recognized for
their pioneering research in software
architecture, model based software
design methodolOgy, and architecture
description languages for large scale
embedded software system a sociated
Witll smart weapon applications. TIus
teclmology substantially enhances the
quality and reliability of embedded
software willie redUcing software cost
by enabling a component based software development process based on
reu e and reengineering of existing
components.
US. Army Aviation and Troop
Commalld
CPT Gt'egory lV, Walker and Robert
L Wade, a computer engineer, wiU be

cited for merging breakthrough con·
trois science and technology to cre,1te
a multi-platform system for unnlJlnned
rotary-wing vehicles. The resulting
product, the finzy logic adaptive controller for helicopter, was ucces 'fully
flown on a drone helicopter with lowcost, off-the·shelf sensors and computer . As a result, tlus highly modular
concept will extend tile Army's utilization of future air vehicles.
Dr. Yung H. ~Ic, D,: Chee TItng and
JUdith M. Gallma,~, all aerospa e engineers, will be commended for their
outstanding technical leader hip and
research work in inve tigatiQns of
basic physical understanding of rotor
blade-vortex interaction noise and
vibration as well as the effect of active
blade control concepts on noise and
vibmtion reduction. The comprehen·
ive databa e from their research wiU
serve as a landmark dataset wWch will
guide rotor design and systems improvements for many years to come.
Edgewood RDE Center
DI, Sharon Reutter, a researcll physiologist, and LTC john Wade will be

commended for their prepamtion of
the report, "Review of Existing
Toxicity Data and Human Estimates
for Selected Cbemical Agents and

Recommended Human Estimates
Approp,-tate for Defending the
Soldier." This exhau tive monograph

set a new standard for human e limation of chemical ageot toxicity and
will serve as a basis for designing
chemical pcrotective clothing and
equipment.
Missile COl1lmatld RDE ee/zter
Robert R. Mitchell, a research electronic engineer ,md K cort Lindley and
Wendy K Can-igel; both electronic engi-

neers, will be recognized for R&D
which led to tbe demon Iration of a
novel new form of low cost (llSer mi sUe
guidance. This new tedUlique promises
to allow simple guidance retrofit on
presently unguided rockets to complement existing gUided mis iles.
Soldier Systems Command
Philip Cunniff, a research mechani-

cal engineer, is commended for outstanding scientific and engineering
expertise in material. research that has
resulted in th.e development and
implementa tion of an analytical model
uited for continuous product im·
provement of textile fibers designed
for personnel armor. This enabling
technology allow objective asse sment of trade-ofts in balHstic impact
performance associated with altering
fiber's high strain rate performance.
Tmlk·AlIto1/l.otive RDE Cellter
Dr. Walter Bryzik, a senior research
scienti t, and Ernest Schwarz and
Eugene Danielson. both research engi-

neers, will be commended for tate-ofthe-art contributions in the area of
advanced military diesel engines and
for production pUl-off of tlu technology to theArmy fleet.
D,: G"ant Get'hart and Thomas
Meitzler, both phy icists. and Eutjzmg
Sohn an. electrical engineer will be
cited for the research and development of target acquisition teclmologies for dual use applicatio)~s. These
indude military vehide signatures and
collision avoidance countermeasure
for commercial automobiles.
Test and Evaluation C07llmalld
DI: Martin. S. Marshall, a physicist.
David J Gladden, a physical scientist,
and Jimmie ~v. Barnes, a superVi ory
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I
electronics technician, will be commended for their exceptional performance in the design, fabrication, .Uld
development of control sy terns on a
new 'tate-of-the-art chemical agent
vapor test chamber and corresponding
optical y -terns. Their efforts have
resulted in the successful execution of
the XM21 remote detector sy tern, the
lightweight canning chemical agent
detector and several other detector
program.

DI:]udilh C. Pennington, a research
biologist, and Kamn P. Myers, a biologist, will be commended for the development of ma balance to determine
the fate of an explosive in a simulated
compo t treatment system for remediation of contaminated oil. The information they have generated provides a
strong scientific basis for evaluating
the ultimate fate and hazards associated with this innovative remediation
tedmoJogy.

u. S. ARMY CORPS OF

U.S. ArtilY Cold Regions Research
alld Ellgilleeri1Jg Laboratory
Dr. Daniel lawson, a research physical scientist, Dr. Steven Arcane, a geophysicist, and Allan Dekmey, a physical cience technician, will be recognized for the development of new
tedmiques of u ing ground penetrating radar for hazardous and toxic
waste detection and site characterization. The use of this non-intrusive
technique significantly reduced the
need for exploratory subsurface
driIJing and excavation.
Dr. james WelslJ and Dr. George
Koenig, both physici ts, wilJ be recognized for the development of a piOneering tbermal infrared scene generation capability. They have originated
significant new insights for integration
and validation of a unique, physicsbased simulation that allows generation of complex synthetic cene for
thermal infmred sensing devices for
virtually any set of conditions or terrain features. The field activitie were
conducted to provide the Department
of Defense with a high fidelity database for evaluation of advanced
weapon system perfomlance.

ENGINEERS

u.s. Army Topographic
Engil/eerillg CelJter
Robert . Rand, a physical scientist,
will be cited for his development of an
application which combines computer
cience and hyperspectral technology
that enables automated identification
of materials from spectral data.

u.s. Army Corps ofE1Jgi1Jeers
Waterways Experime1Jt Station
David Bennett, a upervisory civil engineer, will be commended for his research
and leadership in crench1e technology.
He led a team of researchers in a comprehensive evaluation of microtunneling,
mini-horizontal directional drilling, and
pipeline rehabilitation methods. His
effort resulted in a set of guidelines
that the corps, other government agencie ,and private firms use to pecify
trenchless methods appropriate for
their requirements and site conditions.
Henry S. McDevitt}r., a research civil
engineer, will be cited for his outstanding contributions to the R&D of state• of-the-art stand-off demolition techniques using the explosively formed
penetrator. Tlli technology provides
combat engineering and special operations trOops with a new demolition
munition that greatly enhances mission
accomplishment while prOViding
reduced risks to personneL
jeffrey A. Melby and George F. TllI'k,
both research hydraulic engineers, will
be recognized for their invention and
develop.ment of a new concrete armor
unit called CORE-Lac. Their invention
.. has demonstrated significantly superior
stability and structural strength over
existing armor hapes for navigation
and coastal protection.
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66 Comanche helicopter.

U.S. At"lIIY Medical Research
Institute ofItifectious Diseases
Dr. Robert G. Wrlch, a microbiologist, will be dted for outstanding contributions to immunology and immunotoxicology. He identified the mechanism of actions of the ta phylococcal
enterotoxins and developed a secondgenemtion recombinant v.iccine candidate to protect U.S. Service members
from tills biological threat.
D,: jonathan F. Smith, a microbiologi t, will be commended for making
outstanding contributions to the diagnosis and prevention of AJphaviruse .
These viral diseases cause encephalitis
and pose threats to .. nlilitary forces.

ARMY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
FOR TIlE BEHAVIORAL AND
SOCIAL SCIENCES
DI: Billy L. Burnside, a senior
research psychologist, will be commended for his outstanding contribution to R&D supporting the Virtual
Training Program (VfP) at Fort Knox,
KY. Dr. Bum ide Jed the development,
evaluation, refinement, and implementation of all training for the vrP. His
efforts resulted in a structured simula·
tion-based training program that
makes innovative and efficient use of
simulation networking and ]anu technologies. TI1is program i now being
used to train Army ationaJ Guard and
active component units, and is prOViding a cornerstone for the development
of future simulation-based traul-ing.

u.s. ARMY MEDICAL
RESEARCH AND MATERIEL
COMMAND
U.S. Army Aeromedical Research
Laboratory
DI: Roger W WilEry will be commended for outstanding performance as a
supervisory re earch optometrist and
chief of the VISUal Sciences Branch. He
led a multi-agency research team in
developing the test protocol and con·
ducting a major field study to asses
the impact on flight performance of
prototype helmet displays for the RAlI
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CONFEREES
DISCUSS
INTEGRATED
PRODUCT
TEAM
CONCEPT
Dr. Paul Kaminski, under secretary of Defense (acquisition and technology) gave the keynote address which set
the tone for the conference.
More than 400 representative from the
Department of Defen e, Army, Air Force
and Navy, attended 'Ul lntegrated Product
Team (lP1) Qnference, July 20, 199;, at
me Defense Systems Management CoUege,
Fort Belvoit VA.
Ro ted by Under ecretary of Defense
(Acquisition and TechnoLogy) (U D(A&1)
Dr. Paul Kaminski, the conference, titled,
"Instin,tionalizing IPTs-DoD's CQmmitment to Olange," provided an open forum to
diScuss W-dyS to belter use the IPT concept in
the weapons systems acquisitiQn process.
olleen A. Preston., deputy under secretary of Defense for acquiSition reform, and
master of ceremonies for me conference,
welcomed ti,e attendees and introduced
the keynote speaker, Or. Kanlinski. Preston
noted that IPT is nOI just a pa 'ing COIlcept, but a key component of the
Department's acquisition proce' .

Kaminski, in hi keynote address,
stressed his hope that ll'T becomes a "giant
step" forward in the acq uisilion process.
He conveyed his visions and expectation
of how the acquisition proces will dlange
as a result of the lPT concept. The lPT oncept, he said, is meaningful acqui ition
reform. Kaminski also cited trust and teamwork as the two mo t impOrtant characteristics of successful IPTs. Also, Kaminski
presented the "Program Manager' Bill of
Rights and Responsibiliries,' which outlines
the mutual expectations of program managers and their acqUiSition chain of command-the USD(A&T), the component
acquisition executive, and the program
e ecurive officers_ Continuous Losighc;

empbasis on prevention over cure ; and
focus on program success wereirnportant
in Ule ll'T effort, said Kaminski. "ThJs must
be a team elTon among our war fighters, our

OUSD (A&T) Direction
" J direct

an immediate and fundamental change in the role of the
OSD and Component staff organizations currently performing
oversight and review of acquisition programs. In the future these
staff organizations shall participate as members of integrated
product team Qr teams which are committed to program success.
Rather than checking the work of the program office beginning six
months prior to a milestone decision point, as is often the case
today, lhe OSD and Component staffs shall participate early and
on an on-ooing basis with the program office teams, resolving
issues as they arise rather than during the final decision review..."
Paul Kaminski
Reengineering the Acquisition
OverSight and Review Process
April 28, 1995
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program managers and our functional staffs.
I ask you to wori<: with me to become agents
of change in creating a legacy for .5. forces
in the year 2010; Kaminski said.
Following the keynote address, R. oel
Longuemare, principal deputy U D(A&1),
gave a presentation on the 0 0 transition
to ti,e lPT concept. He pointed our that
the IPT is a deci ion-making process
involving not only the leadership, but all
the representative from the functional
areas involved in the program. Lon lIemare tated that IPT offer a method to
trearnline the system, allowing access to a
wealth of knowledge with all takeholder
having an opportunity LO participate. He
described the major cultural shift involved
in rbe lPT conccpt. IPTs, be noted, will
improve program ucces and re ult in
fcwer crises and "gotchas," eliminate
sequential and redundant reviews, and
cnsure tbe availability of expe.rr help.
Dr. George R. SclUleiter, director for
trategic and mctical systems, Office of the
U D(A&1), spoke 00 WI implementation
and the Overardling lPT (OlPT). An OlPT
indudes representatives from the office of
all the Defeo e Acqui irion Board principals and advisors. It is convened to review
and resolve variou problems. Anothcr
topic he discussed was the Life Cyde Cost
Performance lPT, which is used for COSI
performance trade-offs and to establish
program cost-range goals. AI 0, he stated
that the OIPT's membership is d igned to
be in lu ive, rather than exclu ive, aod
tressed the oeed fur PEOs 10 speak directly
with the compooent acquiSitioo e:'Cecutives,
rather than "going around" the system.
Anthony M. Valletta, deputy assiStant secretary of Defense (command, control, communicatioo and intelligence (C3I) acquisi-
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tion), expressed his support for !PTs and
introduced speakers from each Service to
present briefings on Service inlpJementation of the IPT concept. The e speakers
induded the Service acquisition executives
and elected program managers. Speakers
were; Gilbert F. Decker, assistant ecretary
of the Army (research, development and
acquisition) (ASA(RDA» and Army acqui ition executive; COL William B. heaves III
(U.S. Army), project manager-Crusader;
VADM Bill Bowes (U.S. avy), principal
deputy to the assistant secretary of the
avy (research, development and acquisition) and avy a.cquisition executive representative; CPT Dave Burgess (U.. Navy),
program manager-PMO 450, new attack
submarine; PT M.A. Gauthier (U.. avy),
program manager, LPD-17, an amphibious
transport dock ship; and BG John W.
Hawley (U.S.Air Force), director of fighter,
we.1.pons, command and control and missile defen e programs.
Following these presentations, a question and answer session provided the conferees the opportunity to direct questions
to the Service representatives. Topics
induded: the role of program executive
officers on IPTs; the impact of downsizing
on the IPT process; expanded involvement
of the OSD·empowered members in the
IPT process; and adversariallPT members.
ADM William A. Owens, vice chairman of
the joint chiefs of staff and cl:lairman of the
Joint Requirements Oversight Council,
spoke on the joint staff's role in the fPT
process. He stressed the importance of
working together to increase efficiency
and jointness of the process without
increasing co t and time.
Derek J. Vander Schaaf, DOD deput)'
inspector general (lG), gave the lundleon
address, noting that the IG is very acquisition
reform-oriented, but also believes the acquisi·
tion process is not hopelessly broken. He
expressed the view that the IPT approach is

Assistant Secretary of the Army
(RDA) Gilbert F. Decker (right) confers with Deputy Assistant Secretary
of the Army (Procurement) Dr.
Kenneth Oscar, during the IPT
Conference.
changing the way acquisition is being managed-from an oversight form of management to a more participative form of management. Vander Sellaaf pointed out the need
for IG involvement in the IPT process, stating
thm the IG's Office brings a unique ability to
the IPT process-that is, the ability to provide the proper perspective on all a peets of
acquisition and contract administration.
Vander Schaaf tated quite candidly that
although the IPT is a step in the right direction, it does raise a lot of questions. He encoumged the anendees to maintain conract
with the IG's Office and keep them infomled
about any problems early in the process.
Emmett Paige Jr., assistant sccrerary of
Defensc (C31), spoke on the IPTs in the
Major Automated Information Systems
Review Council (MAISRC) proee ·S. He
noted that this administration takes acquisition reJi rro seriously. Paige said that he not
only believes in oversight, but that he believes that it is important to find ways to
implement intelligent oversight, or that oversight which adds value to the acquisition
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process. He said that we can no longer
afford one-size-firs-all or a cookie cutter
approadl to oversight. Paige tre cd the
need to remove any adversariaJ barriers and
get on with the teamwork.
Following Paige'S presentation, a panel
convened to discuss the OIPT members'
role in the IPT process. The panel wa'
chaired and moderated by Colleen Preston,
and included the following members: Bill
Lynn, director, program analysis and evalua·
tion, OSD; Phillip E. Coyle ill, director, operational test and evaluation; Gilbert F. Decker,
ASA(RDA) and Army acquisition executive,
VADM Bill Bowe , principal deputy to the
assistant secretary of the Navy (research,
de elopment and acquisition) and Navy
acquisition executive representative; Darleen
Dryun, acting Air Force acquisition executive;
lrv Btickstein, director, acquisition progranl
integration, Office of the USD(A&D;Tony
Vallena, deputy assistant secretary of Defense
(C31 and acquisition); Or. George SChneiter,
director, strategic and tactical systems, Offi e
of the U D(A&D; Joshua Gotbaulll, assistant
secretary of Defense (economic security);
O',lVid L McNichol, deputy director (resource
analysis), Office of the Director, program
analysis and evaluation, OSD, and dlairm,m,
Cost Analysis Improvement Group; Dennis
Troscb, assistant general COUllSel (acquisition
and logistic), ffice of the General Counsel,
OSD; Eleanor Spector, director of Defense
procnremem, OSD; BG Gregory Martin (U. .
Air Force), deputy director, force structure
and resources, ]-8, joint staff; Ron Garant,
director, investment, Office of the Deputy
Comptroller (program/budger), Office of the
USD (comptroller/duef financial officer); and
John Burt, director, test systems engineering
and evaluation, Office of the O(A&D.
After the panel discussion, a question and
answer
ion was held in order to address
cnnferees' questions. Topics addressed in
£hi es ion induded: contractor involvement in the IPT process; the ingle
Acquisition Management Plan (SAMP); the
continued need for a Service review in addition to the OSD review; and the standardization of guidance on how the IPTs operate.
Kamin ki then introduced John White,
depury secrerary of Defense, who com·
mented that dlange is a ke)' factor in the
current DOD environment and that IPT i
a part of that. He noted also that two
important concepts associaled with !PTs
are empowerment and cooperation. White
appealed to the conferees to do things
more martly and with less resources. He
conduded by commending the conferees
for the teamwork and effort exhibited so
far, but urged them to never forget their
mission to support the war fighters.
Kaminski provided closing remark for
the conference, emphasiZing tbat the
forum was very successful in getting some
of the real issues out on tlie rable. "' didn't
promise you l"d have au tbe answers today,
but we will work together as these things
develop. Thank you aLI for attending,"
Kamin ki conduded.
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TARDEC'S
SIMULATION
EFFORTS
CUT
DEVELOPMENT
TIME
By Joseph W. Steyaert
and Donald S. Sarna
With the aid of their extensive computer
facilities, lhe Tllnk-AulOmotive Research,
Development and Engineering Center's
(TARDEC) Advanced Systems Concepts and
Planning, and Design and Manufacturing
Directorates, and tedmology centers are
crealing new WoIYs to dramatically reduce
the time ,md co t involved in the development and manufacture of tank-automotive
systems. TARDEC is revolutionizing lbe way
tanks and tnIcks are designed, developed,
manufactured, and te ted. The effort,
known as virtual prototyping and virtual
manufdcturing, is initi:illy being demonstrated on the M2A3 version of the Bradley
FightingVehicle.
Virtual proto typing is the process by
which advanc d computer simulation
enables early evrduation of tbe new vehicl.e

concept, conflguration, and de ign without
committing to prototype h:lrdware. Virtual
manufacturing, done concurrently With the
virtual prototyping, Jal's out tbe actual manufacturing proce s in a 'virtual factory."
Machine tool paths, madlining processes,
production line set-up, the timing of materials and the lines for production of parts,
and vehicle system assembly can be laid
out and tested prior to actual implementation on a factory floor.
The Virtual prototj'ping/mannfacturing
team consists of engineers, designers, and
developers ~~th their unique computerized
facHilie pread across several different
TARDEC organizations. TI,e teaol produces
excclJent results as they use virrual reality,
system simulation, computer-aided design
and manufacturing (CAD/CAM) to design
everything from the sy tem's armor tructure to its crew controls and displays.
The prace s begins with war fighting
requirement from the user commltnity via
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the Battle Labs and directorates of combat
developments, advanced teclmologies, and
industry state-of-the-art components. Solid
models of alternative concepts are genemted. Analytical models can be appUed to the
solid model to evaluate mobility, vehicle
dynamics l track and suspension, survivabiJ·
ity, vulnerability, tealth, and lethallty.
Analytical results are reflected in dlaoges
to the solid model to optimize the de ign
through an iterative process. Trade-offs
between conflicting requirements can be
done in conjunction with the user.
Re ulting concept ,'ehicks are ne."<t evaluated using wargame models such as
GROUNDWARS and CASTFOREM. These
models are used to determine the opemtional effectiveness of new concept de igns
under varying battlefield scenarios. The
objective is to determine which concepts
offer the greatest payoffs and should be carried further through ti,e process.
The selected concept then proceeds to a
detailed design phase in wbich the 3-D
model is refined to incorporate actual components, concurrent engineering, and logistic suppor! factors in the design. This
result in an electronic Technical Data
Package <TDp) and a virtual mockup of ti,e
end-item vehicle system. Concurrently, tbe
virmal factory is designed with emphasiS
on producability. The virtual factory of the
future will emphasize flexible manufacturing. The factory machines will be computer
controlled and able to manufacture a variety of parts based on an input from tbe
electronic TOP.
The virtual mockup defmes a crew station envelope which is u ed to establish
the crew taUon de ign using a soldier-inthe-loop crew station simulator under static
and dynamic condition. System sLrnldation

allows the soldier to evaluate the crew sta·
tion, controls, and display functionality and
effectiveness without the expensi e commitment to prototype hardware construction. A reconfigured simulation bllSed on
soldier recommendations for bener locations of controls, display changes, ration
configur.ltiOn, or information clarificalion
can be presented and its effectiveness
gauged against the original de ign.
The soldier-in-the-Ioop simulation efforts
reduce co ts, enhance u er/developer dialogue, and assure a more effective product
"up front" in the development c de and
long before release to the field.
TIle actual e1e tronics integratiOn strategy utilizes a y teDl Integration Lab, a laboratory "hot mockup," to resolve hardware
and software integration problems prior to
c0111fltitting to hardware for a test bed or
vehicle prototype.A test bed vehicle i then
fabricated for testing under a wide range of
controlled conditions using phy leal simulation facilities. Tbls provides greater user
and developer test and evaluation flexibility at a significant cost savings and tecl1nical
risk reduction.
The electronic TOP and virtual factory
prOVide the bllSis for transition to manufacturing. TI1is results in significant dme avings, reduction of scrap material, and a
smooth transition into production.
Production is based on a paperless
CAD/CAM-to-factory machine system that
provides for fdster :lOd more reliable tool
setup and part manufacture. Ultimately the
goal is to electronically trausIer the part
design directiy to a flexible manufacturing
faCility for production.
Historically it takes from seven to 12
year to bting a tank through the cycle
from concept formulation to the field. With
virtual pratoryping and manufActuring the
goal is to reduce the time by 50 percent, at
reduced cost, and with the end product
being more acceptable to Lbe user. Current
programs are targeted at this reduced
acquisition time.

JOSEPH W. STEYAERT is tbe
Chief of tbe Tank-Automotive
Research Development and
Engineering Cenlel"'s Softwa1'e
Engineering Division. He has a
B.S. degree in electronics engineering fmm. the University of Detroit
and is a l'egistered professional
engineer in Michigan.
DONALD S. SARNA is the dil'ector of the Vetronics Technology
Center al the Tank-Automotive
Research Development and
Engineering Center. He holds
B.S.E. and M.S. degrees in pby ic
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SAVAGE
( (l1l,b II khUPlll) b\ 'rfllh"r\

Savage projectile prototype showing resupply canister enclosed within an M483A 1 shell body.

COMBAT RESUPPLY
BY ARTILLERY
A Partnership Between Defense and Industry Investigates
Emergency Combat Resupply to Ground Forces by Cannon Artillery

Introduction
Resupplying ammunition to trOOP by firing artillery sheUs at them seems contradictory. Even stranger still is the idea of providing medical supplies to soldiers by sending
proJectiles in their direction. But there
exists the possibility to do JUSt that. What
started as a conversation between two
Army infantry officers teaching mechanical
engineering at West Point has emerged as
the Savage initiative, a project to investigate
the delivery of critical supplies to ground
units by fitting parachute-equipped resupply canisters inside 1550101 artillery shells.
(t's an idea that has caught the attention of
government agencies, private industry, and
surprisingly, even the Army Medical Corps.
The Walter Reed Army Insritute of
Research (WRAIR) has been investigating
ways to re upply crucial medical fluids to
troops in combat. Today's increased emphais on sharing information through technol·
ogy ttan fer led to researchers at WRAlR
learning of the Savage initiative at West
Point. In add.ition to carrying ammunition,
they had one uggeslion: put fluid inside
the canisters. With that, the Savage system
grew to consist of two projectiles, the
Ammunition Resupply Projectile (ARP)
which delivers 5.56mm small arms ammunition, and the Medical Resupply Projectile
(MRP) which delivers bag of intravenous
flu.id.
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By MAJ Charles E. Dean
and COL William P.
Wiesmann, MC
The pOSSibility of combat resupply by
artillery is currently being inve tigated by a
parmership between the Army and industry.111e MRP is being developed jointly by
the Edgewood Research, Development, and
Engineering Center CERDEC) and the Army
Research Laboratory (ARL) in conjunction
with WRAIR. The ARP i being developed
by the Fire Support Armaments Center
(FSAC) at Picatinny Ar ena], Several members of the defense industrial base have
joined Team avage, including Olin
Ordnance, Irvin [ndustries, Paranerics

Technology, and G.G. Greene Metal
Specialties Company.

Historical Need for Rapid
Resupply
Countless historical ex"mples demonstrate both the need for emergency re upply and the results when cmdal materi"ls
do not reach the intended units in time.
Despite the advent of new technologies,
our forces continue to fight without a system that can deliver critical supplies q lIick-

Iy, accurately, and safely without being
impeded by enemy force , terrain, or
weather.

The lack of critical supplies in combat
leads to severdl consequences. When units
begin to experience shortages in ammunition the). frequently break off engagements, restrict their wdpons fire, surrender, or, ultimately, die with empty rifle.
When soldiers die of wounds in ballle,
many of these combatants perish from
excessive loss of bodily fluids. Combat sta·
tistics show thllt of these soldiers nlost of
them not only die within the first hour of
injury, but the majority succumb to their
wounds within the first 15 minutes.
TIle primary goal of combat trauma medicine is 10 read1 the wounded soldier with
sufficient resuscitation capabLUty within
the first 15 minutes of wounding. Combat
medics and ground oldier carry intravenous fluid bags intO battle.As soldiers get
wounded, rapid resuscitation by fluid
replacemeDl is crucial to s"ving their lives
and the on-hand supplies of intravenous
fluids are consumed rapidly. Unfortunately,
replacement intravenous fluid b"gs
become very difficult to acquire.
From the beginning of the econd World
War to the present, major advances have
been made in developing new vehides for
permitting humans to transport and deli er
combat logistics. Among the e technologie
l
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activate to initiate the canopy release assembly one minute later. The main parachute
will I w d,e descent velocity of the canister
and will provide e.-lrJy warning to ground
rorees of the canister' arrival. After the load
lands, d,e canop)' release assembly will sever
the suspen ion line from the cani ter to
permit rhe canister to drop to the ground
should its pamellut become entangled in
trees, reLephone poles, etc. Activation of the
canopy release will be contained Witlun tile
:. sembly and will nOI pose a afety hazard
to anyone hoLding the device.

Partnering with Industry

MAJ Charles Dean and West Point's machinist Jeff Butler examine prototype
components for the resupply canister that Butler fabricated.

bundles by parachute, helicopters t1ut fly
directly to embattled units, and more versatile wheeled vehicles t1ut C:lO better negotiate rough terrain. These "conventional" ysterns all have great strengths but tbey are
also all restricted by weather, terrain, and
enemy action. Frequently, the use of tl,ese
technologies has led to losing valuable time
while preparing and executing the resupply mis ions, pqor weather delaying or
hampering the operation, loads being delivered to the wrong locations, and humans
and their vehicles being destroyed.

6OD-man battalion in six minutes of firing.
Savage wiU be accurate and forward
observers can either adj ust its delivery into
the center of a perimeter Or to a separate
location where ir is most needed. Savage
will be quiet :lOd the ARP can covertJy shift
the balance of firepower in a unit's favor
without the enemy's knowLedge. Savage
will be inexpensive since already existing
M483AI shell bodies will carry the resupply canisters. No time, labor, or money will
be expended to design, test, or produce the
prOjectile bodies, thus signitlcantly reduc·
ing the overall progrdm cost.

Advailtages of Savage

How Savage Works

TI,e Savage system has numerous advantages over present delivery systems. aV'dge
utilizes supporting artillery to provide :lO
extremel)' rapid means of cargo deliver)'
that does not risk human injury or equipment loss, nor waste time as commanders
organize and then execute a solntion to the
logistical crisis. Savage shells will travel at
speeds do e to 1500 mile' per hour and
can range 20 kilometers in on])' 90 seconds
(parallel efforts are being initiated that will
enable avage to intelligently deliver cargo
our ro r:lJ1ges exceedJng 40 kilometers). An
artiJlery platoon equipped with 155mm
howitzers will be able to resupply an
infantry battalion with its 24-hour basic
load of 5.56mm ammunition in only lZ
minutes of firing. That same artillery platoon will be able to prOVide a 500nll. bag
of intravenous fluid for each soldier in a

When a unit requests Savage resupply,
each shell will be fued over its position.
High above the unit's location, the main
projectile fuze will function and initiate the
expulsion charge within the nnse of the
shell and eject the resupply canister from
the base end of the projectile. The now
empty sheU body will continue along its
original trajectory and land at lea tone
kilnmeter away from dle requesting unit.As
soon as the resupply canister departs the
'heU body, a drogne pamcbute will deploy
to slow and de-spin the canister_As the
resupply canister continues to fly toward
its target, a timing device will cause the
main parachute to depLoy at a low altitude.
Low level opening of the m:lin parachute is
desired to maximize d,e accuracy of delivery by minimizing undesired drift. As the
main parachute deploys, a second timer will

Hre aircraft [hac deliver nUJnerous cargo
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TI,e concept of Savage and the possibility that it offers for turning the tide of bat·
ties ha drawn the attemion not only of
many individuals within the military but
also of everaJ companies within ind ustry.
TI,e Army armaments cnmmunity has produced very aggressive plans to prove the
concept of both the ARP and the MRP in
under 10 months. The team's industrial
partners will help design and build tbe
equipment to test the system. Olin
Ordnance, a company highly experienced
in projectile manufacturing, has teanled up
with FSAC to produce the prototype resupply canisters that will carry both ti,e anlmu·
nition and the intravenous fluid loads. Irvin
Indutrie and Paranetic Teclmology will
likewi e work with the Aeroballistics
Branch at Picatinny Arsenal to design and
produce prototype parachute systems for
d,e accurate delivery of the payloads.
The G.G. Greene Metal Specialties
Company is de igning flexible Stripper
clips, carrying 10 bullets eacll, to be easily
loaded inIo tbe cylindricaL resupply canister CARP will (Ieliver both 5.56mm bullet
on 10 round stripper clips and Linked
5.56mm ammunition for the M249 Squad
Automatic Weapon). This Savage partnership will enabLe the proof-of-concept mdies to proceed with maximum cooperatinn
between aU parties involved while minimiz·
ing the economic risk for any individual
parrner.TIti parrnership is a solid blend of
experience, engineering design c:lpabiJities, and manu.facturing know-how of all its
members. Eacll member of the team will
bring his or her organization' unique talents
intO a program designed with the welJitre of
the American soldier as its primary focus.

Proof-of-Concept
In order to demonstrate the feaSibility of
the Savage system, a proof-of-concept study
is underway for each of the two prOjectiles.
ARL and ERDEC are working to demon·
strate the su.n'ivability of intravenous bags
and the stabiliry of the MRP. hock table
tests at ARl. have already shown tbar conventiona] intravenous fLuid bags C:lO be
packaged to with t:lOd the forces of cannon launch. ERDEC's spin-tesr apparatus
will ensure projectile stabilit)' prior to test
firing . As this article was submitted for
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publication, the MRP was sebeduled for initial firings at Aberdeen Proving Ground in
ovember 1995. ARL's study of the MRP
will also involve early sub-scale test firings
u ing 155mm illumination projectiles.
These M485 projectiles already contain
parachutes and cani ters for the illumina-

ister and parachute design will be u 'ed in
both the ARP and the MRP. Shock tables
will to used to examine the survivability of
5.56mm ammunition and expulsion te ts
will anall= the canister ejection from tbe
projectile.

tion candles.The candle materials, however,

Modeling Savage's Battlefield

will be removed and replaced with int ravenous fluid bags. The M485 projectiles,
, hieb bave ignificandy maller cargo volume than M483A I shells, will serve as
qUick test beds for determining how the
bags launch, travel, and land under pardchute.
Picatinny Arsenal's Fire
UppOrl
Armaments Center (FSAC) is working with
indu try to de ign tbe generic re upply
canister, its ARP peculiar sub-componems,
and the paraebute sy ·tem. A common can·

Contribution

A proper analysis of any new system frequendy involves computer simulation. The
Department of Systems Engineering at We t
Point is preparing to use advanced comput·
er models to inve tigate avage's contribu·
tion on the battlefield. This study will com·
pare the ability of light infantry units to
fight intense battles witb and without
Savage re upply. As part of this investigation, the computer analysis will show the
change in quanti tie of both enemy and
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friendly soldiers killed and wounded during
these scenarios, and what detrinleotal
effect . if any, may be experienced in augmenting conventional artillery fires 10
include avage deliver,..

Conclusion
The avage system will provide a unique
and effective means of rdpid resupply U,at
will supplement existing practices to result
in more responsive support of soldiers ill
barrie. The Savage sysrem nOt only set a
historical precedent as an unusual
approach to resupply, but al 0 serves as an
important example of how soldiers, scienti t ,and re earchers can join forces to
serve the American soldier.

MAl CHARLES E. DEA conceived the concept of combat
resupply by artillery and is the p1'Ofect leader for Team Savage. He is
an assistant professor in the
Department q! Civil and Mechanical Enginee/-ing at the U.S. Military Academy. He holds a B.S.
from West POint, an M.S. in
mechanicaL engineering from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and is an infantryman
wbo has sewed in both airborne
and mechanized infantry divisiolls.
COL William P Wiesmann, Me,
has been actively involved with
biomedical research at the
National Institutes of Health and
the Walter Reed Army Institute of
Research for the past 20 yea/'S. He
received his medical degree from
Washington University where he
also completed internal medicine
training, a nephrology fellowship,
and advanced training in biomedical research. He currently sewes
as the director of combat casualty
care research, U.S. Army Medical
Research and Mate/iel Command.
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Savage trajectory characteristics showing separation of resupply canister from
shell body and parachute deployment sequence.
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DEFENSE CONVERSION

AND DUAL-USE
TECHNOLOGY

EFFORTS
Introduction
WiLh Lhe end of the Cold War, the U.S.
Department of Defen e (DOD) is faced
with the task of downsizing the very same
armed forces responsible for the Cold War
victory. However, caution must be taken to
ensure that a strong and viable military is
maintained which is both welJ.tnlined and
well-equipped.
Military commanders are responsible for
the tfllining and re;ldiness of tbe forces, but
they must rely on the Defense industrial
complex to continue to provide them with
state-ol'the-art equipment. TI,e days of mill·
mil' expansion and technological advance·
ment brought on by enormous Defense
budgets are a Lhing of the pa t in till post
Cold War efll. Without an identifiably strong
threat, we are now faced with the task of
how to best spend the "peace dividend"
associated with military downsizing.
There is mudl debate among politicians,
DOD, indu try exec.:utives, and lobbyists on
how to best convert Defense savings to
Cute the social and economical ills of the
country. All seek an wers which will
ensure Defense industry viability and global
competitiveness. One solution which offers
promise, and possesses universal upport
is the concept of dual·use technol gy. Dual·
use refers to the components, processe ,
and sy tems which have both military and
commercial u e . Dual-use is not a "cure·
all; but a key piece in the Defense conver·
ion puzzle.
This article identifies and analyzes U.S.
Defen e conversion efforts designed to
maintain a strOng and technologically supe·
rior Defense industrial base despite shrink·
Ing Defense spending. Particular emphasis
is placed on dual·use technology efforts in
the Defense communications and electeonics (C/E) sector of the Defense industrial
and te hnology bases.

Defense Conversion Defined
Let's start with a working definition of
Defense conversion. Defense conversion is
generally defined a the process oflfor
demilitarization of the contractors making
up tbe Defense industrial base. ote tbis
definition avoids the political pitfalls of a
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By MAJ William T. Chatman
more specific (and politically correct) defin·
ition provided by the General Accounting
Office:"Defense conversion refers to anum·
ber of Federal programs intended to help
individuals and communities cope widl cut·
backs In military spending and to support
the defense technology and industrhLl base."

Advanced Research Projects
Agency
The Department of Defense's Advanced
Re earch Projects Agency (ARPA) defines
the term dual-use "with respect to prod.
uCtS, service. taodards, processes, or
acquisition pfllctices, respectively, that are
capable of meeting requirements for military and non·military application." ote,
technology can flow in eitber direction
after originating in either Defense or commercial markets. This flow ties dual·use to
Defense conversion. "Dual-use is the end
resmt of a ... successful Defen e convers.ion
process."
ARPA has established a unique niche as
DOD' agency for fostering 'md managing
dual·use efforts. ARPA is a lean organization
of only 160 employees, but wields a great
deal of re pect, and control an ever·
increasing budger. Five of ARPA's offices
control direct research toward core tech·
nologies ill electronics, m.icroelectronics
computing, o!tware, and materials, and
control over 80 percent of its 2.25 billion
budget. In a move intended to formalize
ARPA's previously de facto role as the dualuse technology agency, in February 1993,
President Clinton ordered them to drop the
"Defense" from their nanle. But dIe atlmlnistflltion stopped shor! of assigning ARPA as
the lead agency in U. . technology policy.

Economic Impact
The economic impact of the Defense
drawdown on the Defense indu trial ba e
in general, and the CIE industry in particu·
lar, is somewhat uncertain since the market
appraisals depend on the progno licatar.
The Defense Conversion Commission
concluded that, "the financial viability of

d,e 25 largest 000 prinle contfllctors is not
at risk and that tney will probably manage
the drdwdown successfully."
ill its analysis of the indu teial base, the
U.S. Army lndu trial Engineering Activity
predicts, "Of all the U.S. industries which
have an involvement in production of
defense-related products, d,e electronics
industry will be the least affected by major
defense budget reductions now being
implemented." Since DOD procures Its C/E
equipment from a small number of large
Defense contractors, C/E market conditions
are dependent on the future strength of dIe
major Defense companies.
According to the Logistics Management
Institute's Defense Economic Impact
Modeling y tem, DOD purroa e 50 percent of the natioo's communications and

search and oavigation equipment from an
industry grouping projected to suffer a 21
percent reduction in it bu ines ba e
between 1991 and 1997.
However, the Electronics lodustry
Association (EJA) projects tll.~t, willie overall Defense spending will decrease during
the next 10 year, Defense spending on
electronics hardware is expected to remain
relatively unchanged over the same period.

EIA Position
A number of factOrs support the ElA
position. First of all, DOD no looger leads,
but follows the commercial ector In key
technology fields such as electeonics and
information proce sing. ince commercial
customers are driving product demand and
development, leading edge technologies
are frequently being developed first for the
commercial users. DOD is finding its needs
are being given lower priority, and mu t
therefore hope to "spin on" promiJ;ing new
commercial advancements into military
applications. Any Defense market losses are
expected to be made up for in commercial
markets.
Secondly, a funding for major weapon
systems is reduced, some new start programs will be canceled in favor of upgrad·
ing/enllancing current systems. By extend·
ing weapons system life cycles dlfOUgl1 d,e
addition of more capable electronic , thl
strategy supporrs goals of cost reduction
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and industriaJ base sustainment.

La tly, most analysts feel that electronics,

in general, are the easiest types of technology to transfer from military to commercial

appUcatioos. The Global Positioning System
(GPS) and heads-up display technologies
are good examples of new-found, easily
transferred dual-use technologies.

Dual-Use Technologies

k

•

Indeed, aU of the Defense C/E contractor are poised to take advantage of new
commercial business through dual-use technologie.
The lIT Corporation, maker of the ingJe
hannel Ground-Airborne Radio System
(SINCGARS) and various types of military
.:\.i.ght vision equipment, has developed conumer prototype of night ,'ision goggles
for use by pleasure boaters and civilian
helicopter pilots of emergency medical service aircraft.
General Motors (GM) Hughes Electronics, maker of the Army Data Distribution Sy tern, the MlA1 Tank Thermal
Sight and Thermal Imaging Systems, and
heads-up displays and avionics lor several
military aircraft, has undergone a major program to convert Defense technology to
con 'umer applications. Areas already under
development are automobile heads-up displays and direct broadcast sateUite entertainment systems among others.
GTE, maker of the Army's Mobile
Subscriber Equipment System (MSE), has
developed a new asynchronous transfer
mode (ATM) switch for commercial applications. Rockwell International is aggressively marketing the NAVSTAR GPS system
as a commercial vehicle tracking system
and po ition location device for mass transit systems, trucking and rental car campa·
'lies, and police and fire departments.
AdditionaUy, Westinghouse Electronics
Systems, Martin Marietta, lind Lockheed
Electronics are using information, data proce ing, and remote sensing technologies of
military origin for such civilian uses as air
and highwlly traffic control systems, drug
interdiction, and office security systems.

Contractor Restructuring
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Identifying Barriers
The C/E industry is getting mOre
involved in influencing V.S. industrial base
policy by identifying harriers that must be
removed to better facilitate Defense-commercial tran ition. In 1993, in support of
these efforts, the EIA conducted a survey of
33 companies whldl collectively received a
third of the Defense budget. The survey
revealed that DOD C/E firms perceived sig·
nificant changes in government laws and
regulations were required if they were to
be competitive in commerCial mllrkets.
Specifically, industry sources identified:
excess government paperwork require·
ments, concerns over safeguarding of proprietary information, government audit/
accounting procedures which force sepa.r.:-lte governnlent and commercial sides [0

business units.
In order to successfully implement industrial base policy, DOD and other government agencies must eliminate various regu·
latory barriers to technology tr.msfer and
dual·use efforts. Two specific barriers have
been targeted for change under tile umbrella of acquisition reform: overu e of military
specifications and standards; and government business practices, audit and oversight requi.rements. These and other sweeping acquisition reforms are addressed in the
Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act of
1994 for which government agencies are
currently drafting implementing regulations and gUidance.
For years, all companies manufacturing
goods for the government have compl:uned
of

Planned reductions in Defen e spending
hllve forced major Defense COlltmctors to
adjust the structures of their organizations
II to become leaner in the f.1ce of anticipated
excess capacity. Recent restructuring in the
form of corporate acquisitions, mergers and
joint ventures supports an overall strategy
of: rationalization (concen teating on core
Defense capabilitieS and shedding Improfitable Defense business units), increaSing
export ,and diversifying illlo new markets.
~
While corporate managers within the
Defense C/E industry understand the
necessity to embrace the duaJ·use concept,
there is a cultural hurdle to cross in order

--

to move into commercial markets. Bu iness
practices hllve changed from tile "good old
days" of boundless R&D, funded by DOD
under cost plus fee contracts. Customers in
the commercial C/E sector demand quality,
value, and service. They seldomly pay for
R&D, and never buy from suppliers under
cost reimbursable types of contracts.
Because of this, the dual-tlse concept has
become an ex:rremely attractive method for
getling tile government to share the risks
and costs of R&D which the conunercial
custOmer is unwilling 10 support.

OUf

reliance on cumbersome. outdated,

unnecessary, and costly military specs. For
years, tilese complaints have fallen on the
deaf ears of government procurement offi·
cials accustomed to using detailed design
specs to tell Defense contractors precisely
"how" to manufacture items. Finally,
Defense Secretary Perry has directed DOD,
"to use performance and commercial specifications and st:U1dards in lieu of military
specifications and standards, unless no
practical alternative exists to meet the
user's needs."

nies in the Defense industry are the government-unique oversight, accounting, and
marragement practices imposed upon government contractors.

Excessive government oversight drives
up the prices we pay for Defense systems.
The requirement for contractor to subnlit
cost or pricing dat3 is valid, in sOlne

instances, to ensure that both the government and the contractor are uegotiating on
a level playing field.
The requirement for contractors to use
cost accounting standards can also help the
government achieve cost oversight and
reduce fraud, but the additional costs
caused by the e and other oversight
requirements are significant.
A RAND study estimated th.at the existing
regulatory regime imposes an adrlitional 10
to 50 percent to the co t of doing business
with the DOD. In faCl, these additional
co ts (estimated $15 to $75 billion) are so
high that any losses incurred by elinlio.ating
such stringent and costly oversight requirements would certainly be acceptable by
commercial standards.
These requirements discourage dual·use
contractors, or any Defense contractor,

from consolidating their commercial and
government business within the same
plants. Vnle they egregate their facilities,
labor and material, companies will be
forced to charge higher overhead rate to
hoth its government and commercial customers. Any effort to force higher overhelld
onto commercial product will stille dualuse pursuits.

Conclusion
In conclusion, Defense conversion and
dual-use efforts ace critical to the pre etvation of such national assets as the indu trial
and tecllllology base .TIle C/E sector of the
Defense industrial base provides good
examples of both the promise and shortcomings of Defen e conversion and dualuse in the mce of the current and cbanging
Defense acquisition environment.

MA./ WILLIAM T. CHATMAN is
an Army Acquisition COIPS officer
currently pursuing an M.S. clegl'ee
in management, with a sub-specialty in systems acquisition management at the Naval Postgraduate
School in Monterey, CA.

Additional Barriers
Additional regulatory barrier to campa·
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Tuskegee University Research Consortium...

INTELLIGENT
RESIN
TRANSFER
.
MOLDING
FOR INTEGRAL
ARMOR
APPLICATIONS
By Diane S. Kukich
A multidisciplinary, multi-institutional
research con rtium bas been elected to
team with the U.S.Army and industry in the
devel pment of a manufacturing approach
for future armored combat vehicle systems.

uch as the Army's Compo ite Armored
Vehicle (CAV). Through the DOD
Infrastructure upport Program, the
Thskegee University Research Consortium
was recently awarded 9.4 million to srudy
intelligent resin transfer molding (RTM) for
integral armor applications.
In addition to Thskegee University, the
consortium includes the Univer ity of
Delaware Center for Composite Materials
(UD-CCM), the University of caJiforniaSan Diego ( C D), Prairie View A&M
University, North Carolina A&T State
Univer ity, U.. Army Research Laboratory
(ARL) , U.S. Army TARDEC, McDonnell
Douglas, and United Defense Limited
Partnership. Four of the participating academic instirutions are now Army Centers of
Excellence-UD-CCM for manufacturing
science of polymeric compo ites, UCSD for
dynamk properties of advanced materials,
and North Carolina A&T tate University for
electronics and communication, and

Tuskegee for integral armor.
According to Professor Shaik ]eelani,
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principal inve tigator (PI) and director of
the Consortium and associate dean of the
Tuskegee School of Engineering and
Arcllitecture, the research program compri es four major objective, all feeding into
the development of intelligent RTM for
integral armor applications:
• Sensing and control for RTM proce ses
ew developments in RTM process
modeling for integra! armor applications;
• Bonding and repair of integral armor
components; and
• Performance evaluation of RTM-manu·
factured integral armor components.
Following development of the technology-including equipment, software, manufacturing, modeling, testing, and simulation
know-how-it will be tran ferred to
Thskegee University and the other HBCUs
(historically black colleges and universities)
in the consortium. In "ddition to researcll,
the program will include the development
of edu ational module , including classroom courses, labs, and video courseware,
as well as outreach and xchange programs. Re earchers at McDonnell Douglas
Aerospace will provide technical education
and assistance in RTM equipment installation and use.
Both UD-CCM and U 0 will contribute

to the research and education components
of the program. UD-CCM brings to the program a strong background in manufacturing cience and process modeling.
Research at UO-CCM has had a strong manufacturing component fo r the past decade,
with faculty, students, and profe ional
researcher inve tigating a number of
processes for the fabrication of compoSite
parts. One et of proce es-collectively
referred to as liquid molding-involves the
injection of resin into a mold containing a
preform, or network of fibers that forms
the "skeleton' of the part. Liquid molding
includes resin trao fer molding, which uses
a two-sided closed mold, and vacuumassisted re in infusion (VARI), an innovative
adaptation of RTM thar uses one-sided lowcost tooling.
Dr. Hassan Mahfuz, associate professor of
mechanical engineering and PI at Tu kegee
Univer ity, emphasizes other aspects of the
consortium. First, the technical rask complement tho e being performed at
'lU~kegee under c.xisting grants and contracts from variou government agencies
and industries. Besides the ARO grant, the
Center of Excellence for Ad anced
Materials at Thskegee niversity (CEAM-TU)
has several program -all in the area of
processing, characterization, and analysis of
composite materials-that cOOlpri e the
core of the con orrium's technical tasks.
"With the ARO grant in place and with the
technical collaboration from UD-CCM,
UC 0, and ARL under the consortium,
Thskegee University is et to enter into a
research area of national and international
visibility; ays Mahfuz. "Even more important, the consortium will bring Tuskegee
student into the forefront of technical
research."
According to John W. Gillespie ]r., associate professor of materials science and PI at
the Univer ity of Delaware, the benefits of
liquid molding include taiJorabiLity; the ability to mold large, complex parts to net
shape; parts integration (including elimination of joints and encapsulatiOn of ribs,
core', and in erts); 'lQd sborr cure-cycle
times. RTM and VARI have been selected a
candidate compo ites manufacturing methods for major CAV components in terms of
cost, manufacturing fe'lsibility, and mechanical and ballistic strucnu-.t.l perfOrtD<Ulce.
"Composite structure integral armor
techniques have been identified through
the CAV program as offering superior ballistic performance while prOViding armored
vehicles with strucruraJ trength and rability," Gille pie ay. He explain that integral
armor composites are any structures especially designed to prOVide the vehicle both
ballistic and lrUetural performance-baJ1is.
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The Tuskegee University Research Consortium members will be the primary
beneficiaries of products and capabilities through the proposed research.
tic performance is designed into the structural component.
UCSD will contribute to the program primarily in the area of balli tic modeling and
testing of thick-seclion composites, according to Professor Sia Nemat-Nasser, PI for
UC D. "We're developing ballistic lmulation models for RTM-manufactured and
bonded integral armor components:' Na er
explain.s, "as weU as devising, performing,
and analyzing ballistic, fatigue. and static
load testing of RTM-manufactured and
bonded integral armOr components." A
post-<!oc from UCSD recently spent several
weeks at Thskegee setting up a Hopkinson
bar for ballistic testing. Such personnel
exchanges-borh short and long termwUl playa major role in the "hands-on'
approach taken to technology transfer in
the progr,lnl.
Dr. Bruce Fink, a dentist in residence at
UD-CCM from ARL's Materials Directorate
(ARL-MQ) and the Army PI for theThskegee
program, say , "This program has helped to
create an RTM research center of maSS in
the Del.aware area. Through a combination
of tech transfer of previous knowledge,
leveraging of existing programs, collaborative research under newl funded programs, and continuous communication
with several I:lrge and small manufacturers,
ARL-MD is .filling the critical gaps in RTM
manufacturing capability in the nited
States.'
The progn,ol benefits greatly from an
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existing database of RTM processing and
manufacruring knowledge at O-CCM,
according to Fink. As an example, ARL
researchers ha e adopted and further
developed UMS (Liquid Injection Molding
Simulation), a flow modeling computer
code developed at UO·C M by ure h G.
Advani, associate professor of mechanical
engineering. In addition, more than 100
RTM-related research documents have been
pubU hed ba 'ed on UD-CCM re earch over
the past four years, and with the relocation
of ARL-MD' RTM equipment to the UDCCM faciHties, significant research capabilities are in place. ARJ.-MD researchers permanently located at UD-CCM with expertise in sensing, thick-section mechanics,
processing, and materials are providing
a sistance with the transfer of exi ting
capabilities and the integration of ongoing
collaborative efforts.
A critical term in the title of the
Tu kegee re earch project is "intelligent."
ImeIHgem RTM manufacturing uses senOr , pro ess models, and actuators to control and hence optimize the RTM process.
Additionally, intelligent. or smart structures
may contain embedded current-carrying
leads used as sensors to determine in·service loading responses sud] as deflections,
local trains, vibrations, and so on. Many of
these structures are manufactured using liquid molding tedlniques sllch as RTM and
VARI.
According to Fink, the government has

as'j ted in the deveiopmem of a liquid
mOlding process sensing procedure used
for proces control and optimiZ:lllon. Fink
explains that the procedure, which is
known as SMART Weave, "u es electrical
leads, similar to tbose often used as smart
material sensors leads, whldl are placed in
a grid-like fashion in one or more planes
within the mold.The sensing system is u ed
to acquire real-time resin flow and cure
state information, whiCh, in turn, is used to
intelligently control the proces , making
production more economical and enabllilg
the production of more complicated part
b a traditionally economical process. It is
plausible that these arne SMART Weave
sensors could be used throughout d,e service of the manufactured pan a smart
strucrure material sensors." SMART Weave
is an inlportant component of the rc eardl
plan for theThskegee progrdffi.
According to George Thomas of United
Defense Limited Partnership CUDLP), the
contract with Thskegee is crucial to the
Army and the otber parties involved
because the results could be inlffiediately
implemented."r would like to see the
research process mature to the point
where we could insert the findings into
new vehjde system and begin te ting. CAVATD is the biggest Army research program,
;rnd Th kegee' findings are very inlportant
to d,e advancements of the vehide." UDLP
i the primary indutria! contraCtor for the
CAY program's Advanced Technology
Demonstrator. Thomas represent the
defense grou.nd-vehicle industry on the
Tuskegee program's executive committee.
"The commjttee makes sure tbe research
conducted by Thskegee is practical ~ll1d
affordable; Thomas say ."The Army wants
a composite armor that's stronger, lighter,
and less costly. We give Tuskegee guidance
to focus the research in the right directiOn
so they know all the requirements and
don't waste time solving problems we e
already solved."
A program kick-off meeting held at
Thskegee in July drew more dmn 50 attendees from partiCipating univer ilies, companies, and ODD branches. With that kind of
participation, there is little doubt that one
of the program's ke y nJi sions- to promote
interaction with scientists and engineers in
the laboratories of the government and private industry through active research collaboration-will be met.

DIANE S. KUKICH is an edi/.or at
the Center for Composite Material
at the University qfDelaware.
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RlITCHER.I\lELYIN
DAUGHERTY,A
E ROBBIN
DAVlD,jACKJEWAYNE
DAVlS. DAWNE MALliE
DAVlS,jOI[N BRADLEY
DAVlS.JUUUSWlLUAM JR.
DECATO, TEVENWAYNE
DEDE .KER, RAJ, AL\J'J

Me General Officer Promotions
Congratulations 10 the following Ann)' A quisition Corp. gener·
al officers selected for promotion in fiscal rear 199;:

Promotion To

Name
john E Mlchit ch

Major General

Harq D. Gatanas

Brigadier GenemJ

Daniel L Montgomery
Willie B.Nance.jr.

Brig.1dier General

Briga<lier Geneml

FY 95 Major Selectees
ongralulalions to the following acqui ilion officer recently
selected for promotion to major.

NAME
AQ'EE. 10 EPI1 ElliC
AKIN.. EtTON D0M1\f1

BRANCH
fA
AJ)

ALT.OLlVER BI.A E
[N
DERSO ,ZELMA ALPHO SO AR
ARAGO ,ARTJ lUll. JOIlN jR.
MP
All ,MARK RANDALL
EN
ARVZZA,jOHN ANTHO'
fA
ATKIN N,jA.."IESWAYNE
AD
BI\.I1.EY, CALVIN DO Gl~\S
TC
BAL'i,ST,\N DAlLU AG
BAKER..jANl '10 MARJE
SG
BENDA, GREGORY STEVEN
D
BERLIN,jACOR LANIER
SF
BLACKWEl..L.BOBBY FITZGERALD IN
BONK. STE\'EN STANLEY
SF
BOYD. CRI jA.\'1:ES
SC
BRA CH. ARRY LEE
FA
BtHLER, MATTHEW CARLTOl
FA
C..AMPBELL.ROBERT KENNETH AG
CAMPBELL, COTT ALAN
EN
'mINOs. NICHOLA' LOUlS
IN
VAUER,MICILAEl. PAUL
AV
CI'lANDLER,MI HAEL RAY
HAP 'lAN,jAMES JEROME
FA
l.lIARLE ,ROOSEVELT LEO
FA
CLARKE. MATTHEW
EN
CLEMONS,DANIEL COY
00
COLONDRES,jOSE RUBEN JR.
AD
CONKU . DARYL LEONARD
FA
CO TRhTh\ ,ANDRE
AR
COOPER, CRAIG ALAN
AG
ROSS. MAUREEN WOODRUFF
MI'
I
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FUNCTIONAL AREA
'):3

;1
;1
;3
97

;1
')1

;1
;3
'):3

')1

;1
;3
97

97
')3

9
97
5:.i

97
97
51
')\

;1
97

9
53

97
97
')1

5:.i
;1

D1ETIlICII,SHAJ'\lE

•C

;:'>

J\v
00
00
QM
,C
00
LN
AD
AD
FA
AR

')1
97

DRAKE, STEVEN GREGORY
ELLlS,jOIlN OOLEY
F1.YNN,KARLCOn
FRE'l~ MICHAEL EARL
IN
GIGRlCH.JAM~ .ALVADOR
1111
GILMARTIN,ROBERTFRA CI
1
GaL
EIDER. BRIAN ROGER
MI
GRAY, DANI EL CHARLES
AR
GREBE,jOSEPHARTHlJR
00
GREKO KI,ED'> ARO DAVlO
AV
GIUER,ROllERT BI\.; TERjJt
1\11
GUERRA, [CHOLAS CIIARLES
IN
HAIDER, ~nCHAEL KELLY
AV
HAJ~MS,EDW.ARD JOSEPH JR.
SC
SC
HARRI . BOBBY
HARVEY, IIRI TOPIIER
S
HERBERT, Ut-.'DA RENEE
TC
I lERMALlK, GEORGE CAfu\1 E
Ml
HINDS, RUSSELLAl DREW
I
HORROCKS. BRENT JAY
FA
HUDSON.JEROME
SC
JA OBS, RONAlD JR,
AD
jACOllSEN,SCOIT ALAN
AV
JUSnS, DANIEL NEALjR.
I
SC
KIM, CHONG HUl
KIRKPATRICK, ROBERT E))'; ARO AD
KOPRA,TIMOTIIY LfiNNART
AV
LAP RTE, CYPRIEN JOSEPH
R
LEATllEHS,EOWlNWESlYJR
AR
LEE,STEPHEN HAYES JR.
00
LrNDSAY,MICIIAELAN'IlIO iY
QM
LONG,jO~[NEOD III
AR
L01'WI1 ,ANDRE'V MARTIN
M1
LU N, ROllERT HUNTER
AV
"'lABRY,MARKjENNLNG
00
MANSIJl., MARTI JOSEPH
S
MARl O,nrOM.<\ RA1J>H,m.
AD
MCCLOUD, DAROLO Vl
ENT
EN
MCKSYMLCK. ERLC ,"LArrllE\V
IN
MEl TER, DAVID PHILUP lOUlS
C
MIDDLETON,jOHN M.
FA
MILLER,MONTE BENEDICT
SC
MITCH EU" KEN ETII L.
AD
MOCKEN TI1RM,jEI'FREY jOSEPII 00
,"UWS, WILLIAM STERLING
FA
I
Z,DANIELMARK
AV
I)'ERS,jAME HCIIAEL
1111
ASERS,GARY DAVlD
eM
IETO.ANTHONY JAMES
MI
OBLE, EARL DAVlD
FA
ORRlS,j MES WESLEY
eM
ODONELl, WAJUtEN EAl
FA

51
~1

')1

S3

9;1
')1

;3
51

;1
;1
51
')1
')1

97
~I

~3

51
51

51
51
51
51
51

51

53
51

53
51
51

953
51

97
51
51

9'»)
;3
;3
51
5J

')1
51

;1
;1
;1
53
97
')1

;3
~3

51
51
51

53
9""
51
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OUVER, HRI TOPHER MICHAEL 00
OlSON, THOMAS MYRON
AD
OPENSHAW, HA ETHOMAS
AV
1l{ WSKI. PAUL ADAM
SF
orn1A. ,EDWARD JOHN
00
PARKER, j\IICHAELALI..EN
Ml
PARRISH, MICHAEL DAVID
A
IWITEN,jEFFERY CLARK
AD
PEOPLES,CARME E
SC
FA
PETERSON. EVl BRYAN
P E, MATTI·lEW DUANE
C
RAMSAY,THOMASALAN
00
REDMAN, MICHAEL KENT
CM
RHODES, ~ nllAM BRUCE
QM
RHODIE,Al.ICE MARIE CRUMB
TC
R BIN ON,WILLARD LUTHER
1
ROMBOUGH, DOUGlAS HARLAN AV
ROSSO, D NIEL HARLES
I
RUTZ, GABRIEL
CHAEFER,TERRY JON
00
SClILJMJTZ.ROBERTWAYNE
J
SCHWARZ. RICllARD RAYMOND TC
ILAS,IAWREN E .
QM
STh1P 0, ,JAMES EUGENE
AD

°

I.,AUGIITER,DARRELLANDREW
SMITH, CHRISTOPHER FRANCI,

SOPRANo GREGORY ARTHUR
SOtJrJlERLAND,jOE DAVID
STARK;IYRO E KYLE
TEVES. MJCIIAEI.IWGER
TONE,R
KY DEAN
URI)LJ,jOHN ROBERT

00

51

53
51
51

97
51

97
51
51
51

53
51
51
51

51

97

TAYLOR,JAMES ROBPRT

51

DRA,CHARLES FRAN [
WARD, BARl{Y MICHAEL
WEBSTER, CECil. RAY
WEllS,JAMES ARLIE

97
53
51

97
53

97
9
51
-1

C

53
53

IN

AD
QM
IN

LEWlS,W1LlJA.M DEAN
LOCKARD, DENN1 KElTH

OMUE,AU TIN RlCHARD
PARSONS, STEVEN ALA N
PI ULLlPS, \VlLLlAM NOIlRIS
SHEEHAN,]EDALLAN
10MACCO, EDWARD MlCIIAEL
SWINSO ,MARK l.ENG
TART,RANDALGERAID

AV
AG

COXE, ROBERT LlO"{DJR.
Dll.LARD,JOHNTHO.'MS
FOWLER, CHARLES SHERRll.L
GREANEY KEVlNJ0l-lN
GRI WOLD, ROBERT KEI.LEY
HANFORD. CRAIG BRADLEY
HORNER. TEPHEI
LARK
KAM 'TRA, MARK RICHARD
KE) ER, HUGO
K1LlAN,.I01f OAR\VlN
KIRSCH, ROBERT ALVIN 1I
LAYMON, WlU1AM ARll-JURjR.

51
51
-3

53

53

FA
IN
SF
SC
FA
AV
SC
00
SC
IN
SC
00
AV
IN
AV
FA
AV
AD
'C
00

51

97
53
51

53
51

97
51
51

53
-I

51

97
51
51

97
51

51
51

~1P

53

FA
00

97

51
51
51
51

FA

IN
00

Command and Staff College Selectees
Congratulations to the following officer' on their sdecrioll
Command ,md Sraff College.

10

TAMlLlO,DOUGLASALAN

IN

51

AKINS, Elton D.

CPT

GAl.l.OP, David L.

TARCZA,KENNETH ROBERT
TODD, RONALD CARTER JR.

AR
F

51

ALTAVU.LA.I'cler A.

Mi\.J

GARCIA, NeSlOr

CPT
Vl1\1

51

BEDEU.. l'nUlia M,

MA,/

G1GRiCH.Jarnes.

CIT

C

53
9

BELL,)oseph M.

MAJ

CPT

BLACKWELl., !lobby E
flURTNIITT,Rich:udj.llI
BUSHEY,Marlin
CAMPBELL,)on W.
CAMPnllu,J..arryw.
CAMPS, David C.
CRO 0-1. TllOm.. w:

CPT

GILMARTIN, Robert E
GREBE,Joseph A.

MAJ

GUERRA, Nicolas C.

CPT
CPT

Mt\1

HALL, Randy R.

MAj

~(,IJ

HARlIIS,JamieA.

~IAJ

.:'-L\)

}-IAIlVE'Y, hrismpher J.

CPT

I lAY. Ralph G.
HERB8lT, Linda R.

TORRENT, fERNANDO LUI

TRESHANSKY, DAVID MICHAEL
VIGNA,Al.FRED JOHN
WAGNER £RIC CRRI TIAN
WA ON,JOHN DUANE
WATTS, CHARl.ES DAVID JR.
WENDEL,JORN MARTIN

IN
AV
AR
FA
AD
QM
IN

WESTBROOK, KATHRYN M.

TC

51
51
51

WEi>'1'EN, MARVI

QM

51

ICAl.STEVEJ CRAIG

MP

WI K1IAM,TRA YLYNN
WOOD, BI{ADLEY JAMES

0

97
9
97

WEATIm~ow,B~

~Im

EDWARD

AV

51

97
51

97

Senior Service College
Selections
BRANCH FUNCl10NAL AREA
G. GEORGE MOOTY
CM
51
AV
51
AV
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DAvr ,Dawne M.

DECATO,Sleven W
DEDECKER. CrnigA

9
51

MAJ
MAJ
CPT
PT
CPT

Dt;JO G, Ilon"ld j.

,~IAJ

DlliT1l1 II, hane

CpT

CPT

Olt Y.

il'IAJ

1I0DGE,Tony P
IDDINS,Jcffrey 8.

CPT

JACKsO, Karen 1-

il'IAJ

JA OBS, Roland s.
JACOBS, Ronald Jr.

CPT

JUGGINS,

MA,/
~[,IJ

Mi\)

,\IAJ

JIMlNEZ,Anthony R.
KING. Oion 1KIR,'II (;S,An,1 re C.

EDWARDS, Keilh R

CPT

KLUMI'JUn""ph J.

ELUS, C'lrl M.

MAJ

EVARO, Viclor<: J.

PT
MAJ
MAJ

KOPRA,Timmhl'L
j.EE,Sl~phen II.Jr.
LEI'I E, P:nil R.

MAJ
CPT
CPT
CPT

L1PS1T. alrl A.
LONG,John E. III

MAJ
CI'T

L
,Roben H.
MANNlNG, Barry G.

CPT

DIETZ,Jame' E.

ongrnnllnljon~ LO Ihe following Army Acqui irioo Corps officers selecled to al rend Senior Service COllege.

FA

CUMMINGS,Terrence

PT
MAj

PT

DOLGOFF, cott J.
o YLE, Norbert S.jr.

CPT

FAlI)~

tephen R.

FINK,james V.

FLYNN. "'Ir!
FOLK, WlUiam D.Jr.
F1tEA1l, Debonth L.

CPT

MAJ
MAJ

Amly.RD&A
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MAJ
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MANSlR, Martin J.
MAmilAS. G r':llory J.
~1CDANIEL..

M1ch".1 A.

MCQGffiE, Willi"01'[
MCRAE. Ulwrence W.Jr.

MEAD,limOlhr G.
MEIsrt:R, D'l\id P
~1ERCER,1'hon,"s

E.

~UDDLETON.Johu

M.

MOCKENSTURM,JeJ:frl." J.
MUNr-;, RandyW

CPT
ClY!'

RA MUSSEN, Cbri IOpl,cr M.

tl-IAJ

RElFP,Jack A.

MAl
CPT
CPT

l'v1J\l

R IZ, .abricl

!'vIAl
MAJ

\ KS.}ol1l1 R.
SAFLL.'I,SlcphenT.

MAJ

SANTENS, Micl,,,e1 G.

CPT

1L-\5, Ulwrence

MAJ

SMIllI,IlobbrL
SMITH,M.Ilon R.

CVI'

'PEi\R, Jloll,.ld L.

MA}

STIEFEL,Jclfrcy 1.
WEE EY,Jo>cph Ii
TAYI.OR. Sheil" E
VOLLMECKE, Kirk F
WAGNER, Eric C.
WARRE ,M"nhew
WNO ',John D.

CPT

NOIlRIS,J:unesW

OIlLACK.l1ll1mas II.

!'vIA)

OaJJERG. Gr<1lory P

CPT
CPT
MAl
MA}
MAJ
CPT
<"'1'1'

NlCOLELlA.Amhony J.

OPEr\SI-lAW.Sh,ncT.
PARKElI, Eric S.
PEL,:lYNSKI,Anlhony S.
I'EN I G1'ON,lIo,l. w.Jr.

POE. Mallhcw D.
PR' GRAVFS, Donald C.

CPT
Q'1'
CPT

CI'T

MAJ
CPT
CPT
CPT

,\1UNOZ, D:u:tiel M.

MAJ

MA,I

WENDEL,J hn

~I.

~IA}

MAJ

CPT
CPT
MAJ
Q'T

~IAJ

W1WFORD,William S.
WOOD, Bnldle)' J.

!'vIA)

PT

The Departments of the Air Force, Army and Navy have
joined force to present Software Technology Conference
(STC) '96, the premier oftware Technology Conference in
the Department of Defense (DOD). The conference will be
held April 21-16, 1996, in SaJt Lake City, UTThe purpose is to
increase the DOD's awarene and u.nderstanding of proven
software technologies and process improvements. The focus
is on matching problems with solutions as representatives
from government, industry, and academia present their ideas
and solutions through tutorials, presentations, and ad hoc
"bird -of-a-teather" discussions. The conference will include
more than 100 pre entations and over 200 exhibits.
Pre entations and n,toriaJs will address software issues related to: quality, testing, architectures, engineering environments, networkiJlg, process improvement, project management, artificiaJ intelligence, simulation and modeling, requirements technology transition, and reuse. An estimated 3,000
participants are expected to attend. Additional information
can be found on the World Wide Web, http://stc.hill.af.mil
(137.24-1.33.1). Further conference questions should be
directed to: Dana Dovenbarger or Lynne Wade at the
Software Technology Support Center, ATI'N: OO-ALCrrlSE,
7278 4th Street, Hill AFB, UT 84056-5205. They may also be
readted by phone at (801)7 7-7411 or D N 458-7411; by fax
at (801)777-8069 or DSN 458-8069; or bye-mail at dovenbar@oodisOl.lilll.af.mil or wade@software.hill.af.mil.
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Acquisition Corps Accessions
Based on a decision briefing to LTG RonaJd V. Hite, direc·
tor,Army Acquisition Corps, on Oct. 6, 1995, a new strategy
has been approved for the AnnuaJ Army Acquisition Corps
(AAC) Accession Board. The 1995 board, whidl convened in
December, acces ed 80 percent of the Year Group '88
requirements and designated :l greater percentage of officers
with functional areas (FA) 53 and 97 than previous boards. In
the past, tbe objective of accessing 100 percent of a given
year group dw:ing their "first" look, eliminated the opportuni·
ty to latee acce s high quality, field grade officers into the
AAe. The percentage and functionai area adjustments aJlow
the Acquisition Corps to access a higher quality inventory
and ensure our future systems are guided by quality officers
with trong ba ic branclt backgrounds.

..

CPT

WIImVORTIl.Mary K.

8th Annual Software
Technology Conference
Announced
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On the Horizon...

Advanced PM Course Field Review
In an effort to continue to offer an Advanced PM Course ,

(APMC) which meets both the current and future needs of
the acquisition work force, the DOD Acquisition
Management Functional Board working through the Defense
Systems Management College (DSMC) ha begtUl a proces
to visit various locations (U.S. Army Missile Command, U.S.
Army Communications·Electronics Command, etc.) to conduct one-day field reviews of the course competencies
which form the baseline for what gets taught in the APMe.
Input from branch-level functional experts via a
database/automated process will result in approved change
to the APMC offered as early as the fourth quarter of FY96.

Master's Degree Funding
In the near future, fund will be provided for acqui ition
officers to pur ue a master's through either a degree completion or after-<luty-hours program. TItis funding, different from
the Army's Tuition Assistance, will open up a much better
means by which acquisition officers can obtain advanced
degrees on their own time. Details will be forthcoming in a
future i sue.

ACAT m PM Course
DSMC's development of this two-week, hands-on course
specificaJJy for program managers and deputy program managers (PMlDPMs) is on schedule with a flISt offering on or
around Jan. 22, 1996, and subsequent classes once a quarter.
Plans are foe this course to become mandatory for ACAT HI
PM/DPMs. The ACAT ill PM Course requirement is in addition to the Pre-Command Course(s) that PMs attend at various brandt schools.

AACUpdates
One- to two-page update on currentAAC information are
distributed by the AAe Proponency Branch via e-mail on or
around the flIst of eacll month. If you want to be included
on the mail list for these updates, send an e-mail to the
appropriate proponency officer listed below:
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OASA(RDA) AAC Proponency Points of Contact
LTC Mark Jones
e-mail:
Chief, AAC Proponency
LTC Bill Gavora
e-mail:
FA 51 Proponency
LTC Earl Rasmussen e-mail:
FA 53 Proponency
MAJVickie
Diego-Allard
e-mail:
FA 97 Proponency
Tom DrinJ.-water
e-mail:
Civilian Proponency

jonesm@belvoir-aiml.anny.mil
OS : 655-4061
gavoraw@belvoir-aiml.anny.mil
OS :655-5213
rasll1usse@belvoir-aiml.army.mil
DSN: 655-4060
diegoalv@belvoir-aiml.army.mil
DSN: 655-4059
drinkwat@belvoir-aiml.army.mil
DSN: 655-5212

FY97 Military Acquisition Position list
Review Board
Current plans are for LTG Ronald V Hite, director, Army
Acqui ition Corps, to convene the FY 97 Military Acquisition
Position List (MAPL) Review Board at Fort BelVOir, VA, from
Feb. 26 - Mar. 1, 1996.The board, chaired by a brigadier general, will review all MAPL positions. In coordination with
MACOMs, the board will have the authority to make changes
to grade, functional area, and lAW AR 611-101, and to remove
selective positions from the MAPL that score low on the
Order of Merit. Additional infonnation on the MAPL can be
obtained by contacting LTC BiU Gavora on DSN 655-5213 or
e-mail togavoraw@belvoir·aiml.army.mil.

Software Acquisition Management Courses
The AI ZA's memo, igned by Gilbert F. Decker, assi tant
ecretary of the Army (research, development and acquisition) and Anny acquisition executive, on Aug. 1, 1995, strongly supported the "higb, priority" of Software AcqUisition
Management (SAM) courses and detailed nine critiml competencies relative to software acquisition management. The
Basic SAM Course (SAM 101) is nine days and will be available inJuJy of 1996.The I.ntermediate SAM Course (SAM 201)
is 14 course days. An initial cour e was offered Oct. 30,1995,
and a second course is scheduled for Jan. 16, 1996. The
Advanced AM Cour e ( AM 301) is 14 course days with an
initial cour e offering of Feb. 5, 1996. Additional information
on SAM Course can be obtained from the AAC Home Page
(http://www.army.millaac-pgtaac.htm) or by contacting LTC
Earl Ra mussen, FA 53 proponency officer, on DSN 655-4060,
or e-mail torasmusse@belvoir.aiml.army.mil.

Army Reserve
Personnel Center
Notes ...
The process of recommending officers for membership in
the Army Acquisition Corps-Reserve Component (AAC·RC)
is still ongoing. To become a member of the AAC-RC, you
must:
a. Be in the grade of major or above;
b. Have a baccalaureate degree from an accredited educational institution authorized to grant baccalaureate degrees;
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c. Have at least 24 semester credit hours (or equivalent)
of tudy from an accredited institution of higher education
from among the follOWing di dplines: accounting, business
finance, law, contracts, purchasing, economics, industrial
management, marketing, quantitative methods, and organiZation and management, OR at least 24 semester credit hours
(or equivalent) from an accredited institution of higher education in the person's career field and 12 semester credit
hours (or equivalent) from aOlong the disciplines Hsted
above;
d. Posses at lea t four year acquisition experience.

Other Avenues For Membership
Into The AAC-RC
Items b, c, and d do not apply if you:
a. Have 10 years acquisition experience as ofOct.l,I991;or
b. Are a member of another ervice acquisition corps or
AAC as a civilian employee.
Interested officers who believe they meet the abov prerequisites should call MAJ Nie!s J. Zussblatt at 1-800-3254958.
In order to reduce maiJ handling time, correspondence for
the AAC·RC may be sent to the following address:ARPERCEN,
ATTN: ARPC-OPF-OD (MAJ ZUSSBLATT), PO BOX 32466, ST
LOOl MO 63132-0866. Do OT send any certified, registered, express, United Postal ervice, or return receipt
requested mail to this address. The Post Office will return
those types of mail to the sender.
All individual mobilization augmentee (lMA) officers are
reminded that the deadline for annual training reque ts is
March 31, 1996. IMA officers are encouraged to ensure that
their requests are submitted as soon as possible. Once an
order is pubHshed, the funding is obligated. Orders may be
amended if your plans and/or the agencies' requirements
change.
IMA and individual ready reserve (IRR) officers who need
to obtain additional retirement points can take logistics corre pondence courses througb the Army Logistics
Management College at Fort Lee. The courses are listed in
DA Pam 351-20 (Army Correspondence Cow'se Program
Catalog). 10 order to enroll, troop program unit officers
should submit DA Form 145 (January 1992) through their
unit. lMA and IRR officer should submit DA Form 145
through their per onne! management officer atARPERCE .
There ha been some confusion about phl' ical for IRR
and IMA officers. You must have a current physical (now
valid for five years) in order to perform any active duty. Four
to six months prior to the expiration of your physical, you
should receive orders to take a new one. [f you do not,
please caU your personnel management officer and request
physical exam orders. When your eL'UII is complete remind
the exam facility that you are an IRR or IMA officer and they
will forward the original to the ARPERCEN Physical Exam
Branch. You should keep a copy for your records. A complete physical is documented on F 88 and F 93 (both ide)
for soldiers under 40. Physical for soldier over 40 are also
recorded on F 88 and SF 93 (both sides), but must indude
the follOWing in addition: intraocular tension, EKG with
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interpretation, fasting blood sugar, lipid profile (cholesterol),
digital rectal exam results, and DA Form 5675 (Health Ri k
Appraisal). If any of this information is not prOVided, tbe
Physi al Exam Branch will not update your physical and you
will not be able to perform active duty.

77 Graduate
From MAM Course
On Sept. I, 1995,77 snldents graduated from the Materiel
Acquisition Management (MAM) Course at the U.S. Army
Logistics Management College, Fort Lee, VA. Re earch and
development, testing, contracting, requirements generation,
logistics and production management are examples of
the materiel acquisition work assignment offered to the e
graduate.
COLTom Haller, project manager of the CORP Surface-toAir Mi ile (CORP AM), Huntsville,AL, gave the graduatinn
address and pre ented diplomas. The Distinguished Graduate award was presented to MA] David Velasquez, Lockheed
Martin, (U.S. Army Missile Command), Orlando, 1'1. The
Outstanding Graduate award wa presented to MAJ Richard
Han -en, Office of the Product Manager, PALADIN/Field
Artillery Ammunition up port Vehicle (PALADIN/FAASV),
Picatinny Arsenal, NJ.
The eight-week MAM Course proVides a broad knowledge
of the materiel acquisition function. It covers national policies and objective that hape the acquisition process and
the implementation of these policies and objectives by the
U.S. Army. Areas studied include acquisition concept and
policies; research, development, te t and evaluation; financial
and cost management; integrated logistic upport; force
modernization; production management; and contract management. Empha is is on developing mid-level managers so
that they can effectively partiCipate in the management of
the acquisition process.

PERSCOM Notes...
Command and Staff College Slating
The Military Acquisition Management Branch (MAMB)
began Command and taff College (esC) slating in October
and hould c mplete lating by early January 1996. In addition to the 99 Army Acquisition Corps (AAC) officers selected by the FY 95 board, there are 108 officer on the deferred
CSC list. Allocations for seat in 1996 have not been distributed. Ba ed on la t year's allocation, MAMB anticipates a
total of about 102 eat for the eligible popuLation of 207
officer .All officer wishing to anend a sister Service college
(Air Force, Marine, avy) should have completed ALL nonresidem cour e work. To reque t a ister chool, submit a
memorandum to MAl Ed Dowling at the following addre :
.. TOTAL ARMY PER ON EL COMMAND, TAPC-OPB-E
ATTN: (MAJ ED DOWLING), 200 STOVALL TREET,ALEXANDRIA, VA 22332-0411. Include ufficienr justification a to
why you should be COlI idered for the school you desire.
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Attendance at a ister Service school is highly competitive.
La t year, the Corp received six seats for avy, 12 eat for
Air Force and one seat for the Marine Corp .

Civilian News . ..
CAPL Build Currently Underway
The director of Army acquisition career management
(DACM) recently launched an effort to re-engineer the Army
Acquisition Corps and the Army acquisition work force 0 a
to develop the best acqui ition leadership for the 21st century. As a key initial step toward adlieviog this goal, the DACM
has itlitiated the building of the civilian acquisition position
list (CAPL). The criteria to be applied are fOUJld in DoD
5000.5Z-M, Acquisition Career Development Program.
The CAPL build consists of two phases. Phase I requires
command to de ignate critical acquisition positions (GS-I4,
G5015 and SES), using the specified criteria, and to identify
incumbents of candidate critical acquisition position for
central management by the U.S. Total Army Personnel
Command. The objective of entralized career management
is to assist Army Acquisition Corps members in becoming
acquisition leaders and to provide th best qualified civilian
candidates for acquisition leadership positions. Phase IT will
involve the de ignation of the remaining acquisition position (G5013 and below). The Office of the Deputy DACM, in
conjunction with career program functional chief representatives, will review all designations.
The initial CAPL build, as well as successive annual
reviews, will be accomplished through electronic media,
thereby significantly reducing the time required to conduct
the review.

GS-13 Corps Eligibiles
The Army acquisition executive and the director for acquiWon career management (DACM), in coordination with the
assistant ecretary of the Arm (manpo er and re erve
affairs) have established a plan to provide for competitive
transition of GS-13s in the acquisition work force into the
Army Acquisition Corps (AAC). The program ~ ill be run in
two phases. The objective of Phase I will be to identify G
13 that satisfy Defen e Acqui ition Workforce Improvement
Act requirements for AAC member hip and confer the status
of Corp Eligible (CEs) on these individuals. CE status will
allow GS-13s to compete for GS-14 Critical Acquisition
Positions without a waiver, as well a provide additional train·
ing opportunities beyond tho e required for career field certification.
The near term implementation proce s will be to examine
all Level ill certified GS-13s, verify that they meet education
requirements for acce ion into the AAC, and make them
Es. Phase IT will allow CEs to compete for board selection
into a Competitive Development Group (CDG). TIle focus of
the CDG will be to place members in challenging acquisition
positions of a multifunctional nature, thus preparing individuals for position of greater responSibility in the AAe.
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LETTERS
Dear Sir:
In bis article, "Contingency Contracting Officers and the VI A
IMPAC Card at the NationaL Training Center" (Septernber~ctober
1995, A"my KD&A), CI7f Nicholas Castrinos writes about how the
2nd Armored Division wiU conduct contingency contracting at ti,e
NTC with IMPAC credir cards. \'(!jille I'm sure tbat this is an excel·
lent training opportunity, my experience tells me that hi "train as
you fight" the is regarding use of the IMPAC credit card at the NTC
and making a comp,trison to Operation Uphold Democracy is not
fully valid.
In h:is npening paragraph, CPT Castrinos leads the reader to
believe that the IMPAC credit card was widely in use during
Operation Uphold DemocraCl'. During the first four months of that
operation (September·December 1994), the exact npposite was
true. TI,ere were only three card hnlders from tJle 10th Mountain
Division in country. What follows are four problem areas the divi~ion experienced that need to be addressed while considering use
of the IMPAC credit card for a contingency operation:
• Funding. CPT Castrinos doe address a good plan for funding
card holders in a deployment. The reason here i. because, Ilke the
NT ,the theater will have lts own funding. The card holder will
have to ensure that the theater resource manager issues a bulk-fund·
ed docnment to each card bolder for use in the AO.The card holder
also need to annoute the tbeater Account Processing Code (APC)
on sUtements of account for reconciliation.
• Control. CPT Castrinos sal'S that a rotation approving official
will be in control of all credit card holders. If this individual is not
the approving official or the alternate approving official in garrison,
how can he/she legally perform this function during deployments?
Also, if a slice element comes from a different headquarters with its
own li.mding (and doe not go through the theater), how is tllis
individual going to control that unit's card bolder'There is no guarantee that this approving official will even know that a slice eLe·
ment has an active card holder in tileAO.
• Reconciliation of Statements. How will a deployed credit
card holder reconcile his/her Smtement ofAccount wIllie deployed?
Statements are mailed to the card holder's unit. Unle the card
holder bas a reliable unit mail clerk who will forward the mail

(assuming that the mail will be faster than a few weeks), the card
holder will not receive the statement. The home station finance
office may pay the bill to avoid interest payments, bur it is Still the
card bolder's respon Ibillty to teconcile accounts.
• Vendors. The higgest problem for the three card holders in the
beginning of Operation Uphold Democracy was a lack of vendors
who would accept a credit card. Most business concerns in Hairi
either ere not set up for credit card !r.lOsactions or wanted to be
paid in cash. Of course, this problem will always be contingent
upon the location of the deployment. What was a challenge in Haiti
would not be a challenge while deployed for di aster relief opera·
tions in south Florida after HurricaneAodrew, for example.
The olution to tbese problems is two·fold. Fir t, the Field
Ordering Officer (FOO) system will have to remain in place, and I
am glad that CPT Ca trinos did not forget to mention it in hls arti·
c1e. TI,e unit FOOs performed the bulk of all small dollar purcllases
dtuing the ftr t months of Operation UpJlOld DemoC£aC)'. Second,
the theater can establish its own credit card program. Thi way the
theater can train and assign its own credit card bolders. The li.mds
come from the theater ]-8, tbe theater contracting office can provide oversight of the program, and statements can be reconciled
with the fmance office in country. Once a card holder redeploy
back to his home station, the card can be termiJlated.A system sinli·
Iar to this is in place in Haiti now. Even so, only the Contingen y
Contracting Officers have been issued cards.
Every deployment scenario will reqllire different types of can·
tracting support. The contracting challenges faced by Contingency
ContrJcting Officer in Haiti will doubtless be different anywhere
else. We need to remember that a contracting OP developed for
use at the NTC can be a very valuable asset to begin planning for a
contingency operation, but highly suspect to the econom.ic and
social environment of the region where a unit deploys.
Sincerely,
PAUL A. MCDERMOTI

CPT, FA
Contlngency Contractlng Officer
10th Mountain Division
Fort Drum, NY

RD&A NEWS BRIEFS

Army Awards
Mentor-Protege
Contract
A Department of Defense mentor-protege contract was
awarded in the amount of $2.8 nlillion on May 18,1995, to Texas
Instruments (1'1) in support of the JAVEUN weapon system. The
purpose of the mentor-protege effort is to provide incentives for
DOD conlraClOr to assist small disadvantaged businesses in
enhancing their capabilities to increase their competitiveness
and broaden their business base.T1 will be providing assistance
to Balo Precision Parts, Inc., a small disadvantaged business
(SDB) supplier of electronic packages and other metalized parts,
and MINCO Technology Labs, Inc., a SDB supplier of a variety of
electrical and environmental screelUng operations.
The contra t will be used to provide training, manufacturing
produ tion enhancement equipment, and in·house technical
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support to each of the protege busine ·es. Training shall foeu
on customer requirements, business process management, cycle
time reduction, Statistical Process Control (SPC), teaming activi·
ties, and Six Sigma methodologies. In addition, tile agreement
will provide test tation equipment, hardware, software and sys·
terns for job scheduling and manufacturing floor control efforts.
n selected the two SOBs because of tLldr successful history
of providing critical packages and military·tested die used in
hybrid devic .The electronic packages and emiconductor die
are two of the largest hybrid material cost drivers. TIle JAVELIN
progtam utilizes these two SOBs in production to meet the DB
subcontracting planning goal. This DB provide JAVEUN with
electrical and environmental screening 0pCl"Jtions on unencapsulated semiconductor die 11 ed in hybrids.
COL Michael A. Roddy III manages the JAVEUN Project for the
Army at Redstone Arsenal, Ai, under the direction of George
Williams, program execntive officer for tactical missiles. The
JAVELIN mentor-protege contract is the nrst awarded by the
program executive officer for tactical missiles.
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From The
Acquisition
Refo... Office•••
This Is the /I"st of many articles to be published from the
Army Acquisition Reform Office. Tbe pwpose of this article is
to inform Ihe reader of the Army's efforts in making the mlllIral changes needed to implement acquisition reform itl SUfr
port of Force XXI (~nd modernlz{ltiOn. Transitioning to Force
XXI is a tremendous undertaking. Acquisition refOl'm plays a
small but il/tegral role in successful modernization Implementation. The elficiern;ies gained vy cu:quisitlon reform will
allow tbe Army to modernize with more equipment and
maintain operational force strucllll"e. This article provides just
a few eX{lnljJles Of what the Army Is doing to fostet· the cullur·
al cbange. By publicizing new and innovative changes, we
hope /0 cbange thought processes by telting everyone know
cbange Is alive and wel/ln tbe A1"IlI)!. Trah,ing the acquisition
WQI'k force is another mode of buloct',-inallng Ctlltura[ change.
Therefore, a synopsis Of a·/} on-going action caffed "Ro{ulshow"
which leaches acquisition ,oeform is also Included.

What is Acquisition Reform?
Acqui ition reform i a philosophy of continuous process
improvement focused on reengineering the acquisition system
b ' prOmOting innovation and good busines judgement and
changes to law, regulations, and proce e that impede smart
practices.

Army Acquisition Reform Team
In Augu t 1995, Dr. Kenneth j. Oscar, deputy assistant secretary of the Army (procurement), created the Army Acqui ition
Reform Office. The function of this team is to collect, document
and disseminate accomplishments/le ons learned; manage, priOritize, and accelerate future reform initiatives; and keep the
Armr leadership up to date On acquisition reform developmenLS. The office is located in the Pentagon, Room 3E4 3, telephone (703)69 -2542/2543 or 2558.

Publicizing "Good News" Stories
One of the objective of the Army Acquisition Reform Office
is to publiCize "good new" tories from the Army acquiSition
community. The purpose of publicizing good news is to let the
acqui-ition community I-.-oow how the Army is implementing
smaner and better way of doing busine s.
Everyone must save time and money in these days of streamlining and making others aware of "better busine "can maximize 111e success of reform efforts Army-Wide. In order to fuciUmte cataloging of "good news" tories. llle follOWing groupings
of initiatives have been developed: requirement· generation,
cost, procurement, acquisition management, contract management, and training. Examples of the e initiatives can b reviewed
on page 31, Figure 3 of the eptember.()ctober 1995 is 'ue of
this publication.
To aid in evaluating and cataloging "good new "submis ions,
include the follOWing information:
" Background: (What constituted the need for improvement);
" Progra"L' (What is the program and group of the initia-
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tive):
" Baseli"e: (Each initiative mu t have a baseline for use in
computing acquisition reform);
" Cost SaVings: (Cost reductions from the baseline budget
that result in program funds being recouped for use elsewhere.
Only type where dollars are available for oilIer purchases);
" Cost Avoidance: (Reduction from historical program
costs, i.e., achieving mission despite decreased budget or avoiding increased program costs through innovation);
" Rein'veslnze"t: (What has been done with the savings
(time or money) due to implementation of the efficiency. If acroaI savings have not yet been realized annot:ne when you antidpate the savings and bow the antidpated savings will be rein·
ve ted);
" Process: (A description of the process improvement utilized to obtain efficiencies);
" Point of Co"tact: (The name and phone number of the
individual who can provide additional information);
" Vat/dattOll: (The major command (MACO 1) command
should concur with the process and savings stated).
Major ubordinate Commands (MSC's) should submit all
"good news" stories directly to t11eir MACOM which wiIJ in tum
perform an evaluation and submit appropriate stories to ARD·
PPR.
"Good news· tories should be submitted to the Deputy
A istant ecretary of the Army (procurement), Acquisition
Reform Office, Room 3E443, SARD-PPR, Tbe Pentagon,
Washington, DC 20310. You may also submit your lorie byemail to the following address: erwins@sarda.army.mil or
jeskar®sarda.arm.miJ.

Total Army Roadshow
"Roadshows" are acquisition training seminars designed to
provide face-ta-face in truction in the principle and practices
of the Army's current acquisition thrusts. Experience has shown
training the work force in acquisition reform generate savings
in tinle and money and produces proces improvements well
wonh the investment.
The Army Materiel Command (AMC) has been conducting
Roadsbows ince 1992 with great ucce . Given tllis fact,
Gilben F. Decker, assistant secretary of the Army (research, development and acqui ilion) and Armr a qui,ilion c,xe utive, decided to make future Roadshows a "Total Army" effon and concurred in the next Roadshow season heduled to take place
from FebnJary through December 1996.
TIle theme of" Roadshow V' Or the first total Army Roadshow
is "Contract and Acquisition Management." The Acquisition
Reform Training Modules (ARTMs) for Roadshow V include:
Acqui ition Reform Overview; Integrated Product Teaming
(IPT); Acquisition Planning/Market Survey; treamlining
Acquisition of Cornmerical Items; Task Order/Job Order
Contracting; Contingency Contracting; Performance Based
Service Contracting; Best Value Contracting; and Modeling and
Simulation.
Roadshow I, completed in April 1992, was a series of one-day
eminar pre ented atAMC major buying commands. Roadshow
n, completed in May 1993. pre emed acquisition improvement
principles, such as the reduction of functional requiremenLS/RFP scrub and u e of multi-di dplined teams for all phases highlighted in Roadsllow I in more demiJ. The focu of
Roadshow ill was acquisition improvement practices, i.e., use of
functional uppon template and pannering. Roadshow II1 was
conducted during Ole flI' t and second quarter of FY 94.
The use of Performan e pecifications and Best Value Source
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ACQUISITION REFORM
election were the topics for Roadshow Jv. This Roadshow was
concluded in July 95, with the final seminar being taught in
Washington, D . Roadshows addre s all aspects of the acquisition process, from requirements generation to oldier feedback
on fielded systems. The Total Army Roadshow will provide a
learning experience for everyone associated with the acquisi• tion process and is a significant and rewarding undertaking. A
detailed article on Roadshow V appears on page 24 of this issue.
TIle following Roadshow V schedule is published for planning
purposes only.These dates and locations are subject to change.
Dare
L~tion
Feb 5-9, 1996
Feb 26-29, 1996
Apr 7-10, 1996
May 13-16,1996
Jun 3-6, 1996
Jun 24-27,1996

Huntsville, Ai
Aberdeen, MD
Orlando,FL
Central ew Jersey
Detroit,Ml
Rock I land, IL

juI15-19,1996
Aug 5-8, 1996
Aug 19-22,1996
ep 16-19, 1996
Sep 3D-Oct 3, 1996
Oct 21-24, 1996
Nov 4-7 1996
Nov 18-21,1996
Dec 2-5, 1996

Boston,MA
t. Louis, MO
Northern New jersey
Washington, DC
San Antonio, TX
oefolk,VA
Atlanta,GA
Washington, DC
Sierra Vista,AZ

The audience for each pl'Oposed date and location wiII be
comprised of approximately 1/3 sponsoring activity employees,
113 DOD employees within commuting distance, and 1/3 industry representatives. If additional Road Show information i
tequired, contact the U.S. Army Contracting Support Agency,
5109 Leesburg Pike, Suite 916, Falls Church,VA 22041-3201, telephone DSN 761-7569 Or Commercial (703)681-7569.

CONFERENCES

Diagnostics, Failure Prevention
Conference Announced
I

A joint conference on integrated moniloring, diagnostics, and
failure prevention wiII be held April 22-26, 1996, in Mobile, Ai.
Sponsors of the conference are the Department of Defense
joint Oil Analy is Progr-dIll Technical Support Center, the ociety
For Machinery Failure Prevention Technology, and the
University ofWales, wansea.
The conference provides an effective means for the
exchange of ideas and technology among tlle maintenance, condition mOLlitoring, diagnostics and failure prevention communities. The ponsor share the common goal of maximizing tlle
ervice life of macllinery and stmcmres at minimum cost without compromising ava.ilability or safety.
Presentations at the conference will include re earch, devel·
opment, applications and case histories in tlle fields of machinery and lubricant condition monitoring, nondestr1lctive testing,

of electric launch systems have been presented, including: mili·
tary appllcations (primar.ily a sociated Witll acllievlng higher
velocity or longer range weapons systems); launch of aircraft
into rught using electromagnetic catapults; launcll of materials
directly into space; and acceleration of materi.a.ls to extremely
high velocities, either for ultrd·high pressure phy ics research or
for accelerating fusile material into nuclear fusion reactors. It is
anti ipated that these areas and other SUcll as COilglIOS, compu·
tational techniques, power conditioning and energy storage, and
system analysis/integration will be presented and will provide
the technical foundation of the next electromagnetic launch
sympo ilUll.
For further information concerning the symposium, please
contact Patrick Sullivan, Julie Grosser, or Patricia Hummel at
(512)471-9060, or fax (512)471-9096.

AWARDS

lubricant analysis, vibration analysis, performance analysis, relia-

bility analysis, failure analysis, maintenance concepts, diagnostics, prognostics, life extension, sensors tedlllology, and more.
For additional information, contact Allison M. Toms, JOAP-TSC,
296 Farrar Road, Ste B, Pensacola, FL 32508; (904) 452-3192.

Dr. McCroskey Receives
Von Karman Medal

Electromagnetic Launch Technology
Symposium Scheduled

Dr. W). McCroskey, a senior research scientist at the Army
Aeroflightdynamics Directorate, NASA Ames Research Centet,
has received the 1995 von Karman Medal of the ATO Advisory
group for Aerospace Research and Development (AGARD). One
of tlle highest international honors in aerospace, tlus award was
initiated in 1972 in memory of Dr. Theodore von Karman, a
famous aeronautical scie.ntist who founded AGARD shortly after
World War Il. TIle award recognizes oUlst,lOding contributions
to aero pace cience and tecl1l1010gy and to progres in scientif·
ic and tecl1Ooiogicai cooperation among me NATO nations in
conj'LUlction witll AGARD activities.
McCroskey is the seventh Anlerican to receive the award. He
was cited for tec11nical achievements related to helicopter aerodynamics and for active participation in AGARD programs over
tlle past 20 years. He was also credited for his efforts in smaller
NATO nations, SUcll as Greece, Pormgal, and Thrkey.

The Eighth Symposium on Electromagnetic Launch
Tec1lllology will be conducted in Baltimore, MD, April 21·24,
1996.TIle lnstitute for Advanced Technology (IA1), University of
Texas at Austin, now federated with the Army Research
Labordtory (ARL), will host the symposium in conjunction with
the ARL Weapons Tec11110logy Directorate (ARL/WTI). The sympo lum will consi t of tl=e days of un lassified oral and poster
presentatio.ns.
This international symposium provides updates on research
being conducted by key researchers from around tlle world. In
previous symposia, a broad spectrum of potelltjal applications
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BOOKS
My American Journey
Random House, Inc., 1995
By Colin Powell with Joseph E. Persico
Reviewed by MAJ Tom Gilbert, a frequent contributor
to Army RD&A, and an Army Acquisition Corps
member currently attending the Air Command and
Staff College.
The long-awaited autobiography of GEN Colin Powell was
resOlmdingly worth the wait.
ot unexpectedly, this book truck
tbe number one position nationwide on book ale the flrst week
on the market. This was my first experience standing in line to purchase a book. I must admit to a degree of trepidation th:,t they
would be gone before I reached tbe counter.
Thi riveting ·tory of Powell's ri e from the depth of the South
Bronx to amlin the blghc I position in military service is both exhilarating and insighlful. The reader can ee Ihe world through
Powell's ey and come away with a renewed faith in the American
dream :lDd a deep appreciation for the author. Powell tells his life's
story ill the first person narrative and examines his life with clarity
and admi.rable objectivity.
The author take you on a journey of his lifetime. We are permitted a glimp e into his persall al life lUld given a front row seat as he
progresses in his career. For the RD&A professional, we are provided secrets into the inner workings of tile military establishment al
progressively higher levels:. seen from a soldier's perspective.
Using incredible and laudable lact, he examines the swings of the
pendulum as he encounters both positive and negative experiences
during his meteoric trek. Powell alwa)'S true to his service, ltrvives

and eventually earns the privilege of becoming ti,e military'S top
soldier.
Colin Powell is a moralist with a steadfast code of ethics. Beyond
the soldier values of duty-bonor-<:ountry, his world is bounded by
inspirational credo of professionalism, honesty, re pect, tradition,
patience, tolerance, and fair play. At 643 pages, the reader will grasp
the depth, power and intellect behind the man. If we learn nothing
else from Powell' work, conceivably tile most eloquent message
may well be the ignificallce of pOSitive vision and unwavering values. He cites 13 truisms that he calls 'Colin Powell's Rule ." They
are:
o It ain't as bad as you think. It will look better in the morning.
o Get mad, tilen get over it.
o Avoid having your ego so close to your position that when your
po ition falls, your ego goes with it.
• It can be done!
• Be careful what you choose.You may get it.
• Don't let adverse facts stand in the way of a good decision.
• You can't make someone else's choices.You shouldn'llet someone else make yours.
• Check small tiling .
o Share credit.
o Remain calm. Be kind.
o Bave a vision. Be demwding.
o Don't take couosel of your fe:lrs or naysayer.
• Perpetual optimi m i a force mnitiplier.
Perhaps tile most striking aspect of Powell's approach is his Jack
of elf·aggrandizement. He ee his life through an objective len
and, despite his phenomenal success, remains humble and nonsellcongratulatory. His life's story is tnlly in plrational not only for the
military reader bm to anyone who needs confrrmation on what is
right about America. After reading his book, I felt renewed conviction as a military profes iOnal and a deepened, heartfelt respect for
the mlUl behind the words.
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1995 INDEX OF ARTICLES
This index is a headline Ii ting of major artides published in
Army RD&A during 199;.

JANUARY-FEBRUARY
• ShapingAMC For Force XXI
• InterviewWitb Gilbert F. Decker, ASA(RDA)
• The oldier-Informationlnterface
• America's Army: Into The 21st Century
• U.S.Army Research Office: Researdl Efforts For Force XXI
• Army Research l..'1boratory Contribution To Force XXI
• RD&E Centers Play Key Role In Force XXI
• Acquisition Streamlining In Support Of Force XXI
• The Acquisition Intern And Mentor Programs
• Acquisition Interns, Mentors Visit SelectArmy Facilities
• \Vhat Mentors ay About Mentoring
• What Interns ay About Interning
• Army Names R&D Achievement Award Winners
• Tactical Endurance Synthetic Aperture Radar
• Returns On Investment In AMC-FAST
• oftware pecificationsAnd Smndards
• Individual Mobilization Augmentees
• User Experience: Does It Really Matter'
• Embedded Diagnostics Technology For Reduced Logistics and
Maintenance Costs
• TARDEC Eyes Active Suspension For Military Vehicles

MARCH-APRD..
• Corps Labs-A Unique ational Asset In Re earch Capabilitie
• Corp Support To r'Orce XXI
• Corp Of Engineers TechnologyTransfer
• Construction Productivity Advancement Research Program
• Synthetic Theater OfWar-Europe
• The Production And Demilitarization Phases
• Workshop Attendees Review Acquisition Corp
Implementation
• The .P'a1adin Enterprise Solution
• OWning The Weather
Testing At Yuma Proving Ground's Mine, Counter·mine, And
Demolitions Complex
• Contingency Contracting In Central Anlerica
• High Accuracy Intrinsic Voltage Standards
• Military pecifications And Standards: Bluepnnr For
Change...Some Cautions
• The PartneringTeam
• XM;6 Type Classified
• Training With Industry At General Motors

t .

MAY-JUNE
• TIle AmlY Researcll Institute And Force XXI
• Soldier Selection For Force XXI
• Developing Force XXI Battle Commanders
• Development Of A Force XXlTraining Management Strategy
• Design Of Mounted Warfare Train ing For Force XXI
• The Role Of Flight inmlation In TIle Force XXI Army
• Army' ewe t Command Focuses On SOldier AsA System
• Combat Identification ForThe Di mounted SOldier
• leep, leep Deprivation, And Continuous Operation
• Force Provider
• High Performance Computing: An Army Initiative
• Six Sigma In Product Development
• Repair Or Replace?
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• Acqui ition Community Discusses Plans For 21 st Century
• pedal Force Research Program
• Peacekeeping: An Additional Army Mi sion
• Digitizing The Battlefield

JULY-AUGUST
• Termination For Convenience: TheT4C Myths And Reality
• Contractor Performance Certification Program
• Electric Power ForThe Digital Battlefield' Foot oldier
• Acquisition ReformAt TRlCOM
• WillArmy Software Win 11le Information War?
• Textile Structural Composites
• Mentoring In The Acquisition Community
• Commercial Equipment For Power Projection
• From Technology To Capability: Th case For Innovation
• Chemical And Biological Defense ForThe ew Century
• What lsA '53'? ..A Perspective
• From Industry: Commercial Off-TIle·Shelf SOftware Is ues
• A Synthetic Scene Generation Proces For mart Weapons
• Mountain Highway BrakeTesting
• The Demise Of Missile DefenseTechnology
• A Farewell Letter From LTG William H. Forster

SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER
• Strategic Planning And Federal Science And Technology
• Army Modernization Forecast
• Advanced Concept Technology Demonstrations:Today's
Technology ForThe Warfighter
• DOD Dual Use TedlLlology And TechnologyTransfer
• Army Science And Technology Contributions To Future Joint
Warfighting Capabilities
• Joint Directors Of Laboratories...Project Il.eliance: Succe s In
The Making
• Affordable Acquisition
• Innovations For Quality In TIle 21 st Century Army Laboratories
• ReinventingAnArmy Labomtory
• TIle Increasing Releva.nce OfArmy Rese'lrch
• Acquisition Reform: Two Years Of Change
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• Adequate Price Competition: A History Of Regulatory
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• Contingency Contracting Officers And The V1SA/lMPAC Credit
Card At The National TrainIng Center

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER
• Integrated Product Teams
• An Industry Perspective On Integrated Product Teams
• Teaming For Integrated Product And Proce s Man.'1gement
• Training TIrrough ApprenticeshipsAnd Intern Programs
• DOD, Army, Industry Conferees Assess Acquisition Reform
Initiatives
• The Role Of Army Atlto.rnators In Meeting Force XXI
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• Why MANPRINT Make ense For Srreamli.ned Acquisition
• International Cooperative Research, Development And
Acquisition
• Data Storage And Retrieval ForThe Digital Battlefield
• Collision Avoidance System Prevents ccidenrs
• Flexible Ultrasonic Array Technology
• A Single Hydraulic Fluid For Army Ground Equipment
• .S. Army Assists Federal Emergency Management Agency
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